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ACTION OF THE GENERAL SYNOD.
The following resolutions, recommended by the Committee 
on Foreign Missions, were unanimously adopted June <th, 
1892. .
Unsolved, 1. That we cordially c o m m e n d  the Board of For­
eign Missions for faithfulness in its stewardship.
2. That the W o m a n ’s Board be congratulated on the pro­
nounced success attending their efforts, and that this agency 
be earnestly recommended as a most efficient means for call­
ing into action m u c h  undeveloped talent in our Church, and 
that the formation of auxiliary societies and mission bands be 
urged upon every church.
3. That the churches be m ad e  acquainted by the pastors 
and elders with the steady progress of the work, the zeal and 
devotion of our missionaries, and the glorious opportunities 
that present themselves for increased activity in the Lord s
cause, j
4. That one, and, if practicable, two General Missionary 
Conferences, one for the East and one for the West, be held 
during the month of October, to be arranged by the Board, 
and each Classjs be urged to hold a Missionary Conference ns 
soon after the General Conference ns m a y  be practicable.
5. That the first Sunday in November be set apart as a day 
of special prayer, and the week following as a self-denial 
week for missions.
fif “That the s um  of one hundred and twenty thousand dol­
lars ($120,000) be considered the lowest limit for our contri-
butions during this year.
7. That the Board of Foreign Missions be and hereby is 
authorized to qpen negotiations with the Arabian Mission
looking toward the receiving of thjnlgpp^i^ffe r
of our Church, and, if the way vbe-' cTeaf', 'to' a&sufne the re-of our Church, and, 
sponsibility of that Mission. V  .f
FORM OF BEQUEST.
“I give unto the Board of Foreign Missions of the Be- 
fonned Church in America.
dollars, to be applied for the maintenance 
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G E N E R A L  S U M M A R Y ,  1891-92.
C hin a. Indi a. N o r t hJa p a n.
So u t h
Ja p a n . T o t a l.
Stations................. ... 3 8 3 i 15Out-stations, etc............. 23 109 *20 26 178Missionaries, ordained...... .. • 6 9 6 3 24Missionaries, unordained...... 1 1 1 3Assistant Missionaries, married... 7 8 7 3 25
Assistant Missionaries, single__ 4 3 5 2 14Native, ordained MinistersT.... 9 9 *16 3 37Other native helpers, male..... 16 194 9 219Other native helpers, female... 57 6 63Churches.................. 9 23 *18 3 53Communicants.............. 968 1,844 2,450 297 5,559Received on Confession....... 100 124 *210 64 498Seminaries, male............ 1 4 1 1 7Pupils..................... 9 224 42 55 330Seminaries, female........... 3 2 1 1 7Pupils..................... 60 98 100 48 306Theological Schools.......... 1 1 1 1 4Theological students......... 9 20 *15 13 57D a y  Schools................ 11 117 128Scholars................... 130 3,718 3,848Hospitals.................. 1 1 2Patients treated............. 3,354 7,088 10,442
Native contributions.......... $3,382 $602 *$3,748 *$300 $8,032
* Estimated.
G E N E R A L  S U M M A R Y ,  1890-91."
C hin a. India. N o r t hJa p a n.
So u t h
Ja p a n. ITota l.
Stations................... 3 8 3 i 15Out-stations, etc............. 23 104 *20 19 166Missionaries, ordained........ 6 8 6 2 22Missionaries, unordained...... 1 1 1 1 4
Assistant Missionaries, married... 7 7 7 2 23
Assistant Missionaries, single... 2 3 5 2 12Native, ordained Ministers..... 9 6 *16 2 33
Other native helpers, male..... 18 194 6 218





1 T he  oldest Mission of our Church, that at Amo y,  celebrates 
this year its jubilee. N ot  two generations have past since 
David Abeel laid the corner-stone of our work in China. 
T he  other Missions are still younger. A s  we survey these 
fields and attempt to estimate only those harvest returns 
that can be spread before the eye, we cannot but praise our 
risen Lord, that H e  has given us such success in laboring to­
gether with Him. In each of them the Church of the liv­
ing G o d  has taken a deep and firm hold, which, w e believe, 
will never be loosened.
H o  time could have been more opportune for a visit by an 
officer of the Board to these fields upon which so m u c h  of 
the Church's labor, mon ey  and prayer have been ex­
pended.
Famine in the treasury would not allow the Board to bear 
the cost of such a tour of inspection, but those never-failing 
help-meets, the women, raised a volunteer fund to meet all 
expenses.
They provided the mon ey  to send Dr. Cobb, the Corre­
sponding Secretary, and their action showed hearty apprecia­
tion of his peculiar fitness for such an embassage, no less 
than a wise discernment of the benefits that would accrue 
from it to our Church in both hemispheres.
T he  Board cordially approved of the movement and gave 
its Secretary the leave of absence necessary, commissioning 
h i m  to bear its Christian greetings and those of the Church 
to the brethren and sisters in the far East.
Great was the rejoicing in all the Missions in anticipation 
of Dr. Cobb’s advent, and the reports from Arcot, which field 
he has finished viewing, leave no doubt that his presence and 
counsels there have given great encouragement and inspira­
tion.
THE CONDITIONS OF THE COUNTRIES
in which our agents are laboring, calls for special notice. 
China has been agitated by political disturbance, which in 
some parts has taken the form of violence to foreigners and, 
a few missionaries have become martyrs.
T he  outbreaks in the A m o y  region were not serious and 
none of our circle was injured. Their bearing, however, in 
the threatened danger, called forth a hearty encomium from 
the American Consul.
Parts of India have been visited by famine and the Arcot 
field has had to bear its full share of that dread scourge. 
Even yet the danger is not past.
Our people here have generously responded to the appeals 
for help to feed the hungry, and more than $2,500 has been 
forwarded.
“  T he  year 1891 will be memorable in the history of Japan 
for the first session of the Imperial Diet, for the attempt to 
assassinate the Czarowitz and for the earthquake.” This is 
the opening sentence of the Report of the Church of Christ 
in Japan.
T he  earthquake caused widespread ruin, but our stations 
were of those strangely and mercifully spared.
INGATHERINGS OF OUR CHURCHES.
Four hundred and ninety-eight were received on confession 
of their faith into the membership of our Asiatic churches 
last year. In India the net increase in adherents, or those 
w h o  have pledged themselves to abjure heathenism and follow 
Christ, is 373.
S o m e  out-stations in China present a rather discouraging 
report, though the reception of one hundred members into our 
churches there is surely a happy result on the whole. The 
number of accessions in Japan is not as large as in the 
previous year, yet a total of 274 signifies life and activity 
a m o n g  the reapers.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF NATIVE WORKERS.
Presidents from a m o n g  their o wn  people have been selected 
for three of our prominent educational institutions in Japan—
the Meiji Gakuin, Sturges Seminary and Steele Memorial 
School. •
These steps have been taken with the approval of the 
Missions^ and have been attended thus far with favorable 
“results. T o  the careful student of missionary progress they 
mark, an era of no small import. There are four more native 
pastors than last year, of w h o m  three have been ordained in 
India. T h e  number there has increased from three to nine 
in two years.
T he  number of students in our far Eastern Theological 
Seminaries has increased from forty-three to fifty-seven, 
which fact is also full of encouraging significance.
The Seminary in the Arcot Mission graduated its first 
regular class. Seven young m e n  finished a course of four 
years and passed a very creditable examination.
PREPARATORY EDUCATIOXAL INSTITUTIOXS.
T he  class graduated from the Meiji Gakuin at Tokyo n u m ­
bered twenty-one, the largest in its history. T he  A m o y  
Middle School reports great advance in the standard of en­
trance and in the system of instruction. In the Steele 
Memorial School at Nagasaki there were fifty-five students, of 
w h o m  eighteen were Christians, seven having received bap­
tism during the year. *
The Arcot A c a de my  is assuming miniature university pro­
portions. T he  Industrial School has been mad e  a corporate 
part of it, so that every student shall have thorough manual 
training. T he  annual report of the Arcot Mission is being 
printed at the School press. .
T he  Training Schools for Girls show similar progress.
Sturges Seminary has eighteen more pupils than last year. 
T he  Vellore and Madanapalle Schools were never more pros­
perous, the former having added a normal department for 
training teachers, w ho  are greatly needed. Ferris Seminary 
has had to encounter unusual opposition, owing to a reaction 
against female education, but the tide bids fair soon to turn 
again. T h e  A m o y  Girls’ School rejoices in the return of the 
Misses Talmage to its superintendency.
Pri m a r y  a n d  Parochial School W o r k  has been rather u n ­
progressive about A m o y  because of the lack of a Missionary
force sufficient to supervise it, and also of a strange series of 
mishaps to native teachers.
In the Arcot Mission, however; this branch of work is very 
flourishing. More than a hundred of these schools are in 
operation, bringing the rudiments of knowledge to over 3,000 
children, most of w h o m  would never learn a letter were it 
not for this agency. It is a pleasure to note the large pro­
portion of girls— two-fifths of the whole— and the fact that 
the number of Christian teachers in the Hindu Girls’ Schools 
is increasing. T he  one at Ranipet has only one non-Christian 
instructor.
GROWTH IH THE SPIRIT OF SELF-HELP.
While our Chinese churches alone report an increase in 
gifts over last year, there are signs in all that our native 
Christians are becoming more eager to feed themselves and 
one another. Every appeal from China for a church or * 
parsonage is backed by the assurance that the people will do 
a goodly part.
In India a graduated scale of decrease in Mission aid 
to pastors has been adopted, and several colporteurs are sup­
ported entirely by their o w n  people. Famine m a y  well 
account for their slight decrease in contributions to the 
Church. T he  spirit of the Synod of the Church of Christ 
in Japan in refusing to accept Mission aid to clear off a 
H o m e  Mission debt is very inspiring.
T he  aid given to the earthquake sufferers by scholars in 
our schools is also a delightful sign of the presence of the 
Spirit of Christ.
THE YEAR’S WORK WITH THE PRESS.
A  n ew  translation of the Heidelberg Catechism into 
Japanese by Revs. Messrs. Miller and Miura has been issued. 
Mrs. Miller’s Glad Tidings and Sun d a y  School Leaflet have 
feach a circulation of over 3,000.
Dr. Yerbeck translated Prof. Demarest’s article : “ Is 
Christianity a Life?” into Japanese, and has distributed 
2,000 copies in that language and English.
A  monthly paper in the vernacular is just being started in
the Arcot Mission, to be published at the Industrial School 
press.
MEDICAL WORK.
T he  hospitals at Sio-Ke and Arcot have been doing an 
expansive work. T he  former reports a slight decrease in 
number of patients, hut more earnest attention to preaching. 
Its opium refuge ministers to a pitiable and needy class, and 
the accommodations and equipment have been enlarged. 
W e  tender our thanks to friends in the Netherlands, who, 
through Mr. J. "VanT Ijindenhout, sent us a donation of 
$276 for this work. In the Arcot hospital there has been 
an increase of over 2,000 patients. Dr. L. R. Scud- 
der desires greatly to do more medical work in the out­
lying villages, .hut must wait till an assistant from this 
country is sent to him.
OUR MISSIONARIES.
T he  ranks have been unbroken by death, and cases of seri­
ous illness have been few. Rev. W .  W .  Scudder, D. D., has 
resumed his work in the Theological .Seminary, and for his 
restoration, at one time despaired of, we are deeply grateful.
Mrs. L. R. Scudder had a severe attack of typhoid fever, 
but her recovery is thankfully announced.
Rev. and Mrs. H o w a r d  Harris and Miss M. E. Brokaw 
returned to this country to rest and recruit, and expect to 
return during the present year.
Rev. J. L. A me rm an ,  D. D., has recently arrived here, 
needing rest after a long period of too severe mental and nerv­
ous exertion.
Rev. D. Rapalje, Rev. and Mrs. A. S. V a n  D y c k  and the 
Misses Talmage have returned to their stations in the A m o y  
Mission, Mrs. Rapalje not being able as yet to join them.
Miss M. Leila Winn, formerly of Ferris Seminary, is again 
in Japan, but has taken up evangelistic work in Morioka.
ADDITIONS TO THE FORCE.
Our Mission in South Japan has been re-enforced by Rev. 
and Mrs. Albertus Pieters, that in India by Mrs. Win. I. 
Chamberlain and Rev. L. B. Chamberlain, and that at A m o y  
by Miss Nellie Z w e me r  and Miss Elizabeth M. Cappon.
• APPOINTMENTS.
Miss Margaret C. Morrison, of Jersey City, K  J., has been 
commissioned as an assistant missionary in the A m o y  Mission, 
which she expects to join in the fall. ' *
Rev. John H. Wyckoff, formerly a m e m b e r  of the Arcot 
Mission, was urgently called by the Board to leave his church 
at Claverack, 2v. Y., where he was most successfully laboring, 
and to rejoin the force in India. H e  loyally responded to the 
call and has been re-appointed. H e  expects to embark in 
July, taking with him as his wife Miss Gertrude A. Cha nd ­
ler, w h o  has been a m e m b e r  of the Madura Mission-of the 
Ameiican Board since 1879, and is a thoroughly-furnished 
and successful missionary. W e  extend our thanks to the 
American Board for thus repaying a debt which they in­
curred when they took Miss Mandeville from us in the same 
manner several years ago.
Ihough others have been sought to fill vacancies none have 
been secured.
Several lady volunteers have m ad e  application, but the 
male applicants are few, and we pray that the Holy Spirit 
m a y  lay more heavily upon the students of our seminaries 
the weight of the last c o m m a n d  of our invisible King.
PRESSING NEEDS OF THE MISSIONS.
F or C h i n a .— A n  ordained missionary to work as a touring 
evangelist and a lady medical missionary to open a hospital 
for w o m e n  at A m o y .
F or In d i a .— A  missionary to occupy Chittoor, which has 
been vacant for seven years. Another to reside at Gudiyatam, 
in the neighborhood of which there has been a rich harvest 
during the past year. T he  Mission -resolved to m a k e  this 
place a station twenty-five years ago, but there has never been 
a m a n  available.
T w o  single ladies are needed at Arcot, one of w h o m  should 
be a physician. .
•Ihe North Japan Mission pleads for three missionaries, 
none having been sent them since 1884. Rev. E. R. Miller 
and wife are soon to return home, leaving Morioka without 
a resident missionary. u
T he  call from South Japan is for one missionary and one 
single lady assistant.
These re-enforcements asked for are not all that could work 
to advantage, but they are imperatively needed to fill vacan­
cies and keep up healthy growth in the Missions.
' MEMBERS ASTD OFFICERS OF THE BOARD.
T he  Board has been called upon to bear the loss of two of 
its members by death during the year.
Rev. W. J. R. Taylor, D. D., its Vice-President, has been 
a continuous m e m b e r  ever since its existence as a separate 
organization.
■A testimonial of our hearty appreciation of his loyalty, 
efficiency and faithfulness has been placed upon our minutes, 
and in honor of his long service his place as m e m b e r  and 
Vice-President has been left unfilled till this meeting. Mr. 
James A. Seward, whose term of service began in 1888, has 
been an earnest and wise counselor, and we regret that he 
could not have labored with us longer. Mr. G. H. liebout 
has been chosen to fill this vacancy.
Besides these vacancies, the following are the members 
whose term of office expires with this Synod.
MEMBERS WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUXE, 1892.
Rev. J. H. Whitehead, Rev. J. H. Oerter, D. D.,
«  T. W .  Chambers, D. D., Mr. James A. Williamson,
“ T. S. Brown, Mr. F. S. Douglas,
‘ Mr. Geo. E. Knight.
T he  Board is compelled also to announce that Rev. John 
M. Ferris, D. D., has presented his resignation of the office 
of Treasurer.
It has placed on record in its minutes, and herein declares 
to the Synod, its heart-felt gratitude to Dr. Ferris for filling 
the office so long and so efficiently. Not only has he per­
formed the ordinary duties of a treasurer, but once and again, 
w h e n  the Board has borrowed to the limit of its ability to 
meet pressing calls, has he given private security for loans 
and prevented disaster.
AGENCIES AT HOME.
A  general conference was held at Albany in October, 1891. 
T en  years had elapsed since a former one had been convened 
at the same place. T he  statement by the Corresponding 
Secretary of the growth in that period, both in the churches 
abroad and the interest and benevolence at home, was very 
encouraging. That statement has been printed as a leaflet 
and widely circulated. The whole meeting was characterized 
by intelligent zeal and spiritual enthusiasm. Its effect was 
very marked in Albany itself, and doubtless reached to the 
limits of our Church. •
Visits to the churches and auxiliaries have been made by 
Misses M. E. and K. M. Talmage, Miss M. L. Winn, Mrs. 
Conklin and Miss M. E. Brokaw. ■
Messrs. Rapalje, V a n  Dyck, Peeke and Conklin have been 
heard by m a n y  of our congregations.
Mr. Wyckoff, since April 1st, has also been constantly oc­
cupied in the service of the Board, either in the Secretary^ 
office or a m o n g  the churches.
A  committee of the Board issued a circular in March, 
appealing for extra offerings to remove the debt of the Board 
before the return of Dr. Cobb, the success of which cannot 
yet be foretold.
Mite boxes, barrels, etc., have been sent out to the number 
of 2,066. T he  entire number sent out from the beginning is 
24,746.
. . MISSIONARY LECTURESHIP.
T he  lectures in the Graves course in the Theological 
Seminary at N e w  Brunswick were delivered by Rev. A. J. 
Gordon, D. D., and were received with hearty approval. 
Rev. W m .  M. Taylor, D. D., has been chosen as lecturer for 
next year.
THE WOMAN’S BOARD.
That organization takes no steps backward. T o  show that 
its agency in sending Dr. Cobb on his glorious errand did 
not interfere with its offerings to the regular work, it in­
creased its payment of last year to our Board by about §1,500. 
Its total receipts were §20,855.47.
Since its organization it has gathered, to aid the work 
a m o n g  the w o m a n  of heathendom, §230,786.
It would be very fitting, and m a k e  the work of classifying 
receipts m u c h  easier, if all ladies1 societies would send their 
contributions to that Board. It has been incorporated dur­
ing the year, and if that were possible, is more thoroughly 
responsible than ever before.
Interest in the Prayer League has been stimulated by the 
leaflets published in its advocacy and by the monthly c o m ­
munications of Mrs. Scudder, the earnest Seci'etary. She has 
suggested topics with great appropriateness, and very point­
edly pressed them upon the attention of those w h o  pray 
“ T h y  K i n g d o m  Come.”
FIXAXCES.
T he  total receipts for the year, exclusive of those given in 
response to the recent appeal for the debt, were §112,163.59. 
Of this §2,616.88 was designated for sufferers by famine in 
India. T he  receipts from legacies were §10,192. T he  gifts 
of the living for the work of the Board aggregated §99,350, 
an excess over last year of §2,700.
Expenditures.— total amount expended during the 
year was §116,225.60. T h e  items of this outlay, as well as of 
income, will be found specified in the x'eport of the Treasurer, 
and the general distribution only need be given here. For 
thefour Missions, §107,278.22 ; for h o m e  expenses, §6,548.60 ; 
for interest on loans, §2,398.78. T h e  debt to be carried 
over is §34,500, and the balance in the treasury §2,603.84.
Appropriations.— A s  finally adopted, the appropriations 
of the Board for 1892 are as follows :
For the A m o y  Mission. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . §24,421
“  “  Arcot “ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  31,858
“  “  North Japan Mission..........  31,006
“ “  South “  “ .............  18,975
“  Interest on L o a n s ...............  2,000
“  Other H o m e  Expenses............  6,782
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . §115,042
This amount appropriated to the Missions is less,, by more 
than $5,000, than was asked in their estimates. But the 
Board strove to keep within the limit fixed by Synod, and 
even that is beyond the income of the past year.
ACTIOST BY SYNOD REQUESTED.
T he  question of the control of the Theological Seminary in 
the Arcot Mission and the income from its endowment we 
respectfully lay before the General Synod for adjudication 
and settlement.
T he  Executive Committee of the Board directed the Mis­
sion to apply the surplus of income over expenditure, as 
shown by the Treasurer’s report, towards paying the salary of 
the Missionary professor. T he  reply of the Mission and a 
full statement of their position is embodied in a letter written 
officially by Dr. Jacob Chamberlain. That position is that 
the Seminary is the creature of General Synod, and hence the 
Mission, as the trustee of the income of the endowment, can 
receive orders concerning it only from the Synod, the Board 
of Foreign Missions having no authority in the matter.
T he  Corresponding Secretary, Dr. Cobb, was present at 
the meeting of the Arcot Mission w he n  this action was taken, 
and has written a letter to the Board giving his view of the 
matter. These two letters, with the report of the Treasurer 
of the Arcot Mission showing the balance of income from the 
endowment in the treasury on December 31st, 1890, are 
the papers in the case presented to the General Synod.
T he  Board of Foreign Missions requests the Synod to 
clearly define the status of the Theological Seminary in the 
Arcot Mission and to give a decision as to the control of its 
endowment and the income derived from it.
If the Synod should decide that that Seminary is under the 
same direction in all respects as are those at N e w  Brunswick 
and Holland, the Board will cheerfully acquiesce, hut in such 
case requests that the control of the funds and the payment of 
all salaries he entrusted to the Board of Direction of our 
Church.
In the matter of the periodical publication of its Mission­
ary information, the Board submits to the Synod that its 
share of the deficiency in the expense of issuing the Mission 
Field for 1891 was $489.51. This amount is more than three
times as large as that of the year previous, and is more than 
the Board feels willing to pay for the small circulation it 
receives in exchange. It therefore prays General Synod to 
authorize it to publish its Missionary information in such 
manner and way as it shall deem to be for its best interests 
and those of the Reformed Church.
Its committee has united with that appointed by the 
Board of Domestic Missions in jointly memorializing the 
Synod to the above effect.
■ CONCLUSION.
This account of its stewardship the Board gladly renders to 
the Synod and the Church. T he  s um ma ry  has been purposely 
mad e  brief in order to compel a study of the pages follow­
ing, if one would get an idea of our Missionary work for the 
past year at all approaching completeness.
T h e  comparative table of statistics introducing the report 
speaks of advance in almost every department. The re­
ports of the various Missions tell of careful organization, 
unceasing labor, bold aggression, patient endurance and a 
goodly measure of triumph. It is unfair and ungrateful for 
an intelligent Christian to neglect or pass lightly over the 
accounts of stewardship rendered by those w h o m  the Church 
has sent as her agents to the regions beyond.
W e  believe our Church is becoming increasingly interested 
in the progress of Christ's far Eastern Kingdom.
She is gradually enlarging her offerings to sustain and in­
tensify that progress. W e  have m a n y  n ew  contributors in 
the Societies of Christian Endeavor, which are becoming 
powerful moulders of the young people of our churches. 
It has been suggested that to these enthusiastic societies be 
given a special department of the work— perhaps the sending 
out of n e w  Missionaries— and the suggestion is worthy of 
consideration.
T he  first Sunday of November was recommended by the 
last Synod as a day of special prayer for our Missions, and 
all Missions, and for a consideration of their work. T he  
Board suggests that this recommendation be repeated for the 
present year, and that its .observance be emphatically 
requested.
T o  give an outlet to the spirit which such prayer and 
enlightenment should naturally produce, it is suggested that 
the week following that Sabbath be observed as a self-denial 
week for our work in Asia. In England and elsewhere this 
plan has been tried with great success, and we doubt not that 
if pastors and superintendents bring it plainly and warmly 
before churches and Sabbath schools, the outcome will be a 
goodly income for the work and a blessed sense of the 
Master’s favor in those w h o  follow His clear bidding, ”  Let 
h im  deny himself.”
T he  Board leaves entirely to the Synod the fixing of the 
amount of money which shall be laid upon the Classes to raise 
the coming year.' It does not believe that it will be asked 
to take any step backward.
T he  mind of the Church as it comes nearer to the mind of 
Christ cannot take any other watchword than “ Onward.” 
T he  eyes of the Church, as they come more and more to look 
through the eyes that looked from the disciples to the ends of 
the earth as H e  said “  Go,” will not endure any narrowing 
of her boundaries in Asia.
If the Lord brings our beloved Secretary h o m e  and per­
mits h im  to tell of the things his eyes have seen, his ears 
heard and his spirit felt a m o n g  the people of Christ in India, 
China and Japan, in whose rescue and upbuilding we have 
had no little share; to lay before us the condition and the 
needs of the still darkened millions w ho  are as “  sheep having 
no shepherd,” w e cannot doubt that faith will be justified, 
hope revived and love, with its handmaid beneficence, 
greatly enlarged.
Approved and adopted by the Board, M a y  23d, 1892.
J O H N  W .  C O N K L I N ,
Acting Corresponding Secretary.
R E P O R T S  P R O M  T H E  M I S S I O N S .
T H E  A M O Y  M I S S I O N .
F O U N D E D  1842. '
Danie' RaPaIje’ ^  W ' KiP' D D -’
Afedical Missionary.— J. A. Otte, M.D.
Assistant Missionaries.— Nrs. Talmage, Mrs. Kip, Miss M. E. Talmage, Miss K. M  
Talmage, Mrs. Rapalje, Mrs. Pitcher, Mrs. Van Dyck, Mrs. Otte, Mrs. Fagg, Miss Cappon, Miss Zwemer.
Native Pastors.— Revs. Ung Ho-Seng, 1st Church, Amoy; Ti Peng-teng, 2d 
Church, Amoy ; Jap Hon-Chiong, of Sio-ke Church ; Chhoa Thian-Knit, of the 
Chiong-Chin Church ; Lim Khiok, of the Chioh-be Church ;■ Li Ki-Che, of the 
O-Kang Church ; In Ho-Sui, of tire Hong-Sen Church ; Tiong Su-Li, of the Thian- 
San Church ; Linn Chi-seng, of the Tong-an Church.
Native Helpers.— (Unordained) 16.
Regular Preaching Places— US, and “The Douglas Memorial Church,” on Ko- longsu, shared by the two Missions.
Theological Students.— 9. '
Teachers.— 12.
Schools.— Middle, 1, under the care of the two Missions ; total pupils, 19. of which 
number 9 were from our Churches. “The Charlotte W. Duryea School for 
Women,” pupils, 20. Girls’ Schools, 2, pupils, 40. Parochial Schools, 11, pupils, 130.







































































































T h e  A m o y  T ai-Ho e y .
C H U R C H E S .
First, A m o y  ........ 88 3 2 i 2 90 10 8 $276 25Second, A m o y ....... 141 4 3 5 2 135 5 3 3 733 13Chioh-be........... 73 2 •i 2 3 71 6 2 2 251 30O-Kang (a).......... 100 8 1 6 103 5 1 7 244 30Hong-San (b)....... 59 5 2 i 4 2 59 5 5 3 421.Chiang-Chiu (c)...... 88 10 7 3 5 2 . 98 3 5 8 247 40Tong-An (d)......... 75 25 1 1 3 2 99 2 4 24 242Sio-ke («)......... r.. 209 37 3 2 6 240 10 22 34 729 90Thian-San (/)........ 66 6 4 2 1 73 11 6 236 80
Total.. ............ 899 100 21 15 35 8 968 46 61 87 $3,382 08Native Hak-ka Mission.. 18 3 2 1 18 1 3 ' 17 10Eng. Pres. Mission... 942 97 68 74 40 4 986 61 79 84 2,417 52
Total Tai-Hoey ..... 1859 200 89 89 77 12 1972 108 140 174 $5,816 70
(“) Composed of two congregations; Kang-tau and Kio-tau.
-pi Composed of two congregations; Te-soa and Ang-tung-tau, and one out- station, Te-tau.
(c) Has one out-station; Chhoa-poa.
Id) Has two out-stations; Poa-tau-chhi and Ko-soa.
 ̂ i.e) Has six out-stations; Lam-sin, Poa-a, Toa-Khe, Soa-pi, E-che and Toa-lo-
(/) Has two out-stations; Soa-sia, Leng-soa.
M I S S I O N  R E P O R T .
\
“  Slow but sure,” is the epitome of the following report:
February the 24tb, 1892, marked the fiftieth anniversary of the begin­
ning of the work here.
Of that which has been accomplished during these years, the record 
speaks for itself, partially at least.
F r o m  no Christians, no churches, no schools, in 1842, to the number 
of church members, churches, and other branches of Christian work, as 
noted in our tabular statement up to 1892, is no mean showing.
During the year that has passed w e  can'report solid and hard work, 
and a resultant sure growth, despite the scarcity of workers, foreign 
and native.
This growth should force the conviction home that closer attention 
to the urgent needs of the A m o y  Mission, and a speedy supplying of 
them, are an absolute duty.
W h a t  are these needs ? A  long felt, and oft noted need is that of a 
teacher, thoroughly equipped in pedagogics, and all that pertains 
thereto.
Then w e  also plead for a lady physician. Her influence in opening 
the w a y  to the hearts of the w o m e n  would be powerful and speedily 
felt.
If our heart’s desire be granted, and the growth of the Tong-An church 
continues, as at present it seems likely to do, it will not be long before 
a physician for work in that region will be needed.
Buildings are wanted. First, a proper structure for our Academy. 
The present building is full to overflowing this year.
A  residence for the increased force of laborers is a need very greatly 
felt.
There are the parsonages for the native pastors, and n e w  chapels for 
growing churches to be built.
A u d  above all is the great need of your prayers to the Lord of Hosts 
for His blessing upon the work, which opens with unwonted signs of 
activity all along the line. '
EVANGELISTIC W O R K  IN THE VICINITY OF AMOY.
Rev. L. W. Kip, Missionary in Charge.
The churches which are supervised from A m o y  lie both to the North 
and West. The three to the North are : First, O-Kang, comprising con­
gregations at Kang-tau and Kio-tau, on A m o y  Island, under the care of 
a pastor, assisted by a student under his charge. During the year eight 
were received by confession, so that, notwithstanding a troublesome 
experience with one of the Kang-tau members, it is not without an evi­
dence of the Lord’s goodness. Second, the Hong-San, under .its native 
pastor, has made but little growth, save in an out-station, Te-tau, where
there has been considerable interest, with a good number of attendants. 
The third church is at Tong-An. The year has been one of m u c h  pros­
perity. The people n o w  meet in a new church building, very different 
from the old. They and we rejoice in seeing the church growing, with 
G o d ’s blessing on the work of the earnest and active pastor, so that 
twenty-five were received to the Communion of the Church, and a 
goodly number attend every Sabbath.
W e  wish w e  could say the same of the three churches to the West. 
The nearest one is Chioh-be. Its pastor and people might well rejoice 
if they might have Tong-An’s experience in a n e w  church building, and 
perhaps be encouraged by it to n ew zeal and effort. They have tried 
to do something at the neighboring district city of Hai-teng, but hitherto 
without any fruit at all. They are going to try it for another year, and 
since pastor and people are of one mind, w e  m a y  hope for better things 
in the coming year.
Nor have w e  an encouraging report to make of the Chiang-Chiu 
church, twelve miles further up the river. H a d  it been possible to put 
more labor on it, the result might have been better. But our Mission 
was weak-handed, and there was a lack of native preachers, so the 
pastor was inclined to be discouraged, especially as the R o m a n  Catho­
lics built their church almost opposite ours. Still the church has a net 
increase of seven members, showing that the year’s work has not been 
in vain. ’ The more newly-organized church of Thian-San, whose p'as- 
tor lives at Tian-po, comprises also Leng-soa and Soa-sia. The pastor 
is assisted by a preacher at each of these two out-stations. Soa-sia, like 
Tong-an, is rejoicing in a n e w  church-building, and it would be well if 
Leng-soa could also do so, for a better place is m u c h  needed. Tian-po 
is also without a good parsonage. But, although these wants are press­
ing, yet w e  m a y  be thankful that the church has added six to the 
church-roll, so that w e  m a y  thank G od and take courage. W e  m a y  
indeed hope for better things this year. With our n e w  accessions from 
home, and three n e w  young preachers, we are in a better position to 
help, than in our low estate during the past year. A n d  w e  k n o w  that 
you and m a n y  at home will help us with your prayers, that our bright­
est hopes m a y  be realized in a more abundant blessing than ever before.
THE SIO-KE DISTHICT.
Rev. John G. Fagg, Missionary in Charge.
The year 1891, in most stations of the Sio-ke region, has been a year 
of substantial prosperity. T h ough sixty- miles inland from Amoy, and 
thus away from the restraining influences that might be exerted at a 
port, there were no open manifestations of hostility to our work, even 
when the sky hung most ominous and threatening over other parts of 
the Empire. The people knew there were uprisings against foreigners 
in other places, but it provoked no demonstration a mong them.
The hospital was largely patronized, the attendance at most of the 
churches was larger than a year previous, the increase in membership
will be between thirty and forty, quite up to if not over the average of 
several years past. So w e  have abundant reason to thank God, and 
take courage.
Sio-Ke and sub-stations Soa-pi and Toa-lo-Teng.— The mother church 
shows a record of largely increased liberality. The total amount raised 
for church support and various benevolent objects aggregates nearly 
$500. Seventy dollars was contributed to the Sio-Ke Hospital, $18 for 
sufferers from the Trentsin floods, $25 for a new bridge. This last s u m  
was raised to hel$ on a m u c h  needed public improvement. It was 
raised, too, to show the heathen that while there were m a n y  public 
demonstrations in honor of the gods, in which the Christian could not 
join, still they had not lost their public spirit, but were quite as ready 
as the heathen to contribute to a worthy public enterprise.
The Sunday school, under the superintendence of Dr. Otte, and the 
valuable assistance of the hospital students, as teachers, has become an 
established and very useful feature of church work. The Girl’s School, 
under the joint care of Mrs. Otte and Mrs. Fagg, reports a full school 
and commendable advance in the scholarship of the pupils.
Poa.— The congregation at Poa continues to fill all the available room 
in the new church edifice. During the year fifteen n e w  members 
joined the church. This number might have been doubled if the 
preacher were not so cautious in admitting only those of w h o m  he is 
quite persuaded that they have the root of the matter in them, and are 
not seeking to join the church from some unworthy, worldly motive. 
Every Sunday, for the greater part of the year, two brethren, accord­
ing to lot, have walked up and back to E-che, a distance of nine miles, 
over a mountain road, to encourage and help the preacher in his diffi­
cult task among a very irresponsive people. For the past eight or ten 
months quite a number of m en have been coming to the Poa church 
from a mountain valley, four miles south. The brethren have recently 
rented rooms in one of the villages over there, and they expect to have 
a delegation of two or three members go every Sunday to preach in 
this n ew chapel and in the surrounding villages.
The Poa brethren would like very m u c h  to build a preaching chapel 
near the church, and fronting right on the highroad to numerous 
market-towns and villages inland, so as to carry on more or less preach­
ing every day to the passers-by and lookers-in. They ask us to help 
them to the amount $100. They are also anxious to get a school build­
ing. At- present the parochial school, and that is the only safe school 
to which Christian parents can send their children, meets in the 
w o m a n ’s quarter of the church. The people ask us for $100, and de­
serve to get it. M a y  w e  look for it from some well-disposed friend 
or some flourishing Society of Christian Endeavor.
Lam-tin.— The crowded congregation is in the old house under the 
big banyan tree.
The brethren asked for a school teacher this year, and promised to 
open the school with twenty boys. The teacher was granted them.
Best of all, the brethren have united with two small congregations, 
four and six miles away, in petitioning the Classis to establish them 
into one church organization, so as to be able to call their o w n  pastor. 
“ Their o wn ” means that they will support him. '
Toa-Ke and &T-c7(e.— These two places, twelve and thirty miles distant, 
respectively, from Sio-Ive, do not send very cheering tidings. There 
has been a gain of three adherents at Toa-Ke, but none at all at E-che. 
Both market-towns are situated in densely-populated, fertile valleys. 
The valleys are not large, and are surrounded on all sides by high 
mountains. The mountains have walled the majority of the people 
out from any extensive contact with the world beyond. The literary 
fame of the people of these valleys is quite superior to that of m a n y  
outlying regions. They are conceited, prejudiced, bigoted, conserva­
tive, superstition-ridden. Nearly all the fields and houses and general 
possessions are a c o m m o n , clan-inheritance. The village elders every­
where forbid m en to come to our chapels. Every one w h o  professes 
the foreign religion must expect to lose his share in the c o m m o n  in­
heritance. Our preachers have done m u c h  faithful seed-sowing, both 
in the chapels and from village to village ; almost from house to house. 
Hitherto the soil has seemed iron under their feet. But they and w e  
alike look to Him, whose is the h a m m e r  and fire that can break in 
pieces, whose are the dews and gentle rains that can fructify, w h o  can 
transform the wilderness into a fruitful field and the “ thirsty ground 
into springs of water.” So w e  continue to cast G o d ’s bread upon the 
waters, and hope to find it, after m a n y  days, enriching and strengthen­
ing m a ny  “ to attain to the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge 
of the Son of God, unto a full-grown man, unto the measure of the 
stature of the fullness of Christ.”
TUB THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY.
Instructors, Revs. Wm. McGregor, L. W. Kip, D.D.
W h e n  last year it was found next to impossible to secure a central site 
large enough for both Middle School and Theological Seminary build­
ings, it was decided, in joint session of both Missions, that we were to 
secure and provide buildings for the Middle School, and the English 
Presbyterians were to do likewise for the Theological Seminary.
Our English Presbyterian brethem made repeated efforts to purchase 
a n e w  site, but in vain. It was finally decided to tear d o w n  the build­
ing on the old site and erect a new Theological hall and dormitory. 
They raised $3,000 and forthwith began to build. The n e w  building is 
nearly completed.
The number of students during the first half year was eighteen, and 
in the last half twelve. Three of our students, w’ho left at the begin­
ning of last year, were each assigned for the year to the care of a native 
pastor, to gain from him some practical experience in evangelistic and 
parochial work. B y  this we hope they will be better fitted for the work 
of evangelists.
W e  hope to have sixteen or eighteen young m en in attendance this 
year.
At a Mission meeting, held early in December, 1891, it was decided that 
Mr. Fagg be appointed instructor to succeed Dr. Kip, w h o  goes to take 
charge of the work in the Sio-Ke district.
Rev. W m .  McGregor has gone to Scotland for ten months, and his 
place is filled by the Rev. Henry Thompson.
The importance of a well equipped native pastorate and evangelistic 
force bespeaks for this work a place in the interest of the Church, and 
also the prayers of her members that the Lord of the harvest m a y  send, 
forth laborers. '
EDUCATIONAL WOBK.
Rev. P. W. Pitcher in Charge.
W e  trust that w e  have contributed a little towards hastening that 
glad day of China’s redemption by what w e  have accomplished in <mr 
school work of the year just passed. Most humbly w e  lay before you 
what has been wrought, conscious of m a n y  failures, unrealized antici­
pations and unfulfilled hopes. Still, even through the shadows and 
disappointments m a y  w e  be able to discover enough to encourage us 
to go forward in this good missionary work.
Four years ago the institution took one step in advance, by requiring 
an entrance examination, as indicated in the annual report of 1888. it 
is very interesting and certainly very satisfactory to notice the progress 
that has been made in the preparation of the boys for the entering 
examinations, as indicated by the standing of the successful competition * 
for the entrance prize.
In 1890 the two highest averages were 79.2 and 77.
“ 1891 “ “ “ “ 83.7 “ 80.5.
“ 1892 “ “ “ “ 95. “ 93.5.
The standing of the others was proportionately in advance.
In the Report of 1888 w e  wrote: “ W e  hope the time is approaching 
when w e  can have a four year prescribed course.” That time has come 
and passed, and for the last two years the curriculum of study adopted 
in 1889 has been faithfully followed.
The course of study for the fourth or last year will give an idea of the 
educational outfit possessed by one of our graduates.
Fourth year.— Holy Scriptures : Job, Proverbs to Malachi. Chi­
nese Classics : Mencius, Commentary ; Great Learning, Doctrine of the 
Mean; In-bak-su-ti, Yol. IY; Tso-toan, Vol. Ill and IV; Le-ki 
(subj., Book of Rites); Tong-si, Vol. IH, Composition. Algebra 
(finished), Physics, History (America, Russia, Spain), Reading, Writ, 
ing, Romanized Colloquial Composition, Drawing, Music.
All instruction is pursued through the m e dium of the Chinese lan­
guage.
During the past year w e  have had three classes only, viz.: the First, 
Second and Third. It was no easy task to manage them with our 
limited staff of teachers. But this year (1892), as there will be four 
classes, the task will be still more difficult.
During the second term w e  lost three of our boys. One left to enter 
Dr. Macleish’s Hospital as a student; another, on account of weak eyes ; 
and still another, at our request; not because he was a bad boy, but 
because he had no " g o ” in him. At the end of the year w e  had eigh­
teen students.
The event of the year was the purchase of a new property. Such an 
event requires more than a passing notice.
W h e n  I returned to A m o y  an opportunity was presented to secure 
one of. the best sites and most healthful locations that this island of 
Kolongsu affords. This piece of ground, fully two hundred feet square, 
enclosed with a high wall, is situated on a high elevation. It c o m ­
mands on the one side a view of the A m o y  harbor and the adjacent 
island of A m o y  and the mainland beyond, and on the others the ocean 
and the range of mountains that skirts its shores. The building upon 
it is a commodious two story Oriental house, comprising seven rooms 
upstairs and four below, besides a hall and an outside kitchen. It was 
offered to us for $4,500, on condition that it be used for school pur­
poses only. '
It was just what w e  needed. It was what w e  have had our hearts upon 
for a long time, but which w e  had not the faintest hope of securing.
Though the purchase required the disbursement of all, except $2,000, 
of the money that had been collected during m y  brief visit home, it was 
the unanimous opinion of the Mission that to allow such an opportunity 
to pass would be most unwise.
W e  have not the building w e  desire yet, but w e  have a delightful 
spot on which to build, and w e  would rather wait a little while than, 
by buying cheaper, to be compelled to plant our future Institution in 
the midst of rice-fields. Rather than be a fire-fly in the d a m p  unhealth­
ful lowlands, you will pardon us if w e  aspired to be the beacon on the 
hill-top.
A n d  w e  have faith to believe that our friends in the ho me  land will 
not allow this need of a suitable building to go onj for a long time 
unsupplied, but will, in the near future, provide such an amount that 
will enable us to complete the work.
The Institution is doing its present appointed work, by providing a 
mental and spiritual and physical training for the lads of the Church, 
w h o  w e  trust will become candidates for the sacred office of the minis­
try, and thus complete their course in the Theological Department.
There are other matters in connection with this work, the prayer­
meeting, hospital visitation and Sunday school work, of which I should 
like to speak, but must not.
Yet I should prove most ungrateful, did I not take this opportunity 
to thank all the kind friends w h o  have done so m u c h  towards enlarging 
the present work.
Thanks to all Sunday schools and churches and individuals which 
contributed the $5,700 for our present quarters. Nor must we forget 
to thank that still smaller circle of friends w h o  presented the school 
with a handsome and useful cabinet organ. It reached us the latter 
part of December in perfect condition. It will contribute greatly 
towards enabling us to make melody in our hearts when w e  sing 
praises unto the Lord at our morning and evening worships.
Through the kindness of Miss Cappon. two of the students have c o m ­
menced a course of study in this kind of music, which I trust and be­
lieve will be found most useful in the days to come. Again, thanks 
and good wishes to the donors.
The season of the year in which this report is written causes the 
years to lap over one another, so, in bringing this part of m y  report to a 
close, let m e  say the prospects of greater usefulness in this school for 
1892 are bright indeed. There are twenty-eight students enrolled this 
year, ten more than last year.
Parochial Schools.— At the beginning of the year 174 scholars were 
enrolled in these schools ; at the end of the year there were only eighty- 
four.
YVe opened no new schools ; w e  wereobliged to close two permanently 
on account of lack of teachers, and three temporarily on account of 
continued sickness of scholars or teachers. .
The teacher at Kio-tau became insane; the one at Kang-tau died ; the 
one at Ohiang-Chiu had typhoid fever for three weeks and was incapaci­
tated for work during two months or ten weeks, and the schools at Tong- 
au and Te-soa succumbed to a protracted fever scourge that raged from 
September to January.
Still out of this wreck w e  have secured four or five new students for 
the entering class into the Middle School; these, with three others of our 
boys prepared elsewhere, and four or five of the English Presbyterian 
Mission will make a class of twelve or thirteen.
Let us be thankful for these crumbs of comfort.
At the end of last year (1891) I visited all that remained of these 
schools and examined the students. I found a little progress. They 
are all graded schools, but it is difficult to get them out of the deep old 
ruts to adopt our methods. It will come in time.
This work really demands more attention than I can demote to it. 
The best that I can do under pressure of work in the Academical D e ­
partment is to visit them once a year.
Another teacher is greatly needed, so that more time m a y  be devoted 
to this work. It will be a hard work, requiring m u c h  patience and 
skill, but one that will pay large dividends. •
The Needs of the Educational Department.— 1. A  commodious build­
ing for the Academical School. 2. A  teacher for the higher sciences. 
3. Apparatus.
The Girls' School.— Mrs. Kip in charge. The spring term of the 
Girls’ School opened with only twenty pupils. In the Autumn, h o w ­
ever, there was a little improvement and w e  had twenty-nine on the 
roll, though the average attendance has not been over twenty-four or 
twenty-five. There has been no change in the course of study ; the 
mornings being given to the c o m m o n  branches and Bible studies in the 
Romanized colloquial, while the afternoons were given to Chinese 
character.
1'he Charlotte W. Duryee School for Women.— Mrs. Kip in charge. 
This work has been carried on as in the past, with the kind assistance 
of ladies belonging to the English Presbyterian and London Missions. 
Their w o m e n  have also been received and paid their share of the ex­
penses. The attendance during the first part of the year was very good, 
having all the w o m e n  that the building could accommodate, but during 
the autumn w e  had fewer than usual, as several were obliged to return 
to their homes for the harvest and sickness took others away.
W e  have been m u c h  troubled by the want of Bible women. W e  had 
one excellent woman, w h o  has been most useful for m a n y  years past, 
but owing to the persecution of a heathen relative, she went to Singa­
pore early in the year, and w e  have been unable to find any one to take 
her place. ,
The wives of two preachers are employed to visit the villages near 
their stations, as they can be spared from their families, but w e  feel the 
need of w o m e n  w h o  can give their whole time to this work.
There is no doubt that our work for w o m e n  has suffered in the two 
years just past by our being so short-handed, but the return of the 
Misses Talmage and the arrival of Misses Cappon and Zwemer gives 
us a good force of workers, and w e  m a y  hope for a great advance in 
this important department of our work.
T H E  A R G O T  M I S S I O N ,  I N D I A .
ORGANIZED IN 1854.
The Mission occupies:
T/ie iVorM «4rco£ .Dwfcncf.— Area, 5,017 square miles; population, 1,787,184 by last 
census.
The South Arcot District.— Are*, 4,076 square miles; population, 1,261,846,
The force engaged consists of—
jl/mtonanes.— Revs. W. W. Scudder, D.D., Palmanair; J. W. Scudder, M.D., D.D., 
Vellore; J. Chamberlain, M.D., D.D., Madanapalle; John Scudder, M.D., Tindiv- 
anani: Wm. I. Chamberlain, Madanapalle; Lewis R. Scudder, M.D., Palmanair ; 
E. C. Scudder, Jr., A m i ; Mr. H. J.,Scudder, Arcot; Rev. L. B. Chamberlain, Madan­
apalle.
Assistant Missionaries.— Mrs. \V. W. Scudder, Mrs. J. W. Scudder, Mrs. J. Cham­
berlain, Mrs. John Scudder, Mrs. L. R. Scudder, Mrs. E. C. Scudder, Jr., Mrs. Wm. 
I. Chamberlain, Miss Julia C. Scudder, Miss M. K. Scudder and Miss Ida S. Scudder.
In America.— Rev. and Mrs. J. W. Conklin.
Native Pastors.— Revs. Moses Nathaniel, Onanodiam; Abraham William, Kattu- 
padi; Paul Bailey, Orattur : Isaac Lazar, Kandiputtur ; John Peter, Kolapakam ; 
Abram Muni, Yehamur; A. Masilamani, Vellore; P. Souri and J. . Souri, Madan­
apalle.
Native -4ssw<anfs.*— Catechists, 20; Assistant Catechists, 20; Anglo-Vernacular 
Schoolmasters, 60; Theological Teachers, 2; Readers and Schoolmasters, 85; School­
mistresses and Zenana Teachers, 86; Colporteurs, 14; Female Bible Readers, 17 
Zenana Women, 4. Total, 251.










































































































































Arcot....... 293 235 279 100 322 288 217 1021 1200 179 27 465 388 853
R. A. p.
227 14 5Arni....... 158 213 209 77 325 57 74 691 742 +51 18 334 196 530 193 3 11Chittoor.... 120 115 133 37 117 05 40 381 392 +11 12 208 183 391 72 5 11Coonoor..... 63 92 93 15 93 2 3 209 206
747
— 3 2 60 45 105 165 11 5Madanapalle... 186 133 128 132 108 166 123 6fW +65 16 537 271 808 435 5 1Palmanair... 12 26 27 7 8 3 5 45 50 +5 1 29 9 38 94 9 4Tindivanam ... 323 461 445 116 543 146 155 1413 1407 — 6 27 477 149 626 390 4 7Vellore..... 454 527 530 91 546 218 261 1575 1646+71 21 472 380 852 498 6 9
Totals.... 1609 1802 1844 575 2152 945 878 6017 6390 373 124 2582 1621 4203 2077 13 5
Girls'' Boarding Schools, 2.— Madanapalle, 28 scholars; Vellore, 70. Total, 98. 
Boys' Boarding Schools, 5.— Palmanair (Theological Seminary), 20 students, 
Arcot, 60; Ami, 50; Madanapalle, 44; Tindivanam, 50. Total, 224.
Hindu {Caste') Girls' Schools, 13.— Arcot (4), 320; Arni (1),95; Chittoor (1), 150; 
Coonoor (1), 40; Madanapalle (3), 161; Tindivanam (1), 51; Vellore(2), 239. Total, 1056.
Last year’s report.
PREPAKED BY REV. L. R. SCUDDER. M.D., AND MR. H. J. SCUDDER.
Another year of effort has passed, and on the following pages w e  
have gathered together the records of what has been accomplished 
among us for the advancement of the King d o m  of our Lord.
The year has been one of scarcity and suffering. For several 
years the rains have been deficient, and prices of food grain have 
steadily risen, till they n o w  stand almost at famine rates. All looked 
forward to the November monsoon, in the hope that it would be suffi­
ciently abundant to drive away all fear of famine. But the monsoon 
was a total failure in parts of the Madras Presidency, and was not 
sufficient to fill the tanks anywhere. The consequence is a very gloomy 
outlook, especially for the lower castes and Pariahs. These are the 
first to feel the pinch of scarcity, and it is among them that our Church 
has mainly been gathered. Even in times of plenty m a n y  of these 
people are barely able to satisfy the demands of hunger. But with 
grain at scarcity rates, they must often suffer. A d d  to this the dismal 
fact that failure of rain means failure of work for these day laborers, 
and w e  see h o w  hard is their lot. M u c h  actual distress has come 
within the personal cognizance of the members of the Mission, and 
m a n y  hundreds of rupees have been spent from private sources to 
relieve the worst cases. The district officials, especially of North 
Arcot and Cuddapah, have been thoroughly alive to the danger of 
famine, and have been compelled to loudly sound the notes of warning 
to the Government. Thanks to the active efforts of our district offi­
cials, relief works and famine kitchens were opened in the most affected 
districts. W e  thank them for their kindness shown in several cases 
toward our poor Christians, and also take this opportunity to express 
our appreciation of the kind, courteous treatment that w e  have received 
when appealing to them in behalf of the downtrodden and oppressed.
Consequent upon the scarcity, disease and pestilence have been very 
prevalent. The people, weakened and emaciated by insufficient food, 
have fallen an easy prey to disease. Cholera especially has broken out 
with great virulence in many places and carried away thousands. But 
few of our Christians, however, have fallen victims to its ravages. 
This famine spectre has added heavily to the burden of anxiety resting 
on our shoulders. It has followed us throughout the year, and casts a 
gloom upon the future. The distress is daily increasing, and the out­
look for 1892 is discouraging in the extreme. W e  trust that our appeals 
for help will meet with a liberal response, so that w e  m a y  give the 
people a practical example of the gospel of love and sympathy that w e  
preach. ■
W e  are glad to report, however, that drought and famine have not 
characterized our spiritual work. W e  have been encouraged by large 
ingatherings in our field, and there are m a n y  things in the general out­
look to encourage our hearts.
Adverse criticisms of missionary work in India by cold-weather visi­
tors and hostile residents have been more numerous than ever. W e  
have been told that Missions in India are a_complete failure, that con­
verts are not made, and that contributions to missionary work are more 
than wasted. The census of India, taken early in 1891, not only shows 
h o w  utterly groundless are such statements, but, on the other hand, 
proves that Christianity is increasing with astonishing rapidity. Mr. 
John M. Harris, B. A., of the Academy, compared the figures of the 
census of 1871 with those taken in 1881 and 1891, with the following 
remarkable results:
In cr ba s e o f Population. 1871 to 1881. 1881 to 1891.
Hindus.........................<?.
Mohammedans..............
Christians..................... . 32.2• *
These figures are eloquent. They bring the Missionaries’ vision of a 
Christianized India within the bounds of ordinary perception. They 
certainly do not speak to us of the failure of Christian Missions, and 
they more than bear out the statement of Lieut.-Governor Sir Charles 
Atchison that Christianity is advancing five per cent, faster than the 
growth of the population of India, and is making greater progress 
than at any time since the Apostolic era. But not alone numerically 
has progress been made. The Government again comes to the rescue 
of ̂Christian Missions, and gives unsolicited testimony to the educa­
tional advancement of the Christian community. P r o m  being a de­
spised and persecuted few, native Christians have grown into a large, 
influential and respected community. To-day they hold a place second 
only to the Brahmins in advancement in education, and, if this present 
rate is only maintained, they will soon be second to none. Even now, 
in female education, they stand head and shoulders above all other 
communities. The assistant to the Director of Public Instruction 
shows that in the Madras Presidency the proportion of pupils to popu­
lation is:
A m o n g  Hindus.......................... 1 to 04.
“ M o h a m m e d a n s .................... 1 to 21.
“ Christians...... ......... :....... 1 to 16.
W e  quote these remarkable words from the report of the Director of 
Public Instruction of the Madras Presidency: “ I have frequently 
drawn attention to the educational progress of the native Christian 
community. There can be no question, if this community pursues 
with steadiness the present policy of its. teachers, that, with the im­
mense advantages it possesses in the w a y  of educational institutions, in 
the course of a generation it will have secured a preponderating posi­
tion in all the great professional, and probably, too, in the industrial 
enterprise of the country.” These, again, are not the words of mis­
sionaries bearing testimony to] the progress of their work. They have
been taken from the report of a disinterested official to a Government 
that actually bends over backward in its anxiety to be neutral. In 
order to fully appreciate the advancement made, w e  ought to remember 
the origin of the community that n o w  disputes with the proud Brah­
mins the right to the intellectual pre-eminence so long held by them 
undisputed. It is an acknowledged fact that Christians have been 
recruited mainly from low caste Hindus and out-caste Pariahs, with 
only here and there a convert from the higher castes. This is the com­
monest sneer on the lips of European and Hindu scoffers alike. But 
far from being a disgrace, it is an honor to them and an indubitable 
proof of the quickening and elevating power of Christianity that, 
though of such humble origin, they have so quickly attained the high 
position they n o w  hold. There are also signs of progress that cannot 
be enumerated in census tables or Government reports.
TIIE EDUCATED HINDU COMMUNITY
is becoming daily more and more restive under the domination of 
caste. The so-called reformers are waxing bolder and more out­
spoken in their denunciation of m a n y  time-honored Hindu customs. 
Their words are enough to make an orthodox Hindu of the former 
generation turn in his grave, and, if spoken in his day, 'would 
have been answered by a decree of expulsion from caste. N o w  
they are listened to with interest, or passed over in silence. To 
be sure, the talk has so far led to but little action. Only a few 
have had the courage to give in remarriage their widowed daugh­
ters. Not often are w e  greeted with the sight of forty-two Hindu 
gentlemen of high social standing, in disregard of the most stringent 
caste rules, sitting d o w n  with Europeans at a tea party. Yet this 
occurred last year in Poona, at St. Mary’s Convent. N o  notice was 
taken even of Va\& flagrant crime until some one, out of spite, published 
the names of the “ forty-two Protestants,” as they were strangely 
called. This forced upon the community the unwelcome question of 
what was to he done with them. Hindu society was stirred to its very 
depth over the question. In the heated discussion that took place, the 
oxthodox party were warned that if they adopted extreme measures, 
they would precipitate a revolution that would shake the Deccan 
Hindu Society to its bottom. “ The time is come,” writes one, “ when 
to be a Hindu one need not attend to the thousand and one absurd 
little outward formalities prescribed by the ceremonial of the Hindu 
D h a r m a  Sastras.” The daily Hindu, of Madras, in speaking of the 
advancement of the Christian community, attributes it to “ the natural 
intelligence of most of its members and the immunity from social 
drawbacks under which the Hindu community labors,” and it says, “ if 
the native Christians were by nature as low and dull a people, and if 
they were restrained by caste prejudice and peculiar social customs 
which retard advancement, it is doubtful if all the support and sympa­
thy of Christian missionaries would have brought them to the position 
which they n o w  hold.”
These words indicate a deep and widespread discontent. W h o  can 
tell when the smouldering tire will be a blaze ? A n d  w h o  will attempt 
to prophesy the extent of the conflagration ?
Another encouraging feature of the outlook is the continued activity 
of the Hindu Tract Society. The preachers n o w  follow the missionary 
into all important centers, and they have begun to attack with special 
force our girls’ schools— a sure indication of the power for good that 
lies in these institutions. This opposition complicates our work and 
adds to our difficulties. But w e  m a y  well congratulate ourselves when 
w e  see the scornful indifference of the Hindu change into bitter hos­
tility. The war is n o w  on. The hotter the conflict, the sooner the 
victory. W e  can find encouragement, also, from the large and'attentive 
audiences that have come together in m a n y  of the large cities to hear 
General Booth, of the Salvation Army, and Dr. G. P. Pentecost, of 
America. Thousands of educated Hindu gentlemen have repeatedly 
given them their interested attention, and impressions have been made 
which will doubtless hasten the evangelization of this great land.
One more movement deserves especial mention at our hands, as it has 
a direct bearing on the work of our Mission, and that is the agitation 
for the
AMELIORATION OF THE CONDITIONS OF THE PARIAH.
As converts have been gathered almost entirely a mong these d o w n ­
trodden people, any movement for the improvement of their condition 
will materially affect our constituency. They form a large proportion of 
the population of the Madras Presidency, and a more industrious, hard­
working class cannot be found in India. But their condition is deplorable 
in the extreme. M a n y  of them are but little better than slaves of the caste 
people. Their ignorance is appalling, and Government has done prac­
tically nothing for their education. Lacs of rupees have been spent in 
educating the Brahmins, and pushing them through the higher courses. 
But no schools have been established for these people, and they are 
virtually excluded from primary schools under Hindu teachers. 
Although almost universally agriculturalists, in m a n y  places it is almost 
impossible for them to acquire or hold land. If a Pariah becomes pros­
perous he becomes the mark for the hatred and persecution of the Hin­
dus, and he is soon involved in litigation, or his property is illegally 
seized for alleged debt. Before the lower courts they have small chance 
of justice, for their judges are invariably caste men, and the Pariah’s 
testimony is practically considered as worthless compared with that of 
his oppressors. Ignorant, deceived, despised, oppressed for centuries, 
it is no wonder their condition is one of helpless degradation. But it is 
not hopeless. Education and Christianity will solve the problem. W e  
can point to m a n y  Pariah villages transformed by our little village 
school house and church. A  practical demonstration can be given in 
m a n y  a village of the benefits of schools a m on g  these people. Remove 
the disabilities of oppression and ignorance, and the Pariah will take 
care of himself. The question of the amelioration of the condition of
these people has been taken up vigorously by the missionaries and the 
press. A  memorial has been presented to the Government praying 
for the appointment of a commission to investigate their condition and 
formulate means for their relief. Government was also strongly urged 
to make special efforts for their education. AVe await with deep inter­
est the answer of Government to the memorialists.
AVe find, therefore, m a n y  things in the general outlook to encourage 
us. The power of the Gospel is being more and more felt. The leaven 
is at work.
As w e  turned our attention to our special field, w e  “find in it also 
tokens of progress and encouragement. During the year our forces 
have been recruited by two n ew missionaries. Rev. L. B. Chamberlain 
and Mrs. Ay. I. Chamberlain were gladly welcomed in September.
A SPECIALLY ENCOUKAGING FEATURE
of the year has been the ordination of four of our most trusted 
Catechists and their installation over three of our churches. A  
call was extended to Catechist John Peter, by the church at 
Yarikkal, and he was ordained at Tindivanam, January 17th, 
and installed over his church February 1st. The church at Vellore 
called Catechist A. Masilamani to be an assistant pastor, and he was 
ordained and installed March 10th. This is the first of our station 
churches to be provided with a native pastor. The Madanapalle 
church followed closely, requesting the Classis to set apart Catechists 
P. Souri and John Souri as co-pastors with Dr. Chamberlain, the one to 
labor especially in the station congregation, and the other am on g  the 
villages. They were ordained and installed together at Madanapalle 
on the 4th of October. W e  rejoice at this sign of the growth and sta­
bility of our work. Our little band of three native pastors has grown 
since 1889, until there are n o w  nine, and w e  trust that the time is not 
far distant when all our churches will have ordained pastors of their 
o w n  choosing over them.
The question of pastoral support is one that has not been satisfac­
torily solved, and it is the most serious problem that faces us. Every 
effort is being made to bring the churches up to their responsibilities in 
this matter. At present the Mission contributes a s u m  equal to about 
two-fifths of the salary of each native pastor. The native church, 
through the Pastors’ Aid Society and the local church, contributes the _ 
remainder. The Mission has also adopted a rule by which its contribu­
tions shall each year be diminished, thus eventually throwing the entire 
support of the pastor on the native church. The extreme poverty of 
our Christians, however, coming, as most of them do, from the lowest 
classes, adds to the difficulty of the problem.
EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENT.
The words of our Lord, “ Preach the Gospel,” have been the founda­
tion stone of our Mission, and the active and constant proclamation of 
the word in city, town, village and hamlet, has ever been our chief
concern. Educational work has, however, been taken up; first to bring 
within the reach of all the children of our native Christians an evan­
gelical primary education, and in the second place to train up an edu­
cated native agency for our work. It has not been our policy to use 
education as an evangelistic agency. Not that w e  are out of sympathy 
with education or believe that it cannot be effectually used as an evan­
gelistic force; but believing that the methods of Christ and his Apostles. 
are equally suited to the present conditions, w e  have thrown our strength 
mainly into the proclamation of the word. In pursuance of this policy, 
primary schools have been established as far as possible in every village 
where w e  have native Christians, and our higher educational institutions 
have been maintained distinctively for the training of our Mission 
agents. Lately, however, without receding from its fundamental 
position in regard to the primal importance of preaching the Gospel, 
the Mission has taken up in especially favorable circumstances a limited 
amount of educational work among the Hindus, with a view of influ­
encing the higher classes with Christian truth. T h e . importance and 
power of the Hindu girls’ schools in opening the w a y  for Zenana work, 
and bringing the Gospel into the houses of the Hindus has been thor­
oughly recognized, and w e  have n o w  under our management thirteen 
such schools. In them religious instruction is daily imparted to over a 
thousand girls from Hindu houses. T w o  lower secondary schools and 
one upper secondary have also been maintained for Hindu lads. These 
three schools are, however, nearly self-supporting and make but slight 
demands on Mission resources. The Bible is taught in them not per­
functorily, but with earnest evangelistic purpose. The bars have also 
been let d o w n  slightly and a small proportion of n e w  Christian students 
have been admitted into the Madanapalle high school. The effect of 





































































































2582 1021 4203 247 3823 15 6 1266 3 5
Pr om  the above table it will be seen that there are in all 123 schools, 
with a total number of 4,203 pupils. Of these 1,621 are girls and 2,582 
boys, instructed by 247 teachers, and the amount of pecuniary aid 
received from Government is Rs. 12661-3-5.
The reports from the different stations show a general development
in every phase of this important department. M u c h  of the energy 
and time of the missionaries has evidently been expended in supervising 
and directing the work of our m a ny  schools. Nor do w e  feel that it 
has been effort spent in vain. For on these schools our hopes of a 
thoroughly trained and spiritually minded native agency depend. 
Nor can there be a more powerful weapon to disarm the Hindus of their 
prejudices and superstititious than education, accompanied, as it is in 
every school of our Mission, with systematic Bible study and instruction.
The year past has been an important one in m a n y  respects. The 
first regular class of young men (seven in number) were graduated from 
the Theological Seminary. The boarding High School at Ranipet has, 
for the first time in its history, had a missionary giving his entire time 
to the work. The Industrial School has become a reality and a success. 
The Middle schools at Madanapalle and Punganur have grown into 
high schools. A  normal class was opened in connection with the 
Female Seminary at Vellore. Bible instruction has received special 
attention, and educational work in general has been more thoroughly 
developed and organized. In this summary w e  find the results of time 
and thought, energy and funds, expended in liberal measure to plant 
the germs of truth in the hearts of thousands, and to develop and train 
the minds of our Christian students to be able the better to serve their 
Lord Christ.
BEBI.E STUDY.
In all our schools Bible study is a very prominent and important part 
of the daily work. Whether in schools purely for Hindus or not, the 
Bible is systematically and regularly taught. The reports of the c o m ­
mittees on the different schools show that the study of G od’s W o r d  has 
not been neglected ; but, on the other band, has received unusual atten­
tion this year. The reports were either “ excellent” or satisfactory in 
all the schools.
W e  have great pleasure in making special mention of the Vellore 
and Madanapalle girls’ boarding schools and of the Vayalpad lower 
secondary school for Hindus. In these schools the Bible examinations 
were especially well sustained and deserve hearty commendation.
During the year the Truth has been taught to thousands of non- 
Christian as well as Christian boys and girls, who, in the future, will 
wield a wide.influence in this land. N o  one can doubt that the germs 
thus planted will hasten the evangelization and civilization of India. 
That they will take root and bring forth fruit to the glory of God is 
what w e  hope and pray for.
b o a r d i n g  SCItOOLS.
The boarding schools of the Mission are as follows :
I. THE ARCOT ACADEMY.
This consists of three departments situated at three different places.
During the year there have been about one hundred and fifty boarders 
present, nearly equally divided between the three sections.
t
The course of instruction extends over a period of twelve years, pro­
vided a boy passes one class each year.
In the Primary Department* the students study three years, in the 
industrial four, and in the high school five. They enter the primary 
department at Tindivanam, when very young, in order to get an early 
start in English, in which they receive special instruction.
The fifty boarders that have been in attendance have conducted them­
selves well and have studied diligently most of the year After passing 
the third standard (or class) the boys are promoted to the lower sec­
ondary and industrial department at Arni.
Here, by special arrangement with Government, they are allowed two 
years instead of one to pass each of the two literary standards in the 
school; the compulsory subjects being studied the first year and the 
optional the next. Only one year, however, is allowed for each technical 
or industrial standard. The boys study half a day and work at their 
industry the other half; thus both the mind and body, the head and 
hand, are being trained and developed at a time of life which is critical 
and important in the history of every young man. Too m u ch  cannot 
be said of the importance of manual training, especially for the Indian 
youth. The idea that manual labor is menial and degrading exists in 
the minds of too m a ny  in this land, and one of the main objects of this 
school is to instill into the minds of our students that all labor is 
honest and honorable, and that it is not a disgraceful thing, to be taken 
up only when other means of livelihood cannot be found, and to show 
them that this technical training will be a great help to them hereafter 
in any work in which they m a y  engage.
There are n ow five trades taught in the school, viz., carpentry, rug­
weaving, tailoring, printing and blacksmithing, the last having been 
added in February. The teachers and pupils seem thoroughly inter­
ested in their work, and m u c h  advance has been made by all. In 
addition to much other work, the carpenter class built three full sets of 
gymnastic apparatus, and in September a shipment of seventy rugs was 
sent to America. All the other departments have done a very credit­
able amount of work.
In the literary subjects fair work was done. The one danger in a 
school of this kind is the tendency to allow the industrial work to throw 
the literary into the background, whereas it should be kept the most 
prominent. With constant care and watchfulness in regard to this, 
however, the students during their four years in this department should 
pass in their technical work the four standards which are necessary to 
obtain the certificate of the “ Lower Examination in Science, Arts and 
Industries,” and also the two literary standards, viz., the I V  class and 
I Form. W h e n  this is accomplished those that have shown a special 
aptitude and desire to study will be promoted to the *13
* The Government gradation of classes is here followed Thus-
1. Primary Schools, Infant to Fourth Class. '
9. Lower Secondary or Middle Schools, Form I to III.
3. Upper Secondary or High Schools, Form IV to VI.
High Sclwol Department at Banipet, where the students are taken 
through the matriculation class. This is the first year in the history of 
the school that a missionary has been provided by the Board to devote 
his entire time to the work. This was a wise and much-needed step, 
and his presence will be the more necessary hereafter, as it is probable 
that the students of the Telugu field will, in future, be sent to this insti­
tution for the high school classes. This will greatly enhance the 
importance of the school, as it will thus become the main higher train­
ing institution of the Mission and the only feeder to the Theological 
Seminary. During the year the school has been m u c h  improved and 
developed. M u c h  n ew furniture, a complete set of gymnastic appa­
ratus, and m a n y  little conveniences and necessities have been supplied. 
In their new quarters the health of the boys has been excellent, and 
they have thus been able to prosecute their studies with assiduity.
M u c h  spiritual work was done by the students in connection with 
the Y. M. C. A. About 18,000 people have heard the Gospel through 
their efforts. Sunday after Sunday, with remarkable regularity, bands 
of students have gone into the surrounding villages, carrying to the 
people the wonderful Words of Life. The students deserve great c o m ­
mendation for this work, voluntarily done for their Lord and Master.
II. The Madanapalle High School for Boys.— This is the school in 
which all the helpers of our Telugu field are educated. It includes all 
grades from the infant class to V I  Form, having been advanced from 
the Middle school standard this year. The number of boys on the roll 
has been 65, considerably more than the former year, owing to the 
admission for the first time of a small proportion of Hindu students. 
T o  them, as to the Christians, systematic instruction in the Bible has 
been imparted, and the seeds of Truth thus sown in their hearts and 
minds cannot help but influence to a greater or less extent the lives of 
them all.
The conduct of the students and the work of the teachers has been 
good, and the report of the Inspector was that the school, was “ gen­
erally satisfactory.” The members of the Y o u n g  People’s Society of 
Christian Endeavor connected with this school have also been very 
active in preaching the Gospel. About 16,000 people were reached 
through their efforts.
A  young M e n ’s Improvement Society has recently been organized in 
connection with the high school department. The society meets every 
alternate Thursday, when literary exercises, debates and entertain­
ments take place.
III. The Female Seminary and Normal School at Vellore.— In this in­
stitution, which has seven classes— II class to III F o r m — all the girls 
of the Tamil field ere trained.
The wives of the great majority of our helpers have been educated at 
this institution, and on graduating from it, they are well fitted to assist 
their husbands in school work.
A  new feature in connection with this school this year is the opening 
of a normal class, in which seven girls are undergoing training, all of 
w h o m  have passed the Middle school examination. This is a move in 
the right direction, as it will improve the efficiency of the teaching staff 
in our primary and girls’ schools.
The school closed with seventy pupils, making the attendance larger 
than it ever has been before. There is a wholesome, earnest spiritual 
atmosphere in the school, as is seen by the fact that ten girls united 
with the church during the year, making the total number of c o m ­
municants nineteen, and from the attention paid to the study of the 
Bible, this being one of the three schools which are mentioned as de­
serving special commendation.
TV. The Madanapalle Girls’ Boarding Sc/iooi.— This is the school in 
which all the girls of the Telugu field are trained. It includes all 
the classes from the infant to the III Form. The year has been one of 
unusual prosperity and encouragement. There have been twenty- 
eight members in attendance, and during the entire year there has been 
scarcely a day’s serious illness. The progress of the school in studies 
is shown by the residts of the examinations, no less than twenty-four 
out of twenty-eight presented having passed, thirteen of w h o m  with 
merit. But the best of all records of mercies for the past year is that 
four of these girls took upon them the vows of our Lord. The year 
has clearly been a successful one, and the influence of the school excel­
lent.
■ DAT SCHOOLS.
High Schools.— In addition to the hoarding schools at Madanapalle 
and Ranipet is the high school at Punganur, the center of a native 
state. This school was raised to its present standard at the beginning 
of the year, and has made remarkably good progress. Its strength- is 
sixty-four, h'aving seven classes— I V  class to V I  Form. The school 
was early “ recognized,” which fact is a good proof of its efficiency and 
progress.
Attached to the high school is a primary school, including the in­
fant to the III class B y  being amalgamated with two other schools, 
the strength of this department has risen from twenty-five to nearly one 
hundred. Although this school is purely for Hindus, yet the Bible has 
been systematically taught without the slightest opposition, and the 
students passed a satisfactory examination on the portion studied.
Middle Schools — Besides the two for girls already mentioned, there 
are two for boys, situated at Tindivanam (Tamil) and Vayalpad (Telugu).
The Tindimnam School shows improvement during the year, which 
closed with ninety-seven names'on the roll, thus being twenty more 
than the year before. The number of classes is five— class III to 
F o r m  III. 1
The Vayalpad School, owing to local circumstances, has not, been as 
satisfactory as could be wished, yet has done fairly well. This,school 
is wholly for Hindus, and yet was one of the three best in tho Bible ex­
amination. The students and teachers deserve great commendation for 
the attention evidently paid to biblical instruction. The school has 
eight classes— infant class to III F o r m — with a total of sixty students.
HINDU GIRLS’ SCHOOLS.
Locality. No. of No. of . Total No.Masters. Mistresses. of Pupils.
Arcot....... . ...... ... 5 1 81
Banipet............. ... 3 1 87
Wallajah............ ... 2 1 52
Kavaripak........... ... 4 1 82
Arni................ ... 5 1 78
Chittoor............. ... 5 1 134
Madanapalle ......... ... 3 2 85
Punganur............ ... 3 3 97
Vayalpad............ 1 54
Tindivanam.......... 2 1 68
Vellore, Arasamaram... ... 5 1 121
“ Circar M u n d y __ ... 5 1 95
Coonoor............. ... 1 1 45
Total ....... ... 45 16 1079
F r o m  the above table it will be seen that we havethirteenof these schools, 
educating 1,060 girls. In them more than a thousand girls are being 
emancipated from the bonds of ignorance in which their mothers lived. 
In these the home life of the rising generation is being slowly but surely 
changed. But above all in them the w a y  of salvation is daily taught to 
young receptive hearts. These children will soon become wives and 
mothers. It has been truly said “ by educating a boy you get an educated 
individual,” but by “ educating a girl you get an educated family.” 
W h e n  w e  educate and enlighten the mothers w e  educate and enlighten 
the nation. The influence of these schools is, however, not confined to 
the future. Through them we move the present generation. For these 
little students open the doors of the tightly closed Zenanas to our mis­
sionary ladies and Bible teachers, and they bring the truth home to the 
hearts of the parents. The influence thus exerted is immeasurable.
PRIMARY SCHOOLS.
These w e  consider one of the most important forms of work carried 
on by. our Mission. As soon as a village comes over to us w e  place a 
teacher in it. He is expected to establish a primary school for chil­
dren, and to instruct the parents at daily prayers and Sabbath services. 
But the school is bis important work. In it are gathered the children
of Christian and heathen alike, and the most important lesson daily 
taught is the W o r d  of God. These schools receive the special attention 
of the missionaries’ registers, are inspected monthly and the schools are 
regularly examined whenever the village is visited. W e  feel that the 
stability of our work depends on these schools, and their power in 
transforming and elevating Pariah communities is wonderful. In them 
also have the missionaries often discovered bright lads who, on receiving 
higher education, have become valuable helpers. It is with the greatest 
difficulty that w e  maintain these schools, and often w e  find it impossi­
ble to fulfill all the Government requirements, for the children in these 
poor communities are compelled to support themselves by herding 
cattle. W e  trust that Government will see its w a y  clear to make the 
conditions of aid less stringent, and also to make more liberal appro­
priation to such schools. The Educational Commission has called 
especial attention to the subject, and we hope that it will soon receive 
the attention from Government that it deserves. F r o m  the statistical 
table w e  find that there are 101 primary schools, in which 3,554 children 
are studying ; 137 teachers are employed in them. Government grants 
earned by these amounted to Rs. 1,331-10-6.
THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY.
The institutions so far mentioned are in the regular line of education 
prescribed by the Director of Public Instruction and are aided by G ov­
ernment. But one institution remains to be mentioned and that is our 
most important one. The Theological Seminary at Palmanner is our 
highest educational institution. All our lower schools are preliminary 
to it. Here are sent our choicest young men. It is n o w  four years 
since it was established, and this year is memorable because of the 
graduation of the first class that has gone through the full curriculum. 
Seven young m en have come out from it, w e  trust fully trained in 
mind and heart for the great work awaiting them. This year, also, 
the second Catechist’s class graduated. These were sent up for a special 
course of two years’ training. In the four years of its existence the 
Seminary has borne rich fruit. Eleven trusted helpers have had the 
benefit of the Catechist’s course, and seven young m e n  the benefit of 
the full four years’ course. Twelve are n o w  pursuing that course in a 
very helpful, spiritual atmosphere.
EVANGELISTIC AGENCIES.
Every effort has been made during the year to proclaim the W o r d  of 
God to the unevangelized multitudes, as well as to our Christians. 
Under this head w e  give a brief summary of the work done.
Sunday Schools.— Increasing attention has been given to this impor­
tant branch of work. The instruction of the young is most hopeful.
While it m a y  be difficult to impress the importance of this work on the 
minds of our helpers, efforts spent in this direction will yield a great 
harvest in the near future. W e  would call special attention to the 
report on this work in the Arni field. It is safe to say that efforts in 
this line have been more continued and intelligent this year than ever 
before, and a larger number of children have had the truth of G o d ’s 
W o r d  brought home to their little hearts in a w a y  to attract and inter­
est them.
Work for Women.— Zenana teachers and Bible-women have continued 
their work under missionary supervision. There is, perhaps, no form 
of effort that calls for more patient waiting than this. F r o m  the nature 
of the work visible results, such as the public confession of Christ, are 
almost impossible. A n d  w e  are not discouraged at not seeing them, 
for w e  k n o w  that the influence is deep and unseen. The workers report 
cordial and ever-loving welcome from the inmates of the homes visited, 
and also eager and inPerested attention. While not gaining ma ny  
Christians, w e  are doubtless Christianizing m a n y  Hindu homes. As a 
Hindu writer in a non-Christian paper puts it, “ If w e  do not find m a n y  
Christians a mong the Hindus, w e  do find a mong us a large— a very 
large number of Hindus Christianized in spite of themselves.”
Reading Rooms.— Through these rooms thousands of educated Hindus 
have had a healthful Christian literature placed in their hands, and all 
w h o  have visited the rooms have had the claims of the Gospel pressed 
home to their hearts personally by the reading room attendant. The 
number that have been thus reached during the year aggregate 43,420.
Preaching to the heathen has not been neglected. Each Mission 
helper, in addition to the care of his congregation and primary school, 
is expected to preach the Gospel to all villages within a radius of five 
miles. A n d  for the most part this work is faithfully done. In our cen­
tral stations advantage is taken of the large weekly bazaars to preach 
to m a n y  hundreds w h o  come together from all points of the compass to 
buy and sell. Magic-lanterns are also used by the missionaries with 
great success in attracting large crowds and pouring Christian truth 
into them, through eyes as well as ears. F r o m  the records kept of this 
work, w e  find that the Gospel was preached 31,321 times in 17,878 
places, to audiences aggregating 660,572. If w e  add to these the 
43,420 reached through our reading rooms, and an estimated 25,000 
reached by our Bible w o m e n  and Zenana teachers, not included in the 
above figures, w e  have a grand total of 728,992 reached during the year.
A  comparison of these figures with the statistics of last year, shows 
that while th’c Gospel was preached in a larger number of places and a 
larger number of times, the total number of hearers reported is m u c h  
less. This is probably due to famine and pestilence. Hungry m e n  are 
in no mood to sit and listen to the claims of the. Gospel. Cholera broke 
out in a number of places, preventing the helpers from visiting them.
A n d  helpers in villages where cholera was prevalent were not allowed 
to visit other places.
While preaching to the heathen, congregational instruction has not 
been neglected. Daily prayers with the people, as well as regular Sab­
bath services, are conducted in all our villages. N e w  village-report 
books have been placed in the hands of all our helpers in which to 
record the biblical instruction given and the progress of the people in 
their knowledge of the Truth. These books enable the missionary to 
k n o w  just what is being done for the people month by month, and he 
can guide and supervise the work more efficiently. Especial attention 
has been given to the instructing and strengthening of the new villages 
with gratifying results. Only one new village has been removed from 
the roll, as the people did not live up to their promises. But they have 
since come back repentant, and have asked to be received again. All 
the other n ew villages have made encouraging advancement. '
Finally, w e  gratefully record the increase in numbers during the year 
under review. The names of seven n e w  villages appear among our 
out-stations. After allowing for deaths, removals and defections, our 
number of adherents is larger by 373 than last year. But the gain in 
communicants is the one that rejoices our hearts mostv showing, as it 
does, that there is true spiritual life and growth. Our records show 
that w e  have forty-two more communicants at the close of this year 
than w e  had at the beginning. For these tokens of G o d ’s> presence and 
blessing, w e  render H i m  our grateful praise.
MEDICAL W O R K  AT RANIl’ET.
Rev. L. R. Scudder, M. D., in charge.
There has been a large increase in the number of patients treated. 
Five hundred and nine were admitted as in-patients, while 6,579 out­
patients were treated. The average daily attendance in each depart­
ment was twenty and twenty-five, respectively. Eighty-nine cases were 
treated in the lying-in hospital, while eighteen cases were treated by 
the midwife in the town and neighborhood. Thirty-three major and 
534 minor operations were performed. The year has been one of hard­
ship and famine, and there has been m u c h  distress among the poor. 
This undoubtedly accounts for the large increase in the number- of 
patients. All of these people have had the W o r d  of Life presented to 
them as often as they came for medical relief. Village medical work I 
have not been able to undertake, owing to the difficulty of having the 
hospital suitably cared for during m y  absence. But I hope to be able 
to make a beginning in this direction in the coming year, and I confi­
dently look to this work as calculated to make a deeper impression on 
the people.
ILLNESS OF MISSIONARIES.
T w o  of the members of the Mission have been seriously ill during the 
year. Rev. W .  W .  Scudder, D. D., was taken d o wn  at the beginning
of the year, so seriously that, at one time, his life was despaired of. 
But a change to Kodai Kauai, and a stay of four months in that invig­
orating climate, restored his health, and he has been able to lake up his 
important duties in the Theological Seminary once more. At the close 
of the year Mrs. L. R. Scudder was stricken do wn  with a severe attack 
of typhoid fever. But w e  are thankful to report her n ow thoroughly 
convalescing; the other members of the Mission have enjoyed their 
usual health. W e  thank the Lord that H e  has averted threatened death 
from us and brought us, as an unbroken missionary circle, to the close 
of another year.
C H U R C H  O F  C H R I S T  I N  J A P A N .
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T H E  N O R T H  J A P A N  M I S S I O N .
ORGANIZED 1859.
TOKYO-YOKOHAMA STATION. .
Missionaries.— Revs. Guido F. Verbeck, D.D., James H. Ballagh, James L. 
Amerman, D.D., Eugene S. Booth, Howard Harris and Prof. Martin N. Wyckoff.
Assistant Missionaries.— Mrs. Verbeck, Mrs. Ballagh, Mrs. Amerman, Mrs. 
Booth, Mrs. Harris, Mrs. Wyckoff, Miss A. de F. Thompson, Miss Mary Deyo, Miss 
Julia Moulton and Miss Mary E. Brokaw. '
MORIOKA STATION.
Missionary.— Rev. E. Rothesay Miller.
Assistant Missionaries.— Mrs. Miller and Miss M. Leila Winn.
Of these the following are in America at the date of this report: Rev. and Mrs. 
Howard Harris, Mrs. G. F. Verbeck, Mrs. James L. Amerman and Miss Mary E. 
Brokaw.
Officers of the Mission during 1891: President, Rev. Eugene S. Booth ; Secre­
tary, Prof. Martin N. Wyckoff ; Treasurer, Rev. James L. Amerman, D.D.
PERSONAL NOTES.
Dr. Verbeck returned to Japan in February. His work includes bis 
professional duties in the Theological Department of the Meiji Gakuin, 
at Tokyo, and a large share in the examination of the books and tracts 
submitted for publication to the Tract Societies’ Committee for Japan. 
H e  is a member of the Permanent Committee on Bible Translation and 
Revision, the Missionary Board of the D a i K w a i  (Synod) and the Mis­
sionary Committee of the Tokyo C hu K w a i  (Classis). H e  also preaches 
on an average twice a week and frequently delivers lectures and ad­
dresses. W h e n  his work in Tokyo permits he assists evangelists in the 
neighboring country.
Dr. Verbeck having forfeited his original Dutch nationality by long 
non-residence, and having failed to secure a passport from the State 
Department of the United States of America, on March 3d applied to 
the Government of Japan to be placed under its protection. O n  July 
4th he received from the Foreign Office here a special passport allow­
ing him and his family to travel, sojourn and reside in any part of the 
Empire on condition of obedience to the laws and regulations of the 
land. The passport is for one year, but is to be renewed annually, 
so that the arrangement is of a permanent nature. The following cor­
respondence is thought by the Mission to be worthy of a permanent
place in the archives of the Board, and is, therefore, included in this 
report:
j “ T o k y o , March 3d, 1891.
“ To His Excellency the Viscount Aicoki,
■ ‘ ‘ Minister of Foreign Affairs :
“ S i r - Having recently returned to this Empire after a temporary 
absence,' I find that, having left the Netherlands, m y  native country, 
about forty years ago to come to the United States of America, I have 
legally lost m y  original nationality, and, although I took the necessary 
steps in order to be naturalized in the United States, m y  residence there 
was not of sufficient duration to mature m y  naturalization in that
c o u n t r y . ^  existed in thla Empire laws for the naturalization of 
foreigners, I should, under these circumstances gladly avail myself 
of them But in the absence of such laws, I take the great liberty to 
request of your Excellency to be so very kind, if possible, to use such 
means as your Excellency m a y  deem proper and suitable to have m e  
placed uncler the protection of the Supreme Government of this
El“II rhave but little to recommend myself to your Excellency’s favor, 
unless I be allowed to state, for the benefit of those w h o  m a y  perhaps 
not k n o w  it, that I have resided and labored in this Empire for moie 
than thirty years, and spent one-half of this long period in the service 
of both the former and the present Government of Japan.
■; Hoping that your Excellency will very kindly consider m y  request,
I have the honor to be, sir,
“ Your Excellency’s most obedient servant,
“ (Signed.) G. F. Y e r b e c k .”
2 . “ T o k y o , July 4th, 1891.
“ To the Hon. Guido F. Verbeck:
“ S ir • In consequence of your having lost your original status as a 
subiect of Holland, without having acquired the rights and privileges 
of a citizen of the United States of America, you are left without any 
national status: and desiring to live under the protection of oui 
Imperial Government, you did— in the month of March of the present yeaV— make an application for this purpose to the former Minister ot 
Foreign Affairs, which was endorsed by him.
“ "Sou have resided in our Empire for several tens of years ; the wajs 
in which you have exerted yourself for the benefit of our Empire are 
bv no means few, and you have been always beloved and respected by 
our officials and people. It is, therefore, with great pleasure that I 
send on a separate sheet, the Special Passport which is desired, and 
which I trust will duly reach you. Furthermore, the Special Passport 
above referred to will be of force and effect for one year, dating from 
this day, and permission is granted you to renew and exchange the 
same annually. Respectfully,
“ (Signed and sealed.) . E n o m o t o  T a k e a k i ,' h “ Minister of foreign Affairs.
(Translated from the original by Dr. D. B. McGartec.)
“ S p e c i a l P a s s p o r t— (Translation). '
“ G. F. Verbeck, Order of -Merit 3d Class ; Maria Verbeck (here fol­
lows a list of seven children), the persons above named, being under
obligation, while in this Empire, to obey the Imperial laws and regula­
tions in the same manner as the subjects of the Empire, shall be per­
mitted from July 4th, 1891, until July 3d, 1892, to travel freely 
throughout the Empire in the same manner as the subjects of the same, 
and to sojourn and reside in any locality.”
(Seal of the Department of Foreign Affairs.)
No. 3. “ T o k y o , July Cth, 1891.
“ To His Excellency, Viscount Enomoto, Minister of Foreign Affairs:
‘ ‘ Sir : This is simply to express m y  sincere thanks to your Excellency 
and the Yiscount Awoki for your great kindness in assisting m e  out of 
the peculiar difficulty of m y  political status (or rather want of status), 
by sending m e  your Excellency’s very kind letter of the 4th instant, 
and a Special Passport, which place m e  in gracious compliance with 
m y  somewhat bold request of the month of March last past, under the 
powerful protection of the Empire of Japan, I assure your Excellency 
that I cannot express sufficiently m y  obligation for this special favor 
and honor, of which I shall avail myself always with the utmost care 
and prudence, I have the honor to be, sir,
“ Your Excellency’s most obedient servant,
“ (Signed.) G. F. V e r b e c k .”
Mr. Ballagh has charge of the Evangelistic work of the Tokyo- 
Y o ko h a m a  Station, and is a member of the Missionary Board of the 
Dai Kwai, the Missionary Committee of the Tokyo C h u  Kwai, and the 
Board of Directors of the Meiji Gakuin. H e  visits the out-stations, 
which are entirely under the care of the station, and, as he has oppor­
tunity, those also which are under the care of the Missionary Commit­
tee of the C h u  Kwai. His travels extend 150 miles to the northwest of ' 
Tokyo and 250 miles to the south.
Dr. A m e r m a n  continued his work in the Theological Department of 
the Meiji Gakuin until the end of the school year in June. Expecting 
to return to America during the ensuing year, he then resigned, but 
the Board of Directors, while making other provisions for his classes, 
refused to take his name from the roll of professors, and continued him 
in the office of Dean of the Theological Faculty until the inauguration 
of the new President of the institution in November. Dr. A m e r m a n  
is a member of the Board of Directors of the Meiji Gakuin, treasurer 
of the Council of Co-operating Missions, the Missionary Board of the 
Dai Kwai, the Bible Societies’ Committee for Japan and the Tract • 
Societies’ Committee for Japan. H e  is also a member of the Missionary 
Committee of the Tokyo C h u  K w a i  and President of the Advisory 
Committee, to which is given the work of locating and aiding the 
young m e n  sent out to teach in Government schools by the Foreign 
Educational Committee in N e w  York city. H e  preaches as he has 
opportunity, chiefly in the Tokyo churches. > Professor Wyckoif’s time 
is chiefly occupied with his classes in the Academic Department of the 
Meiji Gakuin, but he gives lectures and addresses from time to time, 
both in Tokyo and elsewhere. H e  is a member of the Board of 
Directors of the Meiji Gakuin, and’ conducts two Bible classes on ,
Sundays at the Meiji Jo Gakko. >Irs. W y c k o H  was engaged during 
part of the year in giving special instruction to a ntnnber of students 
in the Meiji Gakuiu w h o  were in arrears with their studies.
Mr. Harris, until his departure for America, in July, had his work 
through the week in the Academic Department of the Meiji Gakuin, 
and on Sundays met a class for the study of the Bible at the Meiji Jo 
Gakko.
Mrs. Harris had classes on Sundays and on two days during the week 
at the Meiji Jo Gakko.
Mr. Bootli has charge of the Ferris Seminary at Yokohama, and is a 
member of the Board of Directors of the Meiji Gakuin, and of the Mis­
sionary Committee of the Tokyo Chu Kwai. For the details of ids edu­
cational work and that of Misses Thompson, Deyo, Moulton and Brokaw, 
see the report of Ferris Seminary.
Mr. Miller has entire charge of the Morioka station. Besides the 
work at three preaching places in Morioka, there is included 
weekly preaching at the prison near the town; the care of three out-sta­
tions on the main island, distant, respectively, twenty-three, thirty-five 
and 130 miles, and one out-station in Yezo. H e  also teaches a class 
in English.
Mrs. Miller works a mong the w o m e n  of Morioka, and has daily 
classes of girls at her house. She also edits the Torokoli no Otomre 
(Glad Tidings), a monthly illustrated paper, and a Sunday school 
leaflet.
Miss W i n n  returned to Japan in September and, making her home 
at Morioka, is engaged in studying the language and visiting among 
the women. She also teaches a class in English.
THE COUNCIL OF CO-OPERATING MISSIONS.
The following is the Fifteenth Annual Report.
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There are other schools in which missionaries connected with the 
Council teach. Some of them belong to members of the Church of 
Christ in Japan, others are Government Schools. A m o n g  these the 
following m a y  be mentioned: Meiji Jo Gakko and the Industrial school 
in Tokyo ; also the Orimatsu school in Yokohama.
“ The year 1891 will be memorable in the history of Japan for the 
first session of the Imperial Diet, for the attempt to assassinate the 
Czarowitz and for the earthquake. „
“ It is still too soon to describe accurately the extent of the injury 
wrought by the earthquake ; but enough is known to make it evident 
that it can be compared only with that which occurred thirty-seven 
years ago, w h en  a large part of Tokyo was laid in ruins. The shock 
was felt over the greater part of the Empire, but the prefectures that 
suffered most severely were those of Gifu and Aichi. Whole villages 
and towns have been destroyed. Railway bridges have fallen and the' 
track has been rendered impassable for thirty miles. Great.seams are 
opened in the earth. In m a n y  places the embankments of rivers have 
been injured to such an extent that nothing but the greatest energy on 
the part of the Government will preserve large tracts of the country 
from the devastation of floods during the coming year. Strange de­
pressions and upheavals of the earth have appeared, some of them in 
places remote from the center of greatest seismic disturbance. N e w  
lakes have been formed, and villages have sunk so low that the roofs 
of the temples are n o w  on a level with the surface of the surrounding 
country. T he loss of property and life m a y  be imagined. At least 
10,000 persons have been killed. Japanese and foreigners alike have 
labored for the relief of the distressed and the wounded. Of the 
wounded the physicians report the suffering to be exceptionally great, 
on account of the terrible bruises. In m a n y  cases the limbs are act­
ually crushed. A n d  beyond the present looms up the future. H u n ­
dreds, perhaps thousands of men, w o m e n  and children, are entering 
into the winter without homes, with little food and scant clothing.
“ The last report of the Council opened with a frank confession that 
the preceding year had been one of comparative discouragement. It 
pointed out also difficulties and dangers by which the Church of Christ 
in Japan was beset. It is cause for great thankfulness that the out­
look is by c o m m o n  consent brighter n o w  than it was during the year 
1890. In some parts of the country, notably upon the West coast, 
where Buddhism still retains a hold upon the people, which in other 
sections it has lost, the antagonism is, perhaps, even increasingly bitter. 
The difficulties in Tsuruga are an evidence of this ; in m a n y  places also 
the former general interest in the n e w  religion has given w a y  to greater 
or less indifference. But on the other hand it m a y  fairly be said of the 
country as a whole that1 the hostility to Christianity and foreigners so- 
manifest a year or more ago is clearly less intense. T o  this it must be 
added that the work of the Church is steadily advancing, and that the 
amount of evangelistic work possible is limited only by the number of 
m e n  really qualified to carry it on. A n y  discouragement in the Chris-
fcian world regarding Japan has arisen chiefly from forgetting that Japan 
is still Asia and that offences must needs come.
“ The theological outlook is reassuring. That the tide of rationalism 
had been checked was evident at the summer school held at Hakone. 
The passing months make that fact increasingly clear. A n  attempt 
has been studiously made by letters to the press, both in Japan and 
America, to prove the contrary, but in vain. The Japanese them­
selves resist the attempt indignantly. The rationalistic type of Chris­
tianity is making but small appreciable progress a mong the churches. 
T o  those outside of the churches it has little to offer ; it is not a Gospel. 
In truth, it is strongly suspected that some of its representatives are 
coming to perceive that there is a wide difference— especially, perhaps, 
a m on g  the Japanese— between a civil hearing and a hearty acceptance. 
Doubtless the time has been one of concern. But there are those w h o  
add, A n d  one of blessing also. The discussion has brought the essen­
tial truths of Christianity, as never before, into the light; and the 
Christians of Japan are coming to see, as never before, the importance 
of those truths, not only as links in a "system of theology, but also as 
facts of transcendent m o ment both for this life and for the life of the 
world to come.
•The Council is composed of missionaries representing six Presby­
terian and Reformed Churches. A  glance at the m a p  will show that, 
with here and there an exception, the force has been distributed as 
effectively as is possible. The result is a strong body, co-operating with 
a vigorous Church, and scattered over nearly the whole Empire. This 
fact renders it impossible for the Council to print a minute account of 
the work done. The mere list of the names of the missionaries covers 
several pages. All that can be done is to take here a little and there a 
little from the great mass of material. It will not be difficult, however, 
to read within and between the sentences that follow the hopes and 
fears, the commonplace and the picturesque, the labors and the prayers 
of a great and a growing work.*
“ Sermons have been preached, lectures delivered, Bible classes taught 
and the Sacraments administered. There have been visitations from 
house to house, and long journeys through the country. Meetings 
have been held for the people, for the women, and for the children ; 
meetings in churches, in houses, in the open air and in the prisons. 
T he preacher, the teacher, the Bible woman, the student, the adminis­
trator, have all been busy.
“ There have been discouragements. General apathy has in various 
places turned to quiet but determined opposition. In some cases the 
opposition has been outspoken and even violent. Scholars have been 
forbidden to attend school. Preaching has been interrupted by B u d d ­
hist priests and rude students. Noisy crowds have interfered night 
after night. The confession of Christ has been at the price of daily 
bread. One Japanese lay preacher has held his post in the face of a
♦The facts contained in the following summary were obtained from the paper of 
the Rev. T. C. Winn, read at the annual meeting of the Council.
conspiracy against his life. Of two large schools the record runs : The 
Bible has been taught daily ; meetings for prayer have been main­
tained ; but throughout the year not a scholar has professed the name 
of Christ.
“ But there has been m u c h  also to encourage. F r o m  m a n y  places the 
reports are full of cheering news. The Gospel has been preached in 
regions where it had been k n ow n  only in name. Opportunities open 
in almost every direction, and workers are pressed to the utmost limits 
of their ability. In the principal town of one prefecture public senti­
ment, a few years ago, was firmly set against Christianity; n o w  all this 
is changed. There are places where there is a respect, even a rever­
ence felt for Christianity. Churches have been organized; chapels de­
dicated; congregations become self-supporting, and old church quarrels 
healed. In one town Christianity is gaining the ear of the better class 
of the people; in another, a large number of the leading m e n  are 
Christians; in still another, there is a possibility that the town will be a 
Christian town. Nor is the educational work of the Missions without 
its reasons for thankfulness. At one school a class of twenty-one m e m ­
bers was graduated; at another, one of nine. The report from one 
theological school reads: The attendance has been regular throughout 
the year; the work done has been more and better than ever before; the 
year past is the best in all the history of the institution. Of another 
school the report says: Opened five years ago in faith, and without a 
penny, the school has been growing in favor with God and with man.
“ Perhaps the most impressive event of the year in Christian work was 
the meeting held during the summer at Mishima. It is at Mishima that 
the congregation assembles in a large building, once a place for storing 
sake, but given to the church for a place of worship when its owner 
came to see that it is good not to do anything whereby a brother stumb- 
leth. In this same Mishima there had stood for thirty-five years, known 
to everyone throughout the region and a source of m u c h  gain to its 
owner, a place of shame. The meeting was a meeting for thanksgiving. 
Christ had closed the place of shame with its latticed windows. Thus 
in these ends of the earth the W o r d  is confirmed unto us by them that 
Hear it.
“ The stated meeting of Synod was held in the Sukiyabashi Church, 
Tokyo, on November 4th. There were forty commissioners in attend­
ance. Seven of these were foreign missionaries; two of w h o m  were 
full members and five advisory members. The opening sermon was 
preached by the retiring Moderator, the Rev. T. Miura. The Rev. K. 
Ibuka was elected Moderator.
“ Last year the chief work of the Synod was the adoption of the n ew 
Constitution, Canons, and Confession of Faith; this year it was busy 
with the practical working of its system. The meeting was harmonious 
throughout. N o  question involving the faith of the Church arose. 
The authority of the Constitution and Canons was recognized immedi­
ately and without demur. The purpose to encourage and press for self­
support a m on g  all the churches was never before so evident. The
liberality exhibited by the members of Synod towards the extinction of 
the debt of the Board of H o m e  Missions is an example for the entire 
Church to follow. The whole tone of the meeting was evangelistic and. 
devout. Mr. Ibuka proved as ever an admirable presiding officer. 
Synod listened to no long speeches, and but little time was wasted ia 
profitless debate.
“ The following are the most important items of business :
‘ ‘ The Committee on Parliamentary Rules presented its report. A s  was 
expected, it had taken the Rules of Order of the Imperial Diet and 
adapted them to the requirements of the Constitution and Canons of 
the Church. The changes from the old rules are reported as not very 
great or very numerous. Synod directed the report to be printed and 
made the first order of business at its next stated meeting.
“ The Committee on the Reorganization of the Board of H o m e  Mis­
sions presented a carefully prepared report, but the Synod declined to 
adopt it. The Constitution of the Board, therefore, remains unchanged. 
The debate on the subject, however, brought out clearly certain evils 
connected with the support of weak churches. The following plan 
was, therefore, adopted as a recommendation to the Presbyteries and 
the several Missions co-operating with the Church of Christ in Japan.
“ 1. Each Presbytery shall appoint a committee, which shall carefully 
investigate the condition of churches requesting aid from the Missions.
“ 2. It shall recommend that aid be given only in cases of real neces­
sity, nor shall any church be recommended for aid which does not con­
tribute regularly to the salary of the pastor or evangelist in charge of^ 
it and also to the funds of the Board of H o m e  Missions.
“ 3. Pastors or elders of churches receiving aid shall not serve as 
members of such committees.
‘ ‘ 4. Hereafter Presbyteries shall organize churches only when there is 
already a reasonable expectation of self-support. ' ■
“ 5. Missions are requested to aid churches only after consultation 
with these Presbyterial committees.
“ The committee appointed at the last meeting of the Synod to report 
upon the advisability of applying for admission to membership in the 
Alliance of Reformed Churches Holding the Presbyterian System re­
ported favorably. O n  one point the resolution which it offered for 
adoption gave rise to discussion. Article II of the Constitution of the 
Alliance lays do wn  three conditions of membership: A  Presbyterian 
polity; the acknowledgment of the supreme authority of the Scrip­
tures in matters of faith and morals; and a creed ‘ in harmony with 
the consensus of the Reformed Confessions.’ These three points were 
embodied in the resolution offered by the committee. The question 
was therefore raised,_What is the consensus of the Reformed Churches ? 
Th us  far the Alliance has declined to answer that question, yet it can 
be answered with authority by no other body. The Synod met the 
difficulty by directing that copies of its Confession of Faith be sent to 
the Secretary of the Alliance, leaving the Alliance itself to decide 
whether or not it fulfills the conditions laid down. A  committee was
also chosen with power to appoint two delegates to represent the 
Synod at the meeting of the Alliance, to be held at Toronto in Septem­
ber, 1892. ■
“ The Stated Clerk presented to the Synod a communication from the 
Rev. W .  H. Roberts, D. D., Secretary of a committee appointed by 
the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the U. S. A. 
The communication was an invitation to the Synod, addressed also to 
all churches belonging to the Alliance, to ‘ appoint a committee to 
enter into correspondence wdth the Committee of the Presbyterian 
Church in the U. S. A., with a view to the consideration and prepara­
tion of a short creed containing the essential articles of the West­
minster Confession, to be used as the c o m m o n  creed of these churches ; 
not as a substitute for the creed of any particular denomination, but to 
supplement it for the c o m m o n  work of the Church.’
“ The presentation of this,communication called forth w a r m  expres­
sions of respect and affection for the Presbyterian Church in America ; 
but after careful consideration the Synod hesitated to accept the invi­
tation. The following extract from the reply which it directed to be 
sent to the Secretary of the Committee of the General Assembly states 
the position of the Synod.
“ ‘ The Synod of the Church of Christ in Japan welcomes this oppor­
tunity to express its sincere thanks for the m a n y  kindnesses which, 
through so m a n y  years, it has received from the General Assembly of 
the Presbyterian Church in the U. S. A. In particular also it desires 
to acknowledge its appreciation of the courtesy of the present invita­
tion to take part in the preparation of a ‘ short creed containing the 
essential articles of the Westminster Confession to be used as the c o m ­
m o n  creed of the Reformed Churches throughout the world holding 
the Presbyterian System.’
“ ‘A n d  yet the Synod hesitates to accept the invitation. This hesita­
tion arises chiefly because of doubt as to the intention of the words 
* the essential articles of the Westminster Confession.’ D o  they mean 
the articles essential to that venerable Confession regarded as a docu­
ment containing the truths necessary to a vital Christianity or do 
they mean those essential to it regarded as a document setting forth a 
differentiating system of theology ?
“ ‘The chief foes of the Church of Christ in Japan are Buddhism, 
Pantheism, Materialism, Agnosticism, Rationalism and Uuitarianism. 
Against these any Confession cannot but be antagonistic. But all the 
evangelical Churches of Christ are friends. A n d  towards these the 
Synod is constrained to believe that its Confession of Faith should be 
only Irenic.
“ ‘ This being the conviction of the Synod, in the year 1890 it ventured 
upon the task of framing such a Confession. That Confession is doubt­
less far from perfect. But the Synod is persuaded that, at least for 
Japan and for the present time in the history of the Church in Japan, 
the principle governing the construction of that Confession is the right 
one to follow. '
“ ‘If, therefore, the words ‘the essential articles of the Westminster 
Confession ’ are to be interpreted as implying a different principle of 
construction, the Synod fears that the appointment of a committee by 
it to take part in the work would not really further the purpose con­
templated in the invitation.’
“ Heretofore the expenses of the Synod have been shared by the co­
operating Missions; the Missions paying the traveling expenses of 
commissioners coming from a distance and the Synod providing for 
their entertainment during its session. Last year the Synod voted to 
assume the entire expense of meeting, which, including the clerk’s bill 
of 50 Yen, amounted to some 465 Yen. This was assessed upon the 
churches. Of the 465 Y e n  the churches paid 265 Yen; leaving a deficit 
of 200 Yen. The larger churches generally paid their assessments, 
promptly ; the dteficit being caused by the negligence of the weaker ■ 
ones. In this emergency the Council of the Missions voted a grant of 
200 Yen, and promised 150 Y e n  towards the expenses of the stated 
meeting of 1892. The gift for the current year was accepted by the. 
Synod with cordial thanks; that for the next year was declined, at 
least for the present, in the hope that greater zeal will render it un­
necessary. '
“ But the matter which received the largest share of the attention of 
the Synod was the debt of the Board of H o m e  Missions. This amounted 
to 460 Yen. The greater part of this (330 Yen) was an inheritance from 
the preceding year. That year, as is well known, was one of extraor­
dinary hardship. Floods, typhoons, and a general failure in the crops, 
pressed heavily upon the whole country. The contributions of the 
churches could not but suffer in consequence ; and in certain sections 
the people have not yet fully recovered from their losses. The expla­
nation of the debt was simple ; the problem was its liquidation. T w o  
plans were proposed, both of which sooner of later involved the assist­
ance of the Missions ; and both of these the Synod rejected. It was 
resolved to make a start in the Synod itself, A  collection was taken 
up. At the time only thirty-three members were present; but the con­
tributions exceeded all expectations. Gifts from individuals amounted 
to'186.70 Y e n  ; pledges from churches to 26 Yen. O n  Sunday evening 
a popular meeting was held in the Sukiya-bashi Church. The collec­
tion there taken up added 65 Y e n  to the amount in hand. This was 
next increased by a special pledge by the commissioners from the 
Miyagi Presbytery of 70 Yen. During the meeting of the Synod 40 Y e n  
reached the Treasurer of the Board from churches and individuals at a 
distance.. The debt of 460 Y en was thus reduced to a trifle over 72 Yen. 
Since the adjournment of the Synod, the Board of H o m e  Missions has 
apportioned this remainder of the debt among the several Presbyteries, 
and has appealed to them to wipe it out.
“ A n  account of the proceedings is not complete without calling the 
attention of the Missions to the urgent appeal for foreign missionaries 
to reside in the Hokkaido, especially in Hakodate and Sapporo.
“ The Synod adjourned on Monday, November 9th, to meet on the.
first Wednesday of November, 1892, at the North Church, in the city 
of Osaka.
“ During the session of Synod occurred the inauguration of the Rev. 
K. Ibuka as President of the Meiji Gakuin. The occasion was graced 
by the presence of the Synod, which attended in a body. After prayer 
by the Rev. A. Segawa and the reading of the 48th Psalm by the Rev. 
Mr. Ogawa, Dr. Hepburn spoke as follows :
“ * As the Meiji Gakuin has needed a younger and more active m a n  
than myself, one more at home and in touch with the students, I took 
occasion at a recent meeting of the Board of Directors to hand in m y  
resignation. This was kindly accepted, and the Rev. Ibuka Kajino- 
suke was elected to succeed m e  as its President. It is to inaugurate 
Mr. Ibuka to this office that w e  are n o w  assembled.
“ ‘ In taking this step w e  are aware that it is one of peculiar interest 
in the history of this institution, as well as a radical departure from old 
lines. F r o m  a very small beginning as an elementary day school in 
Yokohama, for teaching English only, it has passed through various 
changes and stages of progress, in accordance with the need of more 
enlarged work, until it has grown to its present proportions of a well 
equipped high school or college. It has been from the first and until 
recently, necessarily, for the most part, under foreign management and 
instruction. But it is n o w  thought that the time has come when the in­
stitution m a y  be to a greater extent under the management and instruc­
tion of educated and competent Japanese.
“ ‘This, it is believed, is a step in the right direction, one that will 
enhance its influence a mong the Japanese people and promote its use­
fulness. It is also a step towards the goal which foreign teachers have 
ever aimed at, and hoped to reach in their work— that of preparing the 
Japanese Christians to take over and carry on the great work of evan­
gelizing the nation for which w e  foreigners have come to this country—  
to the time, indeed, w h en  there will be no further need of foreign aid of 
any kind. This, from the present outlook, and judging from the past 
history of Christian work in this country and from the disposition of 
the Japanese people, w e  have every reason to expect will be at no dis­
tant day. »
“ ‘ It gives m e  m u c h  pleasure to welcome Mr. Ibuka Kajinosuke as 
m y  successor, and to introduce him to this' assembly. M a y  w e  not re­
gard his name as auspicious as a presage of future good to the College, 
that as Ibuka, a well deep with pure and living water, he m a y  diffuse 
a refreshing and healthful influence all around, and as Kajinosulce, m y  
successor at the helm of this noble Institution, the Meiji Gakuin, he 
m a y  always steer it in a safe and prosperous course, avoiding all the 
dangerous rocks and shoals that m a y  be in his w a y  ? ’
‘ ‘ Mr. Ibuka began his inaugural address with a tribute to Dr. Hepburn 
that was at once cordial and just. H e  reviewed his m a n y  labors during 
the past thirty years ; his work as a physician, a lexicographer and a 
translator of the Scriptures. H e  spoke also of Dr. Hepburn’s character,; 
and modestly confessed his o w n  fears in following such a predecessor.
“ Next he pictured the present condition of Japan. The Japan of 
to-day is neither that of the past nor that of the future. The old and 
the n ew stand side by side. The period is one of heterogeneous juxta­
positions. This is true in architecture, in customs, in law, in govern-’ 
ment and in education. If any one doubt that this is true of education, 
he needs only to look at the course of that Department of the Govern­
ment. That course of necessity has been one of constant experiment 
and change. This lot none of the great private schools has escaped ; 
the Meiji Gakuin, therefore, cannot hope to escape it.
“ Under such circumstances it is impossible to proclaim an ideal to 
be followed. The problem is too complicated for any easy, off hand, 
ex-cathedra, solution. O n  three points, however, he ventured to insist: 
(1). The end of education is not mere material gain. This is an idea 
prevalent in Japan to-day. Parents send their sons to school simply 
that they m a y  increase their commercial value. They invest in educa­
tion as they invest in real estate. That certainly is not the true end of 
education. The true end of education is the making of men. (2). E d ­
ucation should be thorough ; whateyer the special line followed m a y  
be, the work done should be done thoroughly. Precisely this is the 
distinguishing mark of the modern scientific method. (3). Education 
must be ethical. The question then arises, W h a t  ethics shall be incul­
cated ? Confucian ethics or Christian ethics ? It is not to be denied 
that there is an ethical element in Confucianism. Confucianism teaches 
righteousness and love. But Christianity does more than that. It 
teaches what is the true fountain of righteousness and of love— that 
they are in God. T o  love the Lord thy G od with all thy heart and all 
thy strength, and thy neighbor as thyself. That is Christian ethics. 
That is the moral foundation of a true education— the ethics which are 
taught in the Scriptures and exemplified in Jesus Christ.
“ Mr. Ibuka’s address, of which the foregoing is only a meagre out­
line, was delivered in terse forcible Japanese and was received by the 
audience with evident approval. Dr. Yerbect then spoke in behalf of 
the Missions, Mr. Inagaki for the Synod, and Messrs. Wyckoff and 
U e mura for the Academic and Theological Departments of the Institu­
tion.” '
It will be seen from this report that the Church of Christ in Japan 
comprises seventy-three churches, an increase during the year of two. 
T he number of adults baptized is 1,077, less than last year by 233; and 
the number of children baptized is 153, less than last year by thirty- 
seven. The present membership is 10,961, a net increase of 350. The 
contributions of the churches for all purposes amount to Y e n  16,028, 
nearly the same as last year.
The school statistics were not reported last year. Comparing the 
present figures with those reported two years, ago, w e  find seventy 
theological students, an increase of thirty-six; 316 boys and young 
men, a decrease of 156, and 1,774 girls, a decrease of 306. The ratio 
of^Christian pupils to others is slightly larger than two years ago.
SEPAKATE EVANGELISTIC W O R K  OF THE MISSION.
The work of the Missionary Board of the Church of Christ in Japan, 
composed of equal numbers of missionaries and Japanese, is necessarily 
limited by the amount of funds at its disposal. For every Y e n  (Japan­
ese dollar) contributed by the churches to the Board, the co-operating 
Missions, through their Council, add three Yen. During the past year 
there was thus placed at the disposal of the Board by the churches and 
missions a little less than 5,400 Yen, a s u m  manifestly insufficient to 
carry on all the evangelistic work which is tributary to the Church. 
Each of the Missions, therefore, has some evangelistic work of its own, 
the supervision of which is not shared by our Japanese brethren. The 
separate work of this Mission is carried on in seven K en or prefectures, 
in the city of Tokyo and vicinity, and in the island of Yezo, as shown 







Aichi K e n . ............ . 6 1 3
Shiznoka K e n ........... 10 1 3 i
K anagawa K e n .......... 6 3 1 2
Chiba K e n ............. 5 1 1 1
Tokyo and vicinity....... 4 3 2
Nagano K e n ............ 15 3 4 4
Iwate K e n ............. 2 2
Aomori K e n ............ 1 1
Island of Ye zo ........... 1 i 1
Total................ 50 13 18 8
TOKYO-YOKOHAMA STATION.
Aichi Ken .— The out-stations areMizuno, Seto, Tsugamura, Iwazaki, 
Arimatsu and Shibomi. ' In all of these the work is reported promising, 
and in those longest occupied, flourishing. The people at Mizuno and 
Seto are united in one church organization. A  pastor has been chosen 
but not yet installed. The helper, w h o  has for years been laboring in 
these places, n o w  leaves them to the new pastor and devotes himself to 
the development of the work in outlying districts, where he has already 
spent considerable time. In the other four out-stations services are held 
in the houses of believers, but at Arimatsu the people are making an 
effort to purchase a house for a preaching place. At Tsugamura, 
where a recent graduate of the School for Lay Preachers (also called the 
Training School for Evangelists) has been laboring, services were recently 
held at which two persons were baptized and lectures were delivered. 
Some opposition was aroused, but it has been overruled to the further­
ance of the Gospel. The Soncho, or headman of the village, w h o  is a 
Shinto priest, objected to a Christian teacher in the village school on
the ground that religious people should have nothing to do in schools ; 
whereon the patrons of the school, w h o  wished to retain their teacher, 
called on the Soncho and requested him to resign his office, because on 
the same principle religious people, should have nothing to do with the 
administration of public affairs. H e  saw the point and withdrew hia 
opposition to the teacher.
Shizuoka Ken.— The out-stations are Shizuoka, Shimada, Shimizu, 
Mishima, Gotemba, Koyama, Kashiwakubo, Hakone, Heda and Mat- 
suzaki. The believers in all these places are enrolled in the church at 
Mishima. The work at Shizuoka is overshadowed by that of another- 
Mission, which has several foreign missionaries located there. It has 
been deemed, however, important to hold on to it, not only because the 
town is a large and important one, but also as a necessary link in the 
geographical chain of our churches. At Mishima has occurred one of 
the most remarkable events of the year. For thirty-five years a m a n  
and his wife had carried on a house of ill-fame. The wife became 
interested in Christianity and wanted to become a Christian. This and 
the m a n ’s relationship to a Christian family, a daughter in which was 
once a pupil in Ferris Seminary, were means used in G o d ’s providence 
to lead to the breaking up of the establishment. They were not satis­
fied to discontinue it quietly, but celebrated the event by a public 
lecture meeting, at which Dr. Verbeck and others were the lecturers. 
Only two years ago the power of Christian truth prevailed in this town 
to turn a distillery into a church, and n o w  w e  gratefully record this 
n e w  victory to the praise of the grace of our Lord. In the other out- 
stations in this K en the work has been aided by visiting missionaries 
and Bible w o m e n  from Tokyo and Yokohama, and though the results 
cannot be set do wn  in large figures, the interest in the truths of the 
Christian religion seems to be wider and deeper than in former years.
Kanugawa Ken.— The out-stations are Totsuka, Akuwa, Harama- 
chida, Kikuna, Matsuwa and Misaki. A  good degree of interest is 
manifest in all these, and several persons have been baptized. The be­
lievers are enrolled in the Kaigan Church at Yokohama, and the 
churches at Yokosuka and Akuwa. The two first named churches are 
independent of the Mission’s care, and the church at A k u w a  is depend­
ent onljr for supervision and occasional ministrations. At Y o k o h a m a  
a chapel has been opened in the western section of the town, called 
Ota. M a n y  well-to-do people live in the vicinity, and near by is the 
thronged street where theatrical entertainments are mostly given. 
There is no other preaching place in this section of the town. In this 
land the beginning of the spiritual harvest often follows quickly upon 
seed-sowing. So here five persons have already been baptized, and the 
good attendance and improved order at the preaching services and in 
the Sunday school give promise of further rewards to the faithful 
workers. • H e  that soweth and he that reapeth rejoice together.
Ghiba Ken.— The out-stations are Hojo, Hota, Kiichiyama, Sakuma 
and Narabayashi. They are all comprised in the peninsula which sepa­
rates Yeddo B a y  from the Pacific. The believers are enrolled in the 
Church of A w a  (formerly the Hota Church). The patient helper w h o  
had labored in this field for about two years died last spring, and his 
place was taken by one w h o  carried on a very acceptable work here 
some years ago. His recent labors have been rewarded by the conver­
sion of several prominent- people in Hojo, a leading town in this part of 
the Ken, and the present outlook is very hopeful. At Hota there has 
been m u c h  difficulty on account of the scandalous lives of some m e m ­
bers of the Church. Through the labors of a theological student during 
his last summer vacation, the condition of things has improved. Earn­
est and faithful presentation of the truths of the Gospel have been 
made, and not only at Hota, but at the other out-stations as well, a 
larger readiness to hear the Gospel is seen among all classes.
Tokyo and vicinity— The out-stations are Wado, Sugito, Sazaimon 
and Kusukabe. In the city of Tokyo there are two churches histori­
cally connected with our Mission, the Kojimachi and Shitaya churches, 
but both have been for a long time independent of the Mission’s care. 
The Rev. Mr. Okuno, w h o  is a stated helper here, is one of the oldest 
of converts and Christian ministers in Japan. In middle life, when 
years ago he was baptized, he is n o w  growing old in the Master’s serv­
ice. His labors during the past year have mostl}' been among the 
pastorless churches of the first Tokyo C h u  Kwai. H e  has been laid 
aside by sickness for two or three months, but is n o w  gradually im­
proving and hopes soon to resume his work. The believers at W a d o  
and Sugito are united in one church organization, and have been long 
independent of our care. Recently the Church has been in sore trouble. 
The two elders are brothers, but became estranged. A n  elders’ meet­
ing was impossible, and church discipline could not be enforced. Har­
m o n y  between the two sections of the Church was destroyed. A  helper 
sent there some months ago is deeply grieved at the situation, and feels 
deeply the need of Divine help. H e  reports the state of feeling among 
the members at this time as somewhat improved, and that there are 
encouraging signs of life and progress.
Nagano Ken.— The out-stations" are Komoro, Iwamurada, Usuda, 
Kasuga, Mochizuki, Suwa, Sakashita, Matsumoto, Eukushima, Ueda 
and two places in its vicinity, Yashiro, Nagano and a place in its 
vicinity. The organized churches are at Ueda, Kasuga-and Iwamurada. 
The Ueda Church seems to be recovering some of its former prosperity. 
It has not recovered its former position as a self-supporting church, but 
must still receive some small help from the Mission. The ministry of 
the young brother w h o  is the acting pastor, has thus far proved very 
successful. The church at Kasuga has never had a pastor, and shows 
but little vitality. The elders and one or two members are earnest 
godly men. A  student helper laboring there during the last summer
reports gatherings on Sundays and Wednesdays of from four to ten 
persons. The people are not opposed to Christianity, nor are they at­
tracted by it. They are indifferent. Nevertheless, one person has 
been led to Christ and baptized during the year, and the work is not 
hopeless. At Mochizuki, only two or three miles distant, this helper 
found m u c h  larger audiences and more encouragement. The church 
at Iwamurada includes the believers at Komoro, five miles away. Here 
too w e  are grieved to note discordant elements hindering the church’s 
work. It will be necessary, perhaps, to divide the church before the 
difficulties can be healed. The remaining out-stations in this K e n  are 
places to which w e  have been providentially led during the past two or 
three years. They are places of promising importance, both in them­
selves and as working centers.
MORIOKA STATION.
Rev. E. R. Miller writes :
It is a pleasure to report that the working force of the station has 
been strengthened by the arrival of Miss M. Leila W i n n  for the city of 
Morioka, and the Rev. Mr. Shigeto Maki and his family for the new 
out-station of Aomori. Miss Winn, on her return from America, de­
cided, with the approval of the Mission, to go to Morioka to engage in 
evangelistic work a m on g  the w o m e n  and to devote more time to the 
study of the Japanese language. O n  the 17th of September she ar­
rived and has entered enthusiastically on her work, studying four hours 
a day and teaching English for an hour three days in the week at a 
girls’ school'which has just been opened. She teaches also in the Sun­
day school and a m on g  the w o m e n  and goes once a week to the out- 
station of Hanamaki, where she teaches the w o m e n  knitting and holds 
a Bible class. ‘
Since the arrival of Miss Winn, Mrs. Miller has been able to give over 
some of her work .to her, but she still teaches some of her English 
classes and has her Bible classes among the women, and edits the Glad 
Tidings, which is n o w  taken in every one of the provinces of the Empire 
and has reached a monthly circulation of 3,500 copies. With the Glad 
Tidings is issued a leaflet for little children, the circulation of which 
has just been increased to 3,000 copies a month.
The believers in Morioka and the vicinity have not yet been organized 
into a church, but according to the n e w  rules of church government 
the baptized believers at any place where no church exists are directly 
reported to the C hu K w ai  (Classis) and by that body placed under the 
care of one or more evangelists appointed to that work. In this w a y  
the Miyagi Chu K w a i  has appointed the Revs. Messrs. Miller and Miura 
to take charge of the work in Hanamaki, Morioka and this vicinity, and 
the statistics in this report include the believers in all these places.
STATISTICS.
The total number of believers baptized during the year has been 
twenty-eight (28), those received from other churches, fourteen (14), so
that the total number received into the body has been forty-two (42). 
The number dismissed by letter has been twelve (12). The number of 
names on the roll is at present sixty-two (62), but of this number only 
twenty-nine (29) reside in Morioka.
The average attendance at the Sunday morning service for the year 
has been thirty, a little more than half of w h o m  have been believers. 
The average attendance at the prayer-meeting has been sixteen (16).
The contributions for the year have been as follows: Toward the 
expenses of the preaching place, $39.50; to the Board of Missions, 
$14.10; special offerings of individuals, $20; special contribution to 
the earthquake sufferers, $9 ; total, $82.60.
This does not include the contributions of the Christians at H a n a ­
maki, w h o  hitherto have paid all the expenses of their preaching place 
as well as contributed to the Board of Missions.
SUNDAY SCHOOL..
The average attendance for the year of the Sunday school has been 
about sixty (60), but on some Sundays it has run up to over eighty (80). 
The International Lessons have been studied, and as the helps in 
Japanese are few, the teachers meet at Mr. Miller’s house on Friday 
evenings to study the lesson for the next Sunday. At his instance, the 
Methodist Publication Society, which prints the lesson helps in J apanese, 
printed this year the Golden Text cards, which have been a great help 
to both teachers and scholars, since the latter commit them to m e mo r y  
and recite them in concert. Prizes are also given at Christmas to those 
w h o  can recite perfectly the Golden Texts for the whole year.
Besides the Christmas celebration, the children of the Sunday school 
are taken on a picnic during the summer.
PREACHING PLACES.
The Sunday night preaching services at the lower end of the city 
were kept up till the end of Hovember, but after the cold weather set 
in the attendance grew small and the boys of the neighborhood were 
too noisy for any one to listen with comfort, so it was decided to change 
the service to the regular preaching place, hoping that the people would 
like to come to a more attractive meeting place. The result thus far 
has been that not m a n y  strangers come in, but those w h o  do come really 
wish to hear.
About the middle of June'another preaching place was opened at the 
upper end of the city, which seems to be of more promise ; the people 
are quieter and more disposed to listen to Christianity. At this place 
was also started a meeting at which questions could be freely asked ; 
and, although this meeting has been kept up, the preaching service has 
been stopped during the cold weather. The young m e n  a m on g  the 
believers take all care of these meetings, collecting the money for the 
necessary expenses, and opening the meetings with singing and prayer
and a preliminary talk, only asking Mr. Miller and Mr. Miura to alter­
nate in preaching and leading the inquiry meeting.
PRISON WORK.
Sunday preaching services in the prison have been carried on through­
out the year, only interrupted once or twice when both Mr. Miller and 
M r . Miura had to be absent from Morioka. Arrangements could have 
been made to have some one else preach, but the prison authorities said 
they would prefer to have the service omitted altogether. Opposition, 
as reported last year, from the priest, w h o  is prison instructor, has ceased. 
Until the early winter the services were held at half past one o’clock, 
after which the priest had his service, the prisoners being at liberty to 
go to either or stay to both, the attendance at our services varying 
greatly but averaging about sixty. Lately the prison officers have a 
fencing lesson on Sunday afternoons, and in order to gain time have 
arranged to have the two services at the same time; but, as the priest 
has the larger audience they have assigned the main hall to him and 
given us a smaller building, which is used during the week as a work­
shop. In reality this makes a better audience-room for a smaller n u m ­
ber of hearers, but it is colder in winter, as the floor is only stamped 
earth covered with coarse straw matting. The attendance has been 
steadily growing, and n o w  is from 120 to 160.
At the commencement of the work a large grant of the Gospel of 
Luke was made by the American Bible Society, which has not been 
used till lately, but w e  have n o w  formed a Bible class and have issued 
the gospels to all those w h o  come regularly. Hitherto only very few 
of the prisoners have had testaments, and any exposition of the Bible 
text could not be followed readily. W e  think that, through this class 
m a n y  will become permanently interested in Christianity. There are 
some w h o  have asked for Christian books, and others whose terms have 
expired have expressed to Mr. Miura the desire and intention of lead­
ing better lives.
The former head of the prison, w h o  gave us permission to begin 
work, has resigned, and his successor has not been appointed yet, but 
the person w h o  is expected to take his place is reported to be not very 
favorably inclined to Christianity.
There has just been received through Mr. Maki a request from the 
head of the prison in Aomori, where w e  have begun work, to send him 
a Christian w o m a n  to take charge of the w o m e n  convicts and a Christ­
ian m a n  to be the instructor. One of the Bible w o m e n  from Mrs. 
Pierson’s class from “ The H o m e ” in Y o k o h a m a  will go as soon as 
arrangements can be made, and w e  hope to have a m a n  ready by the ' 
time he is wanted in the spring. The head of the prison is not a Christ­
ian, but had Christian workers under him while in charge of the prison 
at Satsuporo, and hopes to create a reform for the better by the help 
of these Christian workers.
OUT-STATIONS.
Hanamaki.— The work at Hanamaki has been going on slowly ; 
though services have been carried on here for two years or more, the 
first baptisms were made on the 4th of January, 1891, when three per­
sons received the ordinance. At the very end of the year also there were 
four others baptized; one of these, a woman, sister of one of the be­
lievers, came in from her h o me  in the country unexpectedly and begged 
Mr. Uchida, the evangelist, to baptize her. She had not heard m u c h  
preaching, but had studied by herself and wished to profess her faith. 
Providentially, Mr. Uchida had telegraphed to Mr. Miller that day to 
come on and baptize three others, the reason being that one of them 
had to start on the first of the n ew year to his ho me  some seventy-five 
miles away on the sea-coast. Thus it is that God leads his children by 
ways that they k n o w  not.
The persons baptized here, unlike those in Morioka, are mostly of 
the place itself. The work a mong the w o m e n  is more favorable than 
a mong the men, and Miss W i n n ’s visit once a week will help to empha­
size this still more.
Kuromioajiri is a town about the same size as Hanamaki, about seven 
miles beyond, but it is more enterprising, and being on the road which 
branches off to Akita, it is likely to grow more in the future ; it is on 
the railway and so easily reached by the cars. Mr. Uchida has been 
trying to get a preaching place there since the spring, but has been 
hindered till lately. H e  n o w  goes there every Friday and thinks it a 
place of more promise than Hanamaki, as there is no other church 
which has regular services there. For generally where the Greek and 
Komish churches have been, they have turned the better class of the 
people against Christianity, on account of the bad lives of their pro­
fessed followers; this has been the great drawback to the work at 
Hanamaki. Possibly Mr. Uchida m a y  mo ve  to Kurosawajiri during 
the coming year, if he thinks the interests of the work require it.
Aomori.— For some time the Mission has been hoping to find a suit­
able person to begin work at Aomori, which is a northern port of the 
main island of Japan and the terminus of the main line of railroad 
which runs through the Empire from north to south. The opening of 
this line to tratic on the first of September again brought the matter 
prominently before the Mission, and just about that time the Rev. Mr. 
Shigeto Maki was relieved from his position of principal of Presby­
terian Girls’ School in Osaka, and, as he wished to devote himself to 
evangelistic work, he was engaged to take charge of the work in Aomori 
and entered on his duties about the first of October. Mr. Maki was 
formerly working under the Mission as pastor of the Church at Ueda, 
and subsequently in Tokyo as the pastor of the Kojimachi Church.
Aomori is a town of about 15,000 inhabitants, but as it is the termi­
nus of both the main trunk line to the north, and will also be the termi­
nus of the line which it is proposed to build to Akita on the west coast. 
It is certain to grow very fast; indeed, it has already begun to grow and 
the price of real estate has gone up incredibly within a year. "We hope 
that the work will grow with the place, and Aomori will soon be an 
important center of influence.
Hokkaido and Mornbetsu.— The Rev. Mr. Hayashi left Morioka early 
in the year 1890 to become the pastor of the church at Mornbetsu in the 
Hokkaido (The Island of Yezo), and during the last year the Mission 
has been paying half his salary and giving something every month to 
enable him to do some evangelistic work in the neighboring villages. 
Mr. Hayashi has urged the Mission to place a m a n  at Mororan, which 
is to be a place of importance in the near future, it being one of the 
best harbors in the whole Hokkaido, and the terminus of the line of 
railroad n o w  building between that place and Satsuporo, the capital. 
A s  soon as the railroad is opened next year, there will be a line of 
steamers run from Aomori to Mororan without stopping at Hakodate, 
thus saving nearly a day in time between Aomori and Satsuporo. The 
Presbyterian Mission have just sent a m a n  to Otaru, a port on the north 
of the island of growing importance, and Mororan is the next place to 
be occupied. •
All Japanese conversant with the matter have been urging upon the 
attention of the Church, both Japanese and foreign, the importance of 
occupying the Hokkaido as soon as possible. At present the towns 
here are not large compared with those on the main island, but the 
people are very accessible, and if the places arc occupied n o w  before 
the temples are built the people will all the more readily attend the serv­
ices that'may be opened. The settlers of the Hokkaido are both pro­
gressive and liberal; they make and spend money readily, so that it is 
easier to raise money for religious and benevolent purposes, and so also 
churches in small places are more likely to become self-supporting than 
in m u c h  larger places on the main island. Missionaries should be lo­
cated as soon as possible at both Satsuporo and Hakodate.
In closing, the necessity of strongly manning this great northern 
part of the Empire cannot be too strongly urged upon the attention of 
the Church at home. ,
Besides the places mentioned above, Akita, the capital of the prov­
ince of the same name, a large city on the west coast about the same 
size as Morioka, viz., 30,000 inhabitants, should be occupied as speedily 
as possible, as well as Satsuporo and Hakodate, in the Island of Yezo, 
and later Mororan and Hachinohe, the latter in Aomori Ken, which for 
the present could be superintended from either Morioka or Aomori.
Regarding the importance of this field, the Mission has requested the 
Board to permit Mr. and Mrs. Harris, wh en  they return to Japan, to 
engage in evangelistic work in the great Northeast, and if it is found 
possible to release another of the members of- the Mission to engage in 
this most germane work of the missionary. W e  think it ought to be 
done. ‘
"We earnestly call the attention of the Board and the Church to the 
fact that the last person appointed by the Board for direct evangelistic 
work in this North Japan Mission was Mr. Miller, w h o  joined the Mis­
sion in 1875. Is it not time that some one else should be cither sent 
from h o me  for this work or be permitted to leave some other branch of 
work and devote himself entirely to direct evangelization ?
EDUCATIONAL WORK.
Meiji Gakuin— Theological Department.— There are n o w  forty-three 
students, i. Senior Class, four ; Middle, twenty-two; Junior, three; 
Introductory, fourteen. In almost every case the attendance has been 
very good throughout the year, and the application of the students to 
their work most gratifying. W e  look upon the past year as the best 
in all the history of our theological instruction. The work has been 
larger in quantity, better in quality, and peformed in an excellent 
spirit; for all of which w e  are devoutly thankful. In addition to the 
work done in the school, about two-thirds of the students have given 
regular assistance to Sunday schools, preaching services and prayer- 
meetings in various parts of the city.
Academic Department.— There arc at this time seventy-seven students, 
of w h o m  forty-four are Christians. They are distributed as follows: 
Senior Class, seventeen; Junior, thirteen; Sophomore, seventeen; 
Freshmen, eleven ; sub-Freshmen, twelve; Unclassified, seven.
The report says : “ The condition of the department during the past 
year has not been specially encouraging, but w e  cannot look upon it as 
discouraging. It is true that the number of pupils is smaller than it 
has been for several years, and that there have been no conversions 
during the year. These facts are not pleasant to think of, but when 
considered in connection with the whole work of the department, and 
compared with the conditions of other schools, w e  do not see in them 
any special cause for alarm.” ■
The graduating class numbered twenty-one, and is the largest in our 
history. Some of its members are n o w  studying in America. One of 
these has taken a Japanese scholarship at Harvard. H e  was the only 
one of a number of applicants w h o  succeeded in passing the required 
examinations.
The Bible is faithfully taught to all the classes for thirty minutes 
every morning, an'd almost without exception the students have been 
willing and earnest in its study. The School Church has been discon­
tinued and its members united with the Church at Darmachi.
Ferris Seminary.— Bev. and Mrs. E. S. Booth in charge. Teachers, 
Misses A. deF. Thompson, Mary Deyo, Julia Moulton, Mary E. Brokaw, 
ten Japanese teachers and three assistant teachers. Matron, Mrs. Su- 
gano. Physician, K. Rokkaku, M. D. N u m b e r  of pupils, one hun­
dred, of w h o m  forty-six are Christians. Six have been baptized during
the year and there are three candidates for baptism. Twenty-three 
pupils are assisted. Besides attending to the business matters of the 
school, Mr. Booth has classes in a large variety of subjects. In addition 
to these he devotes one evening each week to the study of the History 
of Philosophy with the Japanese teachers, and on Saturday evenings 
discusses the Sunday school lesson for next day with special reference 
to the manner of teaching it. A  class of sixteen is instructed in the 
Heidelberg Catechism on Sunday afternoons. A  meeting is held on 
Sunday evenings for the cultivation of personal piety and the consider­
ation of difficulties arising in personal Christian experience. This 
meeting is attended by from eight to twelve of the pupils and teachers.
Mrs. Booth has principal charge of the large foreign correspondence.
Miss Thompson during the early part of the year had twenty-two 
hours of class-room work per week, but was obliged to leave Yo k o ­
h a m a  for a month’s rest before the close of the winter term. In conse­
quence of severe illness during the vacation she was unable to do full 
work. Her health is n o w  improved. She has eighteen hours of class-, 
room work per week and gives six hours besides to the examination of 
compositions. During a part of the last school year she taught music 
in a school at Yokosuka on Saturday mornings and in the afternoons 
attended a ladies’ prayer-meeting. During September and October she 
attended a Sunday school at Hodogaya.
Miss Deyo reports that her health has been good all the year and her 
life as happy as it has been busy. She has twenty-one hours of class­
room work per week, including the classes in Calisthenics, and spends 
nine or ten hours in preparatory work and examining compositions. She 
reports the pupils as manifesting a sincere desire for self-improvement, 
and in some instances a most encouraging development of character. 
Her Bible class work this year includes the reading of the Pentateuch, 
with the special study of G o d ’s character, as there revealed, and His 
methods of dealing with men. Three of the class have been baptized 
during the year, one is a candidate for baptism, and another, after a 
long struggle, has recently .decided to acknowledge Christ openly. 
Miss Deyo also attends the Chinese Sunday schools in Yo ko h a m a  on 
Sunday mornings and the Sunday school at Ota on Sunday afternoons. 
Miss Deyo is a member of the Executive Committee of the King’s 
.Daughters of Japan, and reports the semi-annual general meeting of 
that organization, held at Ferris Seminary, October 17th, as satisfactory, 
and the reports encouraging. All the reports indicate a strong interest 
in Christian work, and a striving after a noble Christian character.
Miss Moulton has had entire charge of the instrumental and vocal 
music. She reports twenty-seven organ and seven piano pupils, and 
notes a growing interest in music ; m a n y  of the pupils having a decided 
talent for it. She speaks warmly of the excellence of the piano and 
organ secured from home through the efforts of Miss Winn. She also 
reports steady progress in the singing classes. Some of the pupils took 
prominent partin the Tonic Sol F a  Jubilee celebration held here last 
spring and acquitted themselves with great credit.
Miss Brokaw, until her departure for America, besides attending to 
her duties as a teacher in the Ferris Seminary , had charge of a W o m e n ’s 
meeting at Totsuka, fifteen miles from Yokohama. W e  sincerely hope 
she m a y  be permitted to return to Japan after her well earned furlough.
Mr. Booth reports that the teachers have been earnest and faithful 
and have shown marked eificiency and skill in their respective depart­
ments of work. H e  is specially gratified with the character of the work 
done by the Japanese teachers, but regrets that they have but little 
apparatus to assist them in their class rooms. T he health of the pupils 
after recovering from the influenza, has been, for the most part, good. 
Several, however, are still suffering from the effects of this disease, and 
are still at their homes. Others are under treatment at the school and 
are suffering from rheumatism, spinal irritation or an affection of the 
eyes. The progress of the pupils, specially in their Japanese studies, 
has been more satisfactory than in any previous year. A n  excellent 
spirit has prevailed throughout the school, and the power of Christ in the 
character and life of the pupils has been manifested in m a n y  instances.
At the last commencement, four were graduated from the Academic 
Department and ten from the G r am m a r  Department. Three of the for­
mer are engaged in teaching in the school, six of the latter continue their 
studies in the Academic Department; and three are teaching in private 
schools. All are doing Christian work as far as opportunity offers.
In concluding his report, Mr. Booth says: “ W e  desire to express
our thanks to the m a n y  friends of the school in America, w h o  have 
hcarthily and generously shown in so m a n y  ways their deep interest and 
Christian sympathy in the school and all connected with it. With pro­
found gratitude to Almighty G od for the degree of strength afforded, 
as well as the degree of success vouchsafed to the efforts put forth in 
his name, w e  remain faithful to the cause of Christ for w o m e n  in 
Japan.” .
. PUBLICATION.
The n e w  translation of the Heidelberg Catechism, by Mr. Miller and 
Mr. Miura, noticed as in press at the time of making the last report, has 
been issued in an edition of 1,000. Mrs. Miller continues to edit the 
Glad Tidings and the Sunday School Leaflet, as noted in the report of 
the Morioka Station. Dr. Yerbeck has published, both in English and 
in Japanese, 2,000 copies of Rev. Prof. D. D. Demarest’s recent article 
in the Christian Intelligencer on “ Is Christianity a Life?” and has 
circulated them gratuitously.
Of the publications of the Mission, only 483 copies have been sold 
this year. This is a smaller number than has been reported since 1880, 
and is explained, partly, by the large yearly increase in Christian pub­
lications, partly by the distress a m on g  the people occasioned last year 
by floods and storms, and partly by the growing disposition of the 
Japanese to purchase books prepared by their o w n  people rather than 
those of foreign authorship.
The work of the American Tract Society’s Committees, which has 
been so largely shared by members of this Mission since 1884, has been
united with that of the Religious Tract Society, of London, and placed 
under the care of the “ Tract Societies’ Committee for Japan,” organ­
ized this year, which employs a salaried agent. This is a great relief 
to the Mission and a manifest advantage to the Tract Societies’ work. 
T w o  members of the Mission are connected with the n ew organization.
■ c o n c l u s i o n . .
A  review of the year moves us to devout gratitude to G od for the 
blessings with which H e  has crowned the work of His servants. The 
results of the year’s work, as shown in figures, are smaller than they 
have been in other years, but there is reason to believe that the results, 
which cannot be tabulated, are larger than ever. There arc not wanting 
striking evidences of the Divine power of the Gospel, while the more 
quiet and usual growth of the Church, and the increase of the faith of 
m a n y  of its members is manifest. A m o n g  other things, w e  note in 
individuals a deeper conviction of personal sinfulness, leading to a more 
perfect trust in Christ. This is the more worthy of note, because 
Japanese Christian character has always appeared to be greatly lacking 
in this respect. O n  the other hand, the still growing number of churches 
represented by Missions in this land, and the continued opposition of 
Buddhists, Shintoists, and m e n  of no religion— perhaps more bitter as 
the years advance, are only what w e  should expect to meet. But the 
influence of Buddhism is lessened this year by a quarrel over the elec­
tion of a high priest; a growing tendency is observed in the public 
press and in government circles to deny that Shintoism is a religion at 
all; and the chief adversaries of Christianity to-day are those w h o  have 
no religion, and those w h o  claiming the Christian name deny Christ. 
That w e  m a y  have wisdom and prudence in meeting them all, w e  ask 
for the earnest prayers of the Church at home.
A  word in rega/rd to the future.— W e  believe that the time has come 
to emphasize more largely the evangelistic work of the Mission as dis­
tinguished from the educational. W e  do not mean by this that w e  de­
sire to lessen the efficiency of our present schools, but that w e  desire to 
increase as largely as the Church at home will allow the measure of our 
distinctly evangelistic work. The few additions for which w e  asked 
three years ago have not been sent to us. W e  still urgently need them 
that w e  m a y  increase the force of evangelists. Mr. Ballagh’s field is 
too large for him to supervise adequately and should be divided ; and 
the n e w  stations mentioned by Mr. Miller in his report of the Morioka 
station should be occupied. Some of those n o w  engaged in educa­
tional work might be set free for this and the n e w  comers, if necessary, 
could take their places in the schools. At Ferris Seminary steps have 
already been taken to diminish the number of foreign teachers. T w o  
ladies are already free for evangelistic work among women, and another 
m a y  perhaps be spared after a year or two. W e  appeal again to the 
Board, and, through it, to the Church, to send us the three m e n  and two 
w o m e n  for w h o m  w e  have hitherto asked in vain, and beg to call 
attention to the fact stated at the close of the Morioka report, viz., that 
this Mission has had no addition for evangelistic work since the year 1875.
T H E  S O U T H  J A P A N  M I S S I O N .
ESTABLISHED 1859 : 'ORGANIZED 1889.
Missionaries.— Revs. Henry Stout, Albert Oltmans and Albertus Pieters.
Teacher in Steele Memorial School.— Mr. H. V. S. Peeke.
Assistant Missionaries.— Mrs. Stout, Mrs. Oltmans, Mrs. Pieters, Miss R. L. Irvine 
and Miss C. B. Lauterman.
The missionaries of the South Japan Mission acknowledge, with deep 
gratitude, the favors bestowed by the Lord upon their work and that of 
their native fellow-laborers during the entire year. The lives of all 
have been spared and, with slight exceptions, they have enjoyed a good 
degree of health throughout.
There has been some change made in the foreign personnel. Mr. 
Peeke, according to previous arrangement between himself and the 
Board, terminated his services for the Mission in June and returned to 
America to proceed upon his further theological studies. Mr. and Mrs. 
Pieters joined us in September ; Mr. Pieters to work in Steele Memorial 
School, and Miss Stout was engaged to teach the music in Sturges 
Seminary.
The work of the foreign missionaries has been divided as follows :
U p  to the time of his leaving, Mr. Peeke, as acting principal, was 
engaged in his appointed work of teaching in the Academic Depart­
ment of Steele Memorial School. With his help some of the students 
carried on regular Sunday school work in different parts of the town.
Mr. Stout has continued his course of instruction in Steele Memorial, 
teaching in both the Academic and Theological Departments, the latter 
being properly under his supervision. Besides this, he has superin­
tended the building of n e w  dormitories for Sturges Seminary. P r o m  
M a y  to December, Mr. Stout, as Vice-Consul of the United States, did 
consular duty in the absence of the Consul.
Mr. Oltmans visited the stations as evangelist during the first half of 
the year. His acquaintance with the Japanese language being insuffi­
cient to enable him to do this work satisfactorily, he requested a year 
of study, which was readily granted by the Mission. H e  has since car­
ried on this study, besides teaching two classes daily in Steele Memorial.
Mr. Pieters, since his arrival on the field, has taught in the Academic 
Department of Steele Memorial besides studying the language to some 
extent. •
Miss Irvine has taught in Sturges Seminary, besides acting as vice­
principal and superintendent of the boarding department during the 
second half of the year.
Beyond the study of the language for an hour a day, Miss Lanter- 
m a n  has given her full time to teaching in Sturges Seminary.
Miss A n n a  Stout, since her arrival, has had charge of the music in 
that school, thus supplying a long felt need.
Mrs. Stout and Mrs. Pieters have been teaching a class daily in the 
boys’ school.
The year has been one that will be remembered as marking a turning 
point for the schools, from the fact that their management underwent 
an entire change. It is hardly necessary to say that the schools were 
established for the Japanese and that it was the earnest hope of its pro­
moters to pass it over to them when patrons and friends should be in a 
position to take them in charge. That point has not been reached, for 
the church in which most of these patrons and friends are found is still 
too small and weak to assume such a responsibility. But a long step 
in advance was taken when, at the beginning of the fall term, the Rev. 
M. Ohgimi was made principal of'the boys’ school and Mr. M. Saito 
of the girls’ seminary ; the Mission acts as a Board of Directors for each 
school. This change was made not in any sense from a feeling that 
something must be devised to advance the interests of the schools, 
m u c h  less to rescue them from difficulty or failure.
The schools had never been in a more satisfactory condition than 
they were when the proposition to ma ke  the change was formulated 
and permission asked of the Board to carry it into efifect. As Mission 
schools they had been conducted to that position where their success 
was secured. Courses of study had been determined upon and put into 
force that commended themselves to patrons ; m e n  had been trained as 
teachers and their interest in the welfare of the schools attested ; the 
necessity of such institutions for the Church in this country had been 
proved. Everything, therefore, was ready for a step to be taken in 
advance according to the original plans, and it was taken deliberately 
and with confidence. A n d  w e  are glad to report that, after a brief ex­
perience, there are no signs that our confidence has been misplaced.
STEELE MEMORIAL SCHOOL.
W e  were privileged to see earnest work done under the efficient prin- 
cipalship of Mr. Peeke during the first two terms, and the same under 
the painstaking superintendence of Mr. Ohgimi during the last term. 
The adverse public sentiment from which this school, in c o m m o n  with 
others of a like character in the country, suffered two years ago, has 
gradually disappeared, and more friendly feelings have prevailed. 
However, w e  do not report a greatly number of pupils, there being but 
few more than a year ago. This is owing, in' part, at least, to the fact 
that accommodations for boarders are limited. But w e  have never been 
ambitious for mere numbers. With our present appliances, however, 
w e  could give instruction to larger classes, and it seems a pity that the
school lacks one inducement to their increase. Twenty-two new m e n  
entered the school during the year. A  few of them failed to meet their 
o w n  and their teachers’ expectations and have disappeared. A  large 
proportion of the pupils have already been in the school long enough to 
have become thoroughly identified with it. This is a hopeful sign of a 
disposition to settle d o w n  and continue the course till graduation.
With the opening of the fall term the course of study was changed 
in a few more particulars. One object had in view being that of con­
forming the course more nearly to that pursued in the Government 
schools. This will enable our graduates to enter Government schools of 
still higher grade in certain classes without special preparation. A  few 
n e w  studies were necessarily added to the curriculum and the standard 
as a whole somewhat advanced. The regulations for the government 
of the school were also slightly modified and arranged more in con­
formity to Japanese ideas upon such matters and with good results. 
The school has been fortunate in the m a n  w h o  has had the post of 
Shakkan or “ Master of the Dormitory,” he being both efificient and 
popular. In a word, it m a y  be said that one result expected from the 
change has been fully realized ; the machinery of the school works with 
less friction in the hands of a native than was possible under foreign 
direction.
Together with the principal, four teachers have given their full time 
to this department of the school. Classes have also been taught by 
the teachers of the Theological Department, by Mr. Oltmans, Mrs. 
Stout and Mrs. Pieters. A  drawing master and teacher in Japanese 
classics have also been employed to give instruction to certain classes 
two or three times a week. One of the Theological-students, w h o  has 
been in the army, has been employed as drill master in the G y m n a ­
sium.
A  friend, through Mr. Pieters, has kindly given the funds to pur­
chase some mechanical and chemical apparatus, and to fit up rooms 
where they can be kept, and classes taught when these materials are 
required for experiment.
There were, at the close of the year, fifty-five students in the Academic 
Department. They came from ten different provinces of Kinshin and 
the main island. Eighteen of them are Christians, seven having been 
baptized during the year. One baptized in childhood, was received 
into the Church. T w o  others became candidates for baptism near the 
close of the year, and a third, baptized in infancy, asked to be received 
into the Church. Six of these Christian young m e n  have the ministry 
in view.
The Theological Department.— The instruction in this department con­
tinues under the immediate direction of the Mission. The Revs. H. 
Stout, A. Segawa, and M. Ohgimi are the teachers, and have given most 
of their time to this work. There have been seventeen students during 
the year, seven of w h o m  entered at the beginning of the autumn teim. 
One of these was not well when he came to our school. H e  was
stricken d o w n  a few days later and died after a short illness, the first 
death in the school since its establishment. One young m a n  was 
obliged very early in the year to stop study on account of ill health. 
So also was another, a graduate of the Academic Department, w h o  
was well on in the Theological course. H e  has charge of an out- 
station. His attainments abundantly qualify him for efficient work, 
even though he should not return to finish the regular course. H e  has 
been licensed by Chiu Kwai. Another m a n  finished the course in June, 
has been licensed, and is engaged in work at Hiji, a n e w  out-station in 
the northeastern part of Kinshiu.
There were, therefore, at the close of the year, thirteen m e n  in the 
school. They have prosecuted their .studies to the satisfaction of their 
teachers. Some of them are exceedingly promising.
- Besides the regular work of the class-room, some of the students have 
carried on evangelistic work at the out-stations near Nagasaki. Those 
w h o  were in the school before the summer vacation, went heartily into 
the work on the field during that time, and some of them have proved 
already that they are workers that need not be ashamed.
Thus it is with gratitude that w e  report the school in both depart­
ments accomplishing with good-success the end for which it was estab­
lished and is n o w  fostered.
But w e  cannot close this part of the report without saying that the 
pressing need of the school at the present time is more room for board­
ing pupils. Boarders are more satisfactory merely as pupils. But 
more especially is it desirable to have the pupils permanently in the 
school, because of the moral and religious influences brought to bear 
upon them there. It is found that these young m e n  generally attend 
the church services, and those w h o  turn to the Lord are almost invari­
ably of this class.
STURGES SEMINARY.
The past year has been one of success and blessing for Sturges S e m ­
inary. During the first six months thirty-four pupils were in attend­
ance. Three were received into the Church.
Miss Irvine’s full time was given to the school until the spring vaca­
tion, when her health failed. At this juncture her work was lessened 
by Miss Lanterman taking one of her classes and some of the girls 
being obliged to stop study on account of sickness.
Miss Lanterman • spent most of the morning in the study of the 
language and all of the afternoon in teaching in the school.
Since September the school has been under the supervision of a Jap­
anese principal, w h o  reports facts as follows : The present number of
pupils in attendance is forty-eight, an increase of eighteen since D e c e m ­
ber, 1890. Eleven girls are Christians and seven baptized members of 
the Church. Quite a spiritual interest has been awakened in the school. 
Fifteen girls have expressed a desire to become Christians. Twelve 
are receiving special instruction, but the friends of the other three are
m u c h  opposed to Christiauity. This opposition, however, is n o w  being 
overcome.
A  King’s Daughters Society was organized recently under the leader­
ship of Miss Lanterman. A  prayer-meeting of the members and other 
pupils of the school is held weekly. The influence exerted by the m e m ­
bers has a salutary effect upon the school.
The Society has been m u c h  interested lately in making and sending 
clothing to the people made destitute by the recent earthquake. The 
boarding department is in charge of Miss Irvine, w h o  is assisted by a 
Japanese matron. She has also taught an English Bible class and three 
other English classes. The matron has also given instruction in Japan­
ese sewing and etiquette. Miss Lanterman has taught six English 
classes daily, and has also given instruction in calisthenics and physical 
training.
The music department is under the direction of Miss An na  B. Stout. 
There are two piano and seven organ pupils. Instruction is given in 
vocal music and in Japanese drawing and painting.
T w o  of the older girls w h o  graduated from the Japanese department 
last year are n o w  studying Chinese classics and English, and are assist­
ing in the teaching of the primary department. The Japanese teachers 
have done efficient and satisfactory work throughout the year.
THE EVANGELISTIC WOBK.
During the first half of the year Mr. Oltmans superintended this de­
partment. Since then Mr. Hirayama has made one tour through the 
field, while Mr. Segawa and Mr. Ohgimi have made occasional visits.
Organized Churches.— Oi these there are three in our field, viz., at 
Nagasaki, Kagoshima and Karatsu.
iThe Nagasaki church was under the pastorate care of Rev. Hirayama 
until June, his work being given partly to the church proper and partly 
to evangelistic efforts in the native city. Since his resignation of the 
charge, the church has been without a pastor, the preaching on Sunday 
mornings being done by teachers and students of the Theological D e ­
partment of Steele Memorial. Mr. Stout has continued to be responsi­
ble for the Sunday evening service, preaching either himself or provid­
ing a substitute. The difficulty of drawing to the church services others 
than our students and servants still continues. The Saturday evening 
prayer-meeting has been kept up with m u c h  interest. A  flourishing 
Sunday school has been maintained throughout the y ear. It is attended 
by nearly all the students from both schools. In connection with it 
Mr. Pieters has had charge of a Bible class of young men. Some of 
our Christian students carry on regular Sunday school work in different 
parts of the town. The church is at present paying all its running ex­
penses, though with a full pastor’s salary to pay it would need consid­
erable help from the Mission. AVe regret that w e  have no regular 
evangelistic work carried on in the native city at present.
Kagoshima— The Church here has had hut indifferentsuccess. Mr. 
Awaya, w h o  was its acting pastor for some time, left early in the year 
to take up work at Saseho. Mr. Sato, an advanced student of our 
Theological Department, was sent to work at Kagoshima and continued 
in it until October. Since then Rev. Hirayama has been acting pastor 
of the church and things are looking up somewhat.
Outside preaching is carried on at Taniyama and Kawanabe. At the 
former place large audiences gather regularly to listen to the preaching.
AVe hope that, under the active labors of Mr. Hirayama, the K a g o ­
shima Church m a y  have a brighter future in store.
Karatsu.— The church at Karatsu, called “ Matsura Kyokwai,” is 
still under the care of Mr. Kurihara, w h o  was ordained last spring and 
installed as pastor over the church. Its membership is constantly in­
creasing, and under the blessing of God it promises, ere long, to become 
strong and self-supporting. Besides its regular Sunday and week-day 
services, the church has held special meetings for the benefit of non­
believers. '
Extensive outside work is carried on in several out-stations. In some 
of these, as for instance, at Mitsushima and Shinyashiki, the outlook is 
very encouraging. The people seem desirous to hear the Gospel, 
and in the latter village frequently 200 or more gather to listen 
attentively to the message of salvation. At Hamasaki and Kagami, 
two other preaching stations of the Matsura Church, and also at Shin­
yashiki, there are several candidates and regular inquirers.
At Yobuko and Nagoya, somewhat distant from Karatsu, preaching 
is carried on once a month. There are here also three candidates for 
baptism.
AATe take this occasion to thank the donor of a fine communion serv­
ice and baptismal font to the Matsura Church, which have recently 
been received and with which w e  soon hope to gladden the hearts ̂ >f 
the Karatsu Christians.
OUT-STATION S.
Saga.— Our Christians at Saga are still connected with the Nagasaki 
Church. AVe hope, however, that they will soon be able to organize 
for themselves. Mr. Kawasaki has continued to labor faithfully and 
zealously in this place. Mr. C. M. Bradbury, w h o  is still teaching in 
the Government school at Saga, has helped the work along by s y m ­
pathy and direct effort, which is m u c h  appreciated by the evangelist. 
Regular preaching services have been carried on in the church build­
ing. M u c h  preaching was done besides in different localities of the 
city, and also open-air meetings were held for some time during the 
year. •
The number of attendants upon the preaching services is increasing, 
and altogether the condition of things in Saga has changed for the 
better. A  few young m e n  of the Church have started a school for 
poor children, the main object being thus to draw them and their rela­
tives to Christianity. They also started a similar work for young 
men. This was at first violently opposed by outsiders, but the effect 
has been to give them m a n y  opportunities of direct labor for Christ.
W o r k  outside of Saga has been carried on in several villages. At 
Ogi and Cashima there are several candidates and inquirers. At the 
former place the young m e n  interested more or less in Christianity are 
fitting up a house to be used as a kind of Y. M. C. A. building, and also 
for Mr. Kawasaki to hold his preaching services.
At Fujiyama, also, encouraging work is carried on. In all his labors' 
Mr. Kawasaki is greatly aided by a band of earnest young men, some 
of them already members of the Church, others still candidates.
Kurume.— The work here has continued to do well under the labors 
of Mr. Hemmi, the evangelist in charge. It is under the care of the 
H o m e  Missionary Society, our Mission having no direct financial rela­
tion to it. Here too, like in Saga, the prospects are good for an inde­
pendent organization in the near future. At present the Christians at 
Kurume, as well as those at all the other out-stations following below 
in this report, are not connected with any organized church, but 
directly under the care of Chiu Kwai. This is in accordance with the 
rule and recommendation ma de  some time ago by Dai Kwai, the object 
being to create a stronger desire for independent organization and self­
support. The regular Bible meeting at K u r u m e  is attended by about 
thirteen persons. W o r k  outside is carried on by Mr. H e m m i  at villages 
distant from K u r u m e  from four to nine miles. In some of these 
villages the outlook is very encouraging, though the number of earnest 
inquirers is still small.
Sasebo.— This station was for the greater part of the year under the 
care of Mr. Awaya. The work has gone forward, quite a number being 
added to the company of believers. Being nearly all connected with 
the Japanese Naval Department the number of Christians is necessarily 
fluctuating, as frequent transfers of m e n  take place. At present there 
are as m a n y  as twenty regular inquirers and four candidates.
Twenty-three, children included, received baptism during the year. 
The people from the town are also beginning to come into the preach­
ing services. At present Mr. Sato is in charge of the work, it being, 
like Kurume, under the H o m e  Missionary Society.
Nakalsu.— Not m u c h  of interest is reported from Nakatsu. Mr. 
Yoshidomi has continued to work here and in some of the outlying vil­
lages. The people seem very indifferent in regard to Christianity. 
Some good results are seen at Hachiya, a preaching place about seven 
miles from Nakatsu. Union work was carried on once a month by the 
m e n  in charge at Nakatsu and the two neighboring stations, Toyotsu 
and Usa. At these union meetings large audiences gathered to hear the 
Gospel. It also encourages and strengthens the m e n  thus to labor to­
gether from time to time.
Toyotm.— F r o m  January of this year Mr. Shiraishi, one of our theo­
logical students, has been in charge here. The first Christian baptisms 
took place in October, two persons being the candidates. There are 
four more n o w  that hope to receive baptism next spring. Regular 
preaching is also carried on at Ohashi, a large town near Toyotsu. 
There was some opposition developed but the condition of the work 
continues to be good. Mr. J. J. Hubbard, still teacher in the Govern­
ment school at Toyotsu, continues to help on the work very much, also 
contributing generously to the support of our evangelist in charge.
Una.— The work at Usa has been going forward steadily under the 
labors of Mr. Munekatta. Regular preaching services were held on 
Sunday, together with Sunday school and Bible classes. Besides, some 
work was carried on in outlying villages and some union work with 
Nakatsu and Toyotsu.
The Christians have bought a house for preaching services and dwell­
ing place for Mr. Munekatta. The expenses are borne entirely by 
themselves, having collected about one hundred and thirty dollars for 
this purpose. W e  trust that here also an independent church organiza­
tion m a y  speedily be effected.
Miyakoncyo.— The work here has been under the care of Mr. Hogi, 
one of last year’s graduates from the Theological school. It has met 
with some reverses. Mr. Hogi himself was seriously ill for some time, 
but the Lord has mercifully spared and restored him to health. One 
Christian young w o m a n  baptized last year has gone to be with her 
Lord. At Shibushi, where also work is carried on by Mr. Hogi, things 
look more favorable than at Miyakonojo itself. There are two very 
earnest candidates at Shibushi and several inquirers. The work in 
this place is entirely new. The Gospel had doubtless never been 
preached there before w e  visited the place, somewhat more than a year 
ago. It is near the southeast point of Kiushiu. °
T w o  n e w  stations were opened this fall, viz., at Hiji and Shimobara. 
At Hiji the work was opened last summer by one of our students 
laboring there during vacation, which was attended with such a meas­
ure of success that Hiji was chosen as a new station. Mr. Saka, w ho 
graduated from the Theological Department last fall, has gone to take 
charge of the work. Large audiences gather to hear the Gospel 
preached. There are five candidates in the Hiji district and several in­
quirers.
Shimobara, which for some time has been worked by our students 
from Nagasaki, has just been opened as a regular station, and Mr. 
Awaya, w h o  labored part of the year at Sasebo, has been put in charge 
of the work. There is a good opening. Being near to Nagasaki, it can 
easily be visited. The people are glad that a settled evangelist has 
come a mong them. There is a ready response to the preaching of the
Gospel, and already a class,.consisting of several persons, has been 
formed for regular instruction. W e  hope that Shimobara m a y  ere long 
develop, under G o d ’s blessing, into a flourishing station.
Omura and Ltahaya.— These two places are regularly visited by the 
theological students. They can be reached from Nagasaki in a few 
hours. Until recently, the visible results of this work had not been of 
m u c h  account, but w e  are glad that at O m u r a  about nine persons are 
regular students of the Bible and earnestly inquiring the w a y  to salva­
tion, while one young m a n  is a candidate for baptism.
s t u d e n t s ’ s u m m e k  w o r k .
During last s u mmer’s vacation several students went out to various 
parts of the field to do evangelistic work. In some cases it m a y  be 
difficult to trace direct results from this kind of labor, but it has at least 
the sure benefit of giving the young m e n  some experience in the work 
to which they look forward. Besides, in some instances, places are 
opened up in this w a y  and eventually become stations. The two 
places last mentioned, Hiji and Shimobara, were both started in this 
w a y  and so have been others.
A  hasty review as the above, gives us abundant cause for thanks­
giving to ttie Lord of the harvest, w h o  has blessed the work entrusted 
to our care. In the dilferent departments of labor, results that go to 
build up Christ’s kingdom have been obtained. While there has been 
no marked increase in the number of believers anywhere, there has 
been going on steadily a quiet growth. W e  need, however, with all 
the workers in this Island Empire, the mighty manifestations of the 
Holy Spirit to sanctify the laborers ; to bring ho me  to conscience and 
heart the truths of the Gospel, to thoroughly leaven the entire mass of 
the people with the King d o m  of Heaven.
For all this w e  pray, and hope to see our prayers answered in the 
not far distant future. For : “His is the kingdom and the power and 
the glory forever.” '
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(con ti n ue d.)
47 63 47 63 47 63
870 09 212 78 35 1,117 87 
98 57
1,117 87
98 57 128 57
29 60 64 34 93 34 93 34
40 30 70 70
104 28 44 148 28 164 17
Classis of Rochester.
23 43 85 69 85 69 85
10 5 15 15
38 39 17 8 22 63 61 63 61
44 57 55 62 81 17 131 36 131 36
6 95 6 95 6 95
35 35 45 18 80 53 111 20
Lodi..... ................ 38 11 24 60 18 4 80 71 92 21
31 70 31 20 62 90 62 90
14 63 14 63 14 63
14 24 16 20 30 44 30 44
142 90 120 80 292 90 314 90
27 48 19 80 47 28 53 28
16 08 • 17 24 33 32 33 32
Classis of Saratoga.
2 70 2 70 2 70
31 50 31 50 41 50
162 41 162 41 198 41




101 101 153 42
210 99 * 15 225 99 225 99
23 50 23 50 23 50
50 15 10 ■ 75 75
Olassis of Schenectady.
261 41 65 86 412 41 583 66
80 45 12 86 5 18 98 49 98 49
58 50 36 05 94 55 106 55
30 75 15 45 75 92 25
28 28 35 20
41 41 41
28 75 30 58 75 58 75
141 51 46 238 238
8 8 8
29 77 29 77 47 77
25 62 23 48 62 48 62
13 25 13 25 13 25
Classis of Schoharie.
6 97 6 97 6 97
14 03 14 03 24 03
16 19 16 19 16 19
5 90 5 90 . 15 10
rVthlPslrill ............ 3 67 8 67 3 67
21 50 ,21 50 28 90
16 04 16 04 46 04
18 2 50 15 50 15 50
14 20 3 17 20 17 20
24 86 40 64 86 84 88
15 80 15 80 95 80
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FEOM INDIVIDUALS, NOT THROUGH CHURCHES.
Two Friends of Missions....
Dominie.................
Rev. A. Mattice...........
“ Goyn Talmage, D.D....
“ Wendell Prime, D.D .. .
“ D. K. VanDoren......
" H. Schneilendreussler...
“ C. VanderVeen, D.D...
“ S. A. Bumstead.......
“ R. M. Ifford..........
“ E. R. Atwater........
“ J. Kniskern..........
“ S. W. Mills, D.D.......
“ Wm. Brush ........
k‘ L.W. Kipp, D.D......“ S M. Zwemer, Aden,
Arabia.............
Rev. J. V. N.Talmage,D.D....
“ N. F. Chapman.......
u W.H. Steele, D.D.....
“ J. M. Van Buren......
“ J. E. Bernart.........
“ J. W. Conklin........
“ A. J. Beekman........
“ P. A. Wessels and wife.
“ J. N. Jansen........ ..
“ Wm. A. Show........
“ H. D. B. Mulford......
Ralph Voorhees. Esq.......
A  Steward for the Gospel...
A  Free Will Offering.......
Mrs. J. H. Enders.........
“ S. A. Soodborn........
“ L. B. Halsey.........
“ Kate V. D. Searle.....
“ N H. Dosker.........
“ M. D. W. Peltz.......
“ Isaac Ferris..........
“ C. Ahrut, New Brighton.. 
“ S. M. Lansing, Montgom­
ery, N. Y ...........
Mrs. H. Mouw, Churchville,
Minn...............
Mrs. Alice Rapalje........
“ J. C. Smock..........
“ Frank Bowman.......
Rev. J. J. Ganns...........
Miss E m m a  Searle........
“ Alida Van Dyck.......
u Mary I. Duryee.......
“ K. M. Talmage.......
** E. Veeder, Schenectady, N. Y ...............
Miss Caroline Storm.......
“ Lily N. Duryee.......
Eliza M. Thomas......
“ Thompson...........
“ C. Pouch,Newburgh,N.Y.“ Jennie Mathias......
“ A. VanSchaick.......




Prof. J. B. Nyker..........
Extra Dime-a-Day........
Cherry Hill..............































































A Friend................  $25
W. N. R .................  25
Arlington................ 6 75
Deyo Sisters.............. 2
A  Friend, New Brunswick.... 25
Two King’s Daughters.....  7
A Thank Offering.........  50
A  Family, Bloomfield, N. J.... 5 25
Friend of Missions, Fulton, 111. 35
C. Vandermeer, Grand Rapids. 4 
L. W.^Mmlenberg, Theo. Sem.
S. Squier, Port Richmond,N.Y. 5 
S. Touissaint, Milwaukee .... 25A  Friend, L. 1............  50
C.AV. C. Hillside, Mich ....  5
Fr A. Ferris, Harlem ......  250
H. A. B., Newburgh.......  1
C. Wiechman, Ackley, la.... 200
J. A. Cooke, Catskill, N. Y.... 50
Mamie and Hilda Stegeman.. 2
J. J. Marlette.............  1
Mri S. H. Williams, Glaston­
bury, Conn.......... 100
Mr. John Otte............  6
“ John McKay, Grand Rap­
ids..........   4 25
Family Christmas Offering,
New Brunswick......  22
A Friend, Vischer’s Ferry,
N. Y ...............  10
A  Friend, Newark, N. J....  145
Two Sisters, Hudson, N. Y __ 135
A  Country Pastor....... 35
H. Van Buskirk...........  25
Kommers Schoddele.... . ..  10
Personal Gift.............  10




A Minister's Widow.....  100
John De Jong, Roseland. III.. 35
For a Pastor in India....  90
Chas. S. Ward.......... 20
In Memory of D. P. Conover,
Gilboa, N. Y ......  25
A Friend ................ 1,000
Friends, New Brunswick, N. J. 25
Wm. Stegeman, Theol. Sem... 5
Ralph Voorhees, Church, Lam
Sin............   .1,000
Mr. H. V. S. Peeke...... 5
A. C. Van Duyne.......  20
C. C. H ...............  200
Mr. Harrison, Lawyersville,
N. Y ............. 3
Mrs. Haswell, Delmar, N. Y... 5
Misses K. M. and M. E. Tal-
mage............  102 80
Miss M. Hillsgond....... 2R. H. Sloan............ 20
Mrs. C. R. V. Romondl..... . 10
De Ruvder............  50
Individuals Through the W o ­
man’s Board......  721 61
Total............... $8,411 26
From Miscellaneous Sources. o
From the Woman’s Board..................................... §11,699 75
For Individual Missionaries..................................... 307 50
For Tracts__................................................ 18 80
For Mite Boxes............................................... 60
For Freight.................................................  66 45
American Bible Society for Arcot Mission.........................  250
Cash.......................................................  830 41
Passage money returned............ •.........................  259
Interest on Bonds, etc........................................  1,257 30
From the Netherlands ........................................ 276
Board Domestic Missions, Conference Expenses.................... 7 50
Mission Band, Miss Baldwin's School, East Orange, N. J.............. 30
Chittoor Circle, King’s Daughters, Madison, N. J...................  150
A  Gift from Duty.............    3150
Union Service, Paterson, N. J................................... 35 50
For Ferris Seminary Organ..................................... 452 75
“ “ Piano.....................................  270
For Organ for Middle School, A m o y .............................. 66
Pine Creek S. S., Holland, Mich............................ ..... 35
VanDyks “ ,l ....... ...........................  4 50
LakeShore “ “ ...........*......................  750
Union Meeting S. S. Teachers, Paterson, N. J......................  6 43
Extra Dime-a-Day Band.......................................  4 70
For Ferris Seminary, Christmas.................................  70
From Northfleld Seminary.....................................  5
For Chiobe Chapel............................................ 54
Children’s Mission Circle, Chelsea, Mass..........................  10
S. S. Class, Blackinton, Mass.................................... 10
Penny Mission Band, Madison, Wis............................... 4 59
Found in Collection of Christian Reformed Church, Freeland, Mich....  100
Friends for Baby House, Amoy.................................. 7
Friends at Montclair, N. J., for India.............................  9
A Missionary's Children.......................................  1 50
Sale of Hekhuis Memorial School Rugs...........................  452 25
Family Easter Gift............................................ 18 50
For Famine Sufferers in India................  2,618 88
Total................................. . ........ ......§19,425 91
From Legacies.
Wm. S. Magee, Saugerties, N. Y ................................. 8333 33
Rev. J. Vanderveer, D. ........................................ 48 67
P. P. Schoonmaber, Brooklyn, N. Y .............................. . 2,850
Jennie E. and Louisa Wyckoff, Ghent, N. Y ........................ 200
Isaiah H.rElIis, Freehold, N. J..................................  100
Sarah Benham............................................... 6,000
Elizabeth Bowne, Fishkill, N. Y .................................  500
MargarefiD. Davis, Kingston, N. Y ............................... 100





































































































Total................ 8,957 81 1,180 45 2,009 74 12,847 50 14,946 34






















































































5,507 07 2,503 30 2,974 42 10,984 79 12,118 31
50,345 23 10,276 48 13,512 71 74,134 42 85,143 66
46,980 40 11,776 87 15,307 17 74,064 44 85,110 84




































































$6,000 $4,395 26 $3,513 87 $881 89
3,000 2,457 30 2,554 77 $97 47
3,200 2,072 42 2,768 49 716 07
426 284 05 203 91 80 14
3,300 2,069 30 2,097 90 28 60
2,000 1,316 62 1,341 88 25 262,800 2,429 75 2,829 85 99 90
2,500 1,610 17 1,943 34 333 171,150 812 35 811 08 1 27
1,500 1,956 08 1,289 50 666 58
1,600 900 53 961 62 61 09
4,000 2,045 96 2,589 51 543 55
8,500 6,015 34 5,957 56 57 78
770 534 20 466 94 67 26
1,412 027 10 761 72 165 38
3,250 1,710 69 2,175 15 464 46
7,700 6,197 37 6,280 65 83 284,000 3,102 27 2,588 77 513 50
19,000 17,366 52 18,199 82 833 303,816 2,019 69 2,258 72
258 79
239 034,909 3,714 50 
1,223 76
3,455 71
1,900 1,077 77 145 99
2,700 1,969 01 1,645 50 323 51
3,800 2,813 79 3,052 74
" 'soi 17 238 953,200 2,114 60 1,813 43









2,456 1,402 04 1,347 03 55 6i
600 289 26 362 34 73 08
2,800 1,882 19 1,602 06 280 13
3,000 1,528 68 1,816,56 2S7 88
4,150 4,032 58 3,747 56 285 02
$115,272 $85,143 66 $85,110 84 $4,234 93 $4,202 11
TREASURER’S ANNUAL REPORT.
The Board of Foreign Missions in Reformed Ghurch in America in account 
with J O H N  M. FERRIS, Treasurer.
April 30th, 1802. Dr.
ARCOT MISSION.
T o  cash paid drafts, etc.................
“ O n  acc’t of Mission in this country.
A M O Y  MISSION.
T o  cash paid drafts, etc.................
‘ ‘ on acc’t of Mission in this country.
NORTH JAPAN MISSION.
T o  cash paid drafts, etc.................
“ on acc’t of Mission in this country.
“ on account of Ferris Seminary...
- SOUTH JAPAN MISSION.
T o  cash paid drafts, etc.................
“ on acc’t of Mission in this country.
. H O M E  EXPENSES.
T o  casii paid Rev. J. M. Ferris, D.D., Treasurer,
on account...............
“ Rev. H. N. Cobb,Secretary,salary.
“ Bookkeeper, salary ..........
“ Postage, H o m e  and Foreign...
“ Rent of Office..............
‘ ‘ Traveling expenses...........
“ ■ O n  account of “ Mission Field” ..
. “ Printing Annual Report, etc...
“ Books, Magazines, Mite Boxes,etc.
“ Salary, Typewriter and care of
Office...................
“ Incidental expenses..........
Bank on account of Loans.....
Interest on Loans...........
Balance in Treasury to n ew acc’t.
$29,974 79 
5,132 18 $35,106 97
13,542 13 
10,897 14 24,439 27
23,719 32 
7,797 46 
904 48 32,421 56
12,736 05 

















E. & O. E., April 30th, 1891. Or.
B y  balance in Treasury last report..........
April 30th, 1892.
B y  cash received from churches, etc......... $50,345 23
“ “ Sunday schools, etc....  10,276 48
“ “ Indiv’dls thr’gh churches 13,512 71
“ “ “ not “ “ 8,411 26
“ “ Miscellaneous sources... 19,425 91







JOHN M. FERRIS, Treasurer.
Examined and compared with the vouchers and found correct.
JAMES A. WILLIAMSON,
JOSEPH C. POOL.N e w  Y o r k , May 17th, 1892.
Theological Seminary in India.
ENDOWMENT FUND.
PAID IN
P r o f e s s o r s h i p s :
The General Synod’s.............. . $8,155 24
The Collegiate Church..............  13,109 82
------ -  $21,265 06
Sc h o l a r s h i p s , C h u r c h  ■
Church of H u ds o n................  $2,000
Collegiate Church, Harlem..........  2,001 •
First Church. Albany..............  400
Madison Avenue Church, Albany.....  1,922
First and Fair St. Churches, Kingston... 782
Clinton Avenue Church, N e w a r k .....  1,205













Total E n dowment paid in..............  $49,575 06
Subscriptions and Scholarships unpaid....  7,523 22
Total E n dowment F u n d ................ $57,098 28
Sc h o l a r s h i p s , In d i v i d u a l  :
Joel T  . Simpson.......
A  Missionary Friend’s half 






In His N a m e ..........
Gamaliel G. Smith.....
The Arcot Seminary F u n d  remains at $49,575.06— the amount re­
ported a year ago. During the twelve months just closed $2,456.89 
have been remitted to the Arcot Mission, which is interest received on 
the invested fund. N o  change has been made in the character of the 
securities held.
J O H N  M. FERRIS,
' Treasurer.
RECEIPTS OF T H E  B O A R D  SINCE 1857, IN PERIODS 
OF FIVE YEARS, W I T H  T O T A L S  A N D  A V E R A G E S .





1858.... .. |16,076 87
1859.... .. 25,034 61
I860.... .. 30,181 58
1861.... .. 34,159 26
1862.... . 28,603 17
$134,055 49 $26,811 10
1863.... .. 42,257 36
1864.... .. 35,391 18
1865.... .. 82,038 22
1866.... .. 55,783 75
1867.... .. *63,030 89
278,501 40 55,700 28 $28,889 18
1868.... .. 53,472 91
1869.... .. 81,410 38
1870.... .. 57,342 94
1871.... .. 71,125 52
1872.... .. 65,173 26
328,523 01 65,704 60 10,004 32
1873.... .. 83,948 61
1874.... .. 55,352 95
1875.... .. 54,249 95
1876.... .. 64,342 91
1877.... .. 58,152 53
316,046 95 63,209 37 $2,495 23
1878.... .. 69,085 87
1879.... .. 58,443 49
1880.... .. 63,185 71
1881.... .. 92,984 32
1882.... .. 58,184 71
341,884 10 68,376 82 5,167 45
1883.... .. 65,284 58
1884... .. 76,955 23
1885.... .. 88,131 04
1886.... .. 86,386 55
1887.... .. 86,787 02
403,544 42 80,708 88 12,832 06
1888.... .. f109,946 11
1889.... .. 93,142 24
1890.... .. 117,090 14
1891.... .. 116,265 45
1892.... .. 112,163 59 548,607 53 109,721 50 29,012 62
* In addition $56,500 were given by Mr. Warren Ackerman to remove the debt 
resting on the Board.
tin addition $45,335.06 were given for the Endowment of the Theological Semi­
nary in the Arcot Mission through the efforts of Rev. Jacob Chamberlain, D.D.
To this Fund $2,203 were added in 1889-90.
The total amount given since 1857 is $2,496,637.06. .
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
Treasurer of the W o m a n ’s Board of Foreign Missions of the 
. Reformed Church in America.
RECEIPTS.
Acquackanonck, N. J., Auxiliary.....................
Albany, N. Y., First Church Auxiliary.................  $175 60
“ “ Golden Rule Mission Band... 40
“ “ Mission Band..............  40
“ Madison Avenue Auxiliary..............  115 ’
“ “ Helpful Ten, King’s Daughters 10
44 Third Church Auxiliary.................
44 Holland 44 ..................
Alexandria Bay, N. Y., Auxiliary.....................
Amity, “ 44 .....................
Amsterdam, 44 “ .....................
Astoria, L. I.. Auxiliary.............................  Ill
“ C. T. Burroughs Mission B a n d............  35
“ 1 Band of Cheerful Workers...............  10
Asbury Park, N. J., Auxiliary........................
Alto, Wis., 44 ........................
Bayonne, N. J., Auxiliary...........................  66 66
44 Mission Gleaners . ..................  30
Bergen Point, N. J., Auxiliary........................
Berne, N.Y., 44 ........................
Belleville, N. J., “   55 54
“ Willing Workers.....................  35.
Blawenburgh, N. J., Auxiliary........................
Bloomingburg, N. Y., 44 ........................
Blooming Grove, “ 44 ........................
Bethlehem, N. Y., First Church Auxiliary..............  41 55
44 44 Willing Workers........  10
Bushwick, L. L, South, Auxiliary.....................
Brooklyn, N. Y., First Church Auxiliary...............  205
“ “ Crystal Society........... 60
“ South..............................
44 Bedford................... •........
“ Kent Street Auxiliary.................
44 Church-on-the-Heights................
441 North Auxiliary......................
44 New 44 .....................
44 Twelfth Street Auxiliary..............
Blue Mountain Church Auxiliary.....................
Buskirk Bridge, N. Y., “ .....................
Bronxville, “ 44 .....................
Bruynswick, 44 W. C. K. D .....................
Caatsban, “ Auxiliary......................
Canajoharie, 44 “ .....................
Catskill, 44 44 .....................
Cedar Grove, Wis., Work and Praying Bund............
Centreville, Mich., Auxiliary........................
Castleton, N. Y., “ ........................








































Central Bridge, N. Y., Auxiliary.......
Clarksville, “ “ .......
Cleveland, OhiOi, “ .......
Claverack, N. Y., Second “ .......
Closter, N. J., “ .......
Cohoes, N. Y., 41 ......
Colt’s Neck, N. J., “ .......
Coopersville, Mich., “ .......
Clover Hill, N. J., “ ‘.......
Coxsackie, N. Y., First Church Auxiliary 
“ Second “ “
Chicago, 111., Auxiliary..............
Currytown, N. Y., Auxiliary..........
Delmar, “ “ ..........
Detroit, Mich., “ ..........
Ellenville, N. Y., “ ..........
Esopus, 44 44 ..........
Fairfield, N. J., Children’s Mission Circle ..............  $14
“ Auxiliary............................ 51
Farmers Village, N. Y., Auxiliary.....................
Fallsburg, N. Y., Auxiliary..........................
Flatbush, Long Island, Auxiliary.....................
N. Y., Ulster County, Auxiliary
Flatbush, L. I., Auxiliary.................  ........
Fishkill Village, N. Y., Auxiliary.....................  21 10
“ Brinkerhoff Mission Band..................... 25
“ on Hudson, Auxiliary........................ 80
“ “ Mission Band....................  30
“ “ Girls’ 44 ..................... 10
Flushing, N. Y.t Auxiliary...........................
Freehold, N. J., “ ' .................. ........  33 25
“ Buds of Promise......................  35
Franklin Park, N. J., Auxiliary.......................  62
“ Mission Guild.........................  91 50
“ Taylor Mission Circle.........................  25 40
Fonda, N. Y., Auxiliary.............................
Fort Plain, N. Y., Auxiliary..........................
Fremont, Mich. v “ ..........................
Fordham, N. Y., “   30
“ • Mission Band ........................ 60
Fultonville, N. Y., Auxiliary.........................
Gardner, N. Y., “ .........................
Grand Rapids, Mich., Second, Auxiliary. 
“ 44 Third, 44
“ 44 Fourth, 44 ,
Gravesend, L. I., 44
Grandville, Mich., 44 .
Greenport, Colorado County, 44 ................  30 05
“ 44 Mrs. Pindar’s Infant Class.... 2 07
Germantown, N. Y., Auxiliary..... ..................
Glenville, • 44 " ........................
Greenville, N. J., 44 .... ...................
Greenwich, N. Y., “ .......................
Ghent, “ “   58
“ “ Memorial Gift......................  10
Griggstown, N. J., Auxiliary.........................
Gibbsville, Wis.D 44 ..........................
Hackensack, N. J., First, Auxiliary...................  175 12

















































Harlingen, N. J., Auxiliary.................
Havana, N. Y., King’s Daughters............
11 “ I. H. N .............. ......
High Bridge, N. J., Auxiliary...............
Hampton, North and South.. . .............
Hudson, N. Y., Auxiliary...... ...........
Helderberg, First, “ ..................
“ Second" — :..............
Herkimer, N. Y., “ .................. .
Hingham, Wis., 44 ..................
High Falls, N. Y., “ ..................
“ " Mission Band...■..........
Holmdel, N. J., Auxiliary..................
Hillsborough, N. J., Auxiliary..............
Hopewell, N. Y., 44 ..............
“ “ Three Ladies............
Holland, Mich., First and Third, Auxiliary....
“ " Young Ladies............
“ “ Hope Church Auxiliary....
i4 . 4i 44 Mission Circle...... .
4t 44 Ebenezer, Auxiliary.......
“ 44 North, 44 .......
Howe’s Cave, Auxiliary..................
Hurley, West, 44 ....................
Irving Park, 111., 44 ....................
Jamaica., L. L, 44 ....................
“ 44 Sunday School............ .
44 " .German Evangelical.....
Jerusalem, N. Y., Shinning Lights........ ...
Jersey City, Wayne Street Auxiliary........
44 Lafayette Auxiliary............
44 44 Memorial Mission Band.
44 4 4 Youth’s 44 44 .
4* South Bergen Auxiliary.........
4' “ Workers for Jesus...
44 Heights, Auxiliary..............
Kalamazoo, Mich., First, Auxiliary..........
4 4 4 4 Helping Hand............
44 44 Second, Auxiliary.........
Kingston, N. Y., First, Auxiliary............
“ 44 Fair Street, Auxiliary.....
Kiskatoma, 44 Auxiliary...............
Knox 41 “ ...............
Lawyersville,44 “ ...............
44 “ Rev. Edward Muller.......
Linlithgo, at Livingston, N. Y., Auxiliary....
Leeds, N. Y., Auxiliary...................
Lodi, 44 44 ....................
Long Branch, N. J., Auxiliary..............
Maliwah, 44 " ..............
Millbrook, N. Y., 44 ..............
44 44 Willing Workers...... .
Marbletbwn, N. Y., Auxiliary..............
Maurice, Iowa, 44 ..............
Metuchen, N. J., 44 ..............
Middlebush, 44 . 44 ...............
Middteburgh, Iowa, 44 ...............
Millstone, N. J., 44 ...............






















21 80 * 
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“ Young Ladies1 Society.........
Niskayuna, N. Y ...........................
“ Busy Bees...................
New Durham, N. J., Grove Church............
New Baltimore, N. Y., Auxiliary..............
New Hackensack, N. Y., “ ..............
New Paltz, N. Y., ** ..............
New Prospect, N. Y., “ ..............
New Utrecht, N. Y., “ ..............
North Branch, N. J., “ ..............
“ Mission Circle............
Norwood Park., 111., Auxiliary.................
Nutley, N. J., “ .................
Nyack, N. Y., “ .................
“ Mission Circle.................
























Clinton Avenue Auxiliary......................... 190 57
“ North “ ................... 253 37
“ “ Mission Circle................................. 217
.i “ Infant Class................................... 30 01
44 A Friend....................................... 70
“ 44 Bible and Missionary Class............... 150
k‘ “ “ Easter Offering.. 75 795 38
“ Second Church, Auxiliarv......................... 38 65
“ “ Watchful Circle, K. D ......... 4 42 65
New Brunswick, N. J., Suydam St.................................. 25
“ First, Auxiliary........................... 155
“ “ Mission Band...................... 60
u “ King’s Daughters................ 10 225
44 Second, Auxiliarv......................... 96 05
“ 44 Mrs. D. C. Vail.................. 120
“ “ SundajT School.................. 85
** 44 A  Thank Offering.............. 20
“ “ Mission Band................... 10
44 King’s Daughters.............. 40 371 05
New York City, Forty-eighth St. & Fifth Ave., Auxiliary____ 474
“ “ 44 Mrs. J. Mead, in
Memoriain... 80
it
44 44 In Memoriam... 20
U “ 44 Adrial Mis. Band , 30
“ 44 Sunday School. 50 654
Mrs. Jonathan Sturges................ 275
“ Twenty-ninth St. & Fifth Ave. Auxiliary... 342 45
“ Birthday Box, DeWltt Chapel........... 3 14
Miss Josephine Penfold................ 120 465 59(l Lafayette Place, Auxiliary............. 95(( Madison Avenue, 44 ........  . 610
South, 44 .... . 100
44 Sunday School................. 35 135
Thirty-fourth St., Auxiliary............ 79 35
“ Sixth Avenue, Ferris 44 ........... 124 79 35tt 44 Faith Mission Band....... 31 155 95u Grace, Auxiliary.......... .......... 25
New York City, Grace, In Memoriam........
“ Coral Workers.... ..
Holland..................
First, Harlem, Auxiliary....
Second, “ ' “ ....
St. Paul, Mott Haven........





Orange, East, N. J., Auxiliary.............
Owaao Outlet, “ .............
Oakdale Park, Mich., “ .............
Oradel, “ “ .............
Pascack. N. J., “ ..............
Passaic, “ “ .............
Paterson, “ First, “ .............
“ u Second, “ .............
“ “ “ Mission Circle.......
“ u Broadway................
Peapack, “ King’s Daughter’s...........
Pella, Iowa, Second, Auxiliary............. .
“ “ “ Band of Little Workers....
Pekin, 111., Mission Circle.................
Plainfield, N. J., Trinity Reformed..........
Plainville, “ Bright Hope Mission Band...
Preakness, “ Auxiliary................
“ “ Wayne Valley, Sunday School.
Port Jervis, N. Y., Deer Park..............
PortEwen, “ Auxiliary..............
Princetown, “ u ...............
Portersville, “ Band of Willing Workers —
Piermont, “ Auxiliary...............
Philadelphia, Pa., First, Auxiliary..........
“ Second, “ ..........
“ Second, Loyal Helper....
“ Second, Ladies’ Aid Society..
u Second, Sunday School....
Pompton, N. J., Auxiliary...............
Pompton Plains, N. J., Auxiliary...........
“ “ Cheerful Givers......
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., First, Auxiliary.......
“ “ Second, “ ........
Queens, L. I., Auxiliary................
Raritan, N. J., Third, “ ...............
“ vvrilllng Workers Mission Band..
111., Auxiliary..................
Readington, N. J., “ .................
Red Hill Chapel, N. Y., Auxiliary..........
Ridgewood, N. J., ...........
Rhinebeck, N. Y., *‘ .......... .
Rochester N. Y., First, “ ...........
“ “ Second, “ ...........
Roxbury, Del. Co., N. Y., “ ...........
Rotterdam, West, “ “ ...........
Roseland, 111., Bethany Church............
Saugerties, N. Y., Auxiliary..............




























































Sharon, N. Y., Auxiliary............................  $10
Shokan, “ u ............................ 13 40
Staten Island, Brighton Heights..................   78 84
** Port Richmond...................   74 50
Sprakers, N. Y., Auxiliary...........................  10
Schoharie “ “   20
Sheboygan Falls, Wis., Auxiliary.....................  21
“ “ Hope Church..................  1
Spring Valley, N. Y., Auxiliary.................... . ... ’ 50 10
Schenectady, “ “ ........................ $132 25
“ “ “ Griffis Band.............  50 182 25
Scotia, N. Y., Auxiliary.............................  12
Somerville, N. J., First, Auxiliary....................  107 10
“ Second, u ......................  100
Stuyvesant, N.Y., Auxiliary.........................  15 89
Syracuse “ “ .........................  * 115 48
Tappan, “ “ .............. ..........  22 C9
“ “ Sunday School..................... 10 32 67
Tarrytown, N. Y., First, Auxiliary....................  83
“ “ Second, “   25
Thousand Islands..................................  6
Upper Red Hook, Scudder Memorial.................... 64
Utica, N. Y., Auxiliary.............................. 108 50
“ “ Sunday School........................... 30 138 50
Wai*wick, N. Y., Auxiliary........................... 62
Walpack, Upper “   "7
Walden, N.Y., “   20
Westerlo, “ “   6
Whitehouse, Rockaway Church.......................  35 70
Wyckoff, N. J., Auxiliary.............   10
Yonkers, N.Y„ “ ............................ 120
Yonkers, “ Young Peoples’......................  50 170
Zeeland, Mich., Married Women’s Society..............  124
Total Receipts from Churches $17,596 47
I N D I V I D U A L S .
C. S. V. H ........................................  $5
A .....    12
From a Friend.................................... • 100
Legacy from Anna H. Gibson........................  950
Miss VaniSchaick .............................. ... • 10
Collection, Asbury Park............................. 68 85
Mrs. Isabella Brush............................. t',:. 55
Miss Caroline Storm........................... v...  10
Mrs. Isaac Ferris..................................  10
Woodstock, N. Y ..................................  1°
Miss A. L. Mundy..................................  25
Mrs. Frances Elting...........................   15
Balance, Missionary Conference, Poughkeepsie and Ulster... 8 39
Albany, N.Y... : ................................  10
J. B., Alto, Mich................  1
Mrs. Vandermay, Fairview, 111........................ 5
Legacy Estate, Miss Sarah Ellis....................... 100
Mrs. H.N. Cobb...................................  32
Peter Cortelyou.................................... 52
Miss Alice Dockstader..............................  60
Miss Hilda Bergen.................................. 26
Interest on Bond for Duryee Home....................  125
Miss C. A. Duryee, Fishkill, N. Y ...................... 5
Mrs. A. E. Dederer.................................  25
MissThomasma...................................  5
Thank Offering, M. O. Duryee........................  25
S. V. N., New Brunswick, N. J........................ 25
Miss A. Mabie.................... ....‘ ...........  4 61
A  Lady, Kingston, N . Y ....................    5
Collection, New Brunswick Classical Convention.........  51 12
F. K. N ..........................................  30
For Famine in India................................  1
Mrs. J. R. Talmage, for famine in India................  2
Mrs. Julia Ver Nooy, “ “   1
A. J. B., Chatham, N. Y., “ “   4
Mite, " “    5
G. F. Fysseline, “ “   3
Mrs. E. C. Downing, Montclair, Fla.... ...............  1
S., Brooklyn, N. Y .................. -..............  7
Miss M. O. Duryee, Special Thank Offering.. ............  101
Miss J. H. Van Doren...............................  5
The Misses Van Wagenen............................  15
Miss Katharine Frelinghuysen........................ 25
From a Friend.....    25
Last Gift of Miss Charlotte Ward......  380
Onecentaday....................................  11
Mrs. O. E. Cobb....................................  5
Rain from Heaven.................    2
A  Pastor’s Wife, for 60 years service for Christ..........  30
Miss Ann R. Slingerland............................. 10
Mrs. Phillip Phelps................................. 5
L. B.............................................  80
Mrs. Sarah J. Jackson..............................  5
Mrs. W. B. Walker, In Memoriam Little Martha.......... 10
Penny a Meal Missionary Box, Montpelier, Vt...........  2
One of the Prayer League........................ . • • • 5
Penny a Meal, M. R ................................. 5
Particular Synod, Albany, for Medical Missionary under Dr.
Chamberlain.................................  $219 70
Mrs. Charles Van Wyck.............................  5
Mrs. H. M. M. Byington.............................  20
Mrs. H. Klumper.................................. 25
Rev. and Mrs. G. Wyckoff...........................  30
Receipts for Gleaner......................... -j
Shepard Knapp, for advertisement...............  2 50
W. H. Jackson & Co., “ ...............  15 403 33
Total Receipts from Individuals..........  $3,259
D I S B U R S E M E N T S . .
Payments to Synod’s Board....................
Engrossing and Engraving Certificates........... $11 49
Rogers & Sherwood, Circulars.................  4 50
Boxing Picture.............................. 7
Repairing Picture Box........................ 2
Traveling Expenses Missionary to Synod.........  15
Delegates’ Expenses..... ....................  8 15
Notary Fees................................  50
Secretary’s Expense visiting auxiliaries.......... 18
Salary of Home Secretary..................... 100
Notary Fees for Act of Incorporation.... ....... 17 90
Corporate Seal..............................  8
Treasurer’s Postage and Stationery.............. 14
Copying Report.............................  3
Receipt Book, Treasurer..................    5 75
R. Brinkerhoff, printing reports..........$305 03
“ Disbursements...........  63 69 368 72
Expenses of Gleaner:
Rogers &  Sherwood, printing Gleaner...........  401
Agents’ Allowance and Postage................. 74 23
Salary of Editress............................ 100
$19,501 54
$579 01
575 23 $1,154 24
Total Payments. $20,655 78
Receipts from Churches................. $17,596 47
4‘ Individuals................ 3,259
$20,855 47
Balance on Hand May 1st, 1891...........  150 74
Total Receipts with Balance.............. $21,006 21
Payments to Synod..............................  $19,501 54
Disbursements and Gleaner Expenses..... ^ ........  1,154 24
Balance April 30th, 1892........................... 350 43
$21,006 21
MRS. PETER DONALD, Treasurer.
The undersigned having examined the foregoing accounts and compared the 
vouchers, finds the same correct, and the balance now in hands of Treasurer is 
three hundred and fifty and 43-100 dollars.
April 28th, 1892. TALBOT W. CHAMBERS.
D E T A I L E D  S T A T E M E N T  O F  E X P E N D I T U R E S
FOR THE CALENDAR YEAR 1891.
(In compliance with resolution of General Synod, 1884.)
A R C O T  MISSION, INDIA.
Salaries— Ttev. W. W. Scudder, D.D..................
Rev. J. W. Scudder, D.D...................
Rev. J. Chamberlain, D.D.................
Rev. John Scudder, M.D.......... •........
Rev. E. C. Scudder, Jr....................
Mr. H. J. Scudder........................
Rev. W. I. Chamberlain...................
Rev. L. R. Scudder, M.D....................
Rev. L. B. Chamberlain...................
Miss J. C. Scudder.......................
Miss M. K. Scudder.......................
Miss I. S. Scudder........................
Native .dssi'stante— Salaries of Pastors, Catechists, Readers and
Expenses.................................
Arcot Academy— Teachers’ salaries, board, clothing,
books, etc..........................  9.645
Less fees, grants and sundries..........  4,083
Female Academy— Teachers1 salaries, board, clothing,
books, etc..........................  3,274
Less fees, grants and donations........  2,777
Vernacular Schools— Amount expended at stations and
out-stations.........................  11,480
Less fees, grants, books sold, etc.......  4,215
Hindu Girls' ScAoois—-Teachers1 salaries and expenses
of 13 schools.......    6,374
Less fees and grants................. 1,508
Madanapalle Boys' School— Teachers’salaries, board,
clothing, books, etc..................  4,108
Less fees and grants.................  1,394
Madanapalle Girls' Schools— Teachers’ salaries, board,
clothing, etc........................  1,749
Less fees, grants and sundries.......... 539
Building Department— Expended on stations and out-stations.
Rents and .Repairs— Expended at stations and out-stations__
Touring and Traveling among the heathen and the hills......
Medical Department— Medicines, doctors1 fees, etc., for whole
Mission..................................
Library Fund— Annual grant to Mission Library....... '....
Miscellaneous Charges— Gave of churches, postage, stationery,
Mission meetings and sundries................
Outside the Appropriations— VemaXe medical student, special
gift......................................Bibles, gift of the American Bible Society.......
Famine Fund, the gift of friends in America, $803..
Exchange makes the Rupee valued at 36% cents,
therefore, the above is equal to gold........
Paid in America— John Heeren, an orphan..............
Rev. J. W. Conklin.........................
Rev.L.B. Chamberlain, outfit, passage, etc., to India. 








































A M O Y  MISSION, CHINA.
Mexican
dollars.
Saiane* —  Rev. J. G. Fagg............................ 1,408
Rev. L. W. ICip............................  1,408
Rev. P. \V. Pitcher..........................  896
Rev. D. Rapalje............................  104 52
Rev. A. S. Van Dyck........................ 231 51
Dr. J. A. Otte.............................  1,664
Miss E. M. Cappon.........................  219 72
Miss Nellie Zwemer........................  219 72
Native Language Teachers...........................
Theological Students...................... ...........





Purchase of grounds for old Middle School......
Purchase of house and grounds for Middle School..
Mission Property— Rents, taxes and repairs..............
Paid toward Parsonage, 1st Church, Amoy......
Balance on $1,200 due on Tong-An property.....
Neerbosch Hospital and Dispensary at Sio-Ae— Current expenses
Doorkeeper's lodge, well, etc.................
Building wail and Ailing in new lot adjoining Hos­
pital..................................
Messengers, etc...........................
Out-stations— Salaries of Preachers, Teachers and Chapel
Keepers at fifteen out-stations.............
Miscellaneous Expenses...............................
Bible Wom e n ..............................
Gospel Boat, running expenses...............
Public Worship in Amoy Churches.............
Mission printing...........................




















Trauetmf/— Missionaries touring, etc....................  177 22
Native Helpers..........:.................  325 02
Passage of Mr. Van Dyck from Hong Kong...... 50
Mexican Dollars
Exchange at 83c. for the Mexican dollar makes the
above equal to, gold.....................
Paid in A m m c o — Dr. Talmage........................ $1,560
Mr. Van Dyck.............................  1,249 97
Mr. Rapalje.........  1,942 50
Mrs. Pitcher................   979 92
Miss K. M. Talmage......................... 550
MissM. E. Talmage........................  550
Mr. Van Dyck, passage, outfit, etc............. 1,177 19
The Misses Talmage, passage................. 665 30
Miss Zwemer, passage, outfit, etc.............. 468 50
Miss Cappon, “ “ .............. 468 50
N O R T H  JAPAN MISSION.
Tokyo-Yokohama:
Salaries— ttev. G. F. Verbeck, D. D., part in America.......  $50 59
Rev. J. H. Ballagh, “ ........ 900
















Rev. J. L. Amerman, D. D., part in America....  8376 67
Rev. E. S. Booth........................... 1,200
Prof. M. N. Wyckoff........................ 600
Rev. H. Harris............................  416 67
Miss M. L. Winn........................... 188 33
Miss A. DeF. Thompson.....................  600
MissM. Deyo.............................. 600
Miss J. Moulton......... :.................  600
Miss M. E. Brokaw.........................  315 $7,050 24
Children's Allowances— Dr. Verbeck.................... 401 79
• Dr. Amerman, $62.77; Mr. Booth, 8232.22........ 284 99 686 78
House Rents— Dr. Verbeck, $535.72; Mr. Harris, $208.33 .....  744 05
Mr. Ballagh, $600; Mr. Miller, $400............. 1,000
t Dr. Amerman, $600; Prof. Wyckoff, $600........ 1,200 2,944 05
Literary Assistants— T)r. Verbeck, $67.39; Mr. Miller, $237.86.. 304 75
Dr. Amerman, $27.91; Prof. Wyckoff, $52.41 ....  80 32
Mr. Harris, $27.57; Miss Winn, $13.83............. 41 40 426 47
Traveling Expenses— For Mission work................   224 79
Medical Bills......................................  261
Publication— Expended this year......................  169 95
jl/isce/taneous— For sundry small expenses...............  24 18
Half deficit on church paper..................  344 96 369 14
Evangelistic Work-In connection with the Board of the
United Church.........................  3,793 24
Education Work— Meiji Gakuin, land rent and Sandham Hall 278 99
Deficit in Theological Hall and furniture, one half 621 37
Theological department, current expenses, “ .. 888 43
Academic “ i* ■ u 663 49 2,452 28
Support of students.............   716 12
Training school for Evangelists................  240 70 956 82
Ferris Seminary-Land rent and expenses *
. on building............. $1,031 18
Current expenses..........  5,628 49 $6,659 67
Less board and tuition $3,337
Rent of hall.......  190 3,527
Mexican dollars................. 3,132 67 Equal to $2,505
Missionaries'1 Return to America— Mrs. Amerman and ohild-
dren, passage, etc.......................  612
Mr. Harris and wife, passage, etc................700
Miss Brokaw, “ ........... ;. 350 1,662
Gold.................................. $23,401 76
Paid in America— Mr. Ballagh, one-quarter salary, $300, and
son Wilbur, $150........................  450
Miss Winn, $375; passage and expenses, $330 ....  705
Dr. Verbeck to Mrs. Verbeck.................  1,040
Mrs. Amerman............................  1,029 48
Mr. Harris...............................  864
Miss Brokaw.............................. 250 72
Miss Nellie Amerman.......................  75
Prof. Wyckoff, account salary and children.....  1,200 5,514 20
SOUTH JAPAN MISSION.
Salaries— Rev. Henry Stout, Wife and Daughter, part in
America...............................
Rev. A. Oltmans...........................  $1,200
Mr. H. V. S. Peeke.......................... 306 37
Mr. A. Pieters, in part....................... 366 66
Miss R. L. Irvine............................ 471 54
Miss C. B. Lanterman....................... 600
$28,915 96
$2,944 57
Allowance for Children of Mr. Oltmans.................
.Residences— Land rent, insurance and repairs, three houses...
Rent for Mr. Peeke.........................
Medical Bills for whole Mission..................... . ..
Personal Teachers “ “ .............. .........
Salaries of Associates— A. Segawa......................
M. Ohgimi...................  ...
Support of Students..................................
Evangelistic (Pbrfc— Chapel land rent, insurance, repairs and
Janitor................................
Part salary of Pastor........................
Salary of Bible-woman......................
Rent of preaching place in Nagasaki...........
Work in villages near Nagasaki...............
Out-stations— Kagashima, etc., ten in number............
Home Missionary Society....................
Students’ Summer Work....................
TVauciinp— Delegates to Chiu Kai, etc...................
On General Mission Work....................
Miscellaneous— Health trip for Miss Irvine................
Mr. Peeke’s passage to America, etc...........
Freight on goods from America...............
Special Orders, part of Mr. Pieter’s outfit, etc....
Postages and other expenses, Books and Tracts__
Jonathan Sturges' Seminary— Land rent, insurance, repairs,
painting and furnishing..................
Salaries of Teachers ..... Yen 641 25
Wages of Matron and Servants.. 219
Books and Periodicals........  40 72
Boarding Department .......  660 06
Incidentals, Fuel, Lights, etc... 231 51 1,792 54
Less— Eutrance Fees............. 15
Tuition....................  71 62
Board.....................  299 32 385 94
Yen........  1,406 60
Equal to
Wm. H. Steele, Jr., Memorial School— Land rent, insurance
and repairs............................




. 107 99 1,734 19
Less— Entrance Fees... .•......
Tuition...................
. 22 
. 175 45 199 45
Yen... 1,534 74




























Yen........  1,329 97 Equal to





















Salaries— Rev. H. N. Cobb, Corresponding Secretary.......  $2,700
Rev. J. M. Ferris, Honorary Secretary........... 300
• Bookkeeper................................ 330 3,600
Rent-Office .......................................  637 52
Steam Heat...................................  125
Safe Deposit Co................................ 73 777 52
Printing, etc.— Annual Report.................   444 50
Stationery and Printing..................  442 75
Slite Boxes.............................  20°
Office Expenses, Postage, etc..............  391 07 1,488 32
Interest on loans......................... ...........  1,449 90
Mission Field deficiency...............................  ...72
$7,462 46
R E C A P I T U L A T I O N .  '
Expenditures for Arcot Mission, India...................  32,570
“ “ Amoy Mission, China..................  27,725 65
“ “ Korth Japan Mission, Tokyo-Yokohama.... .. 28,915 96
“ “ South “ “ Nagasaki........... 14,888 78
$104,100 39
Home Expenses..... ................  7,462 46
MISSIONARIES OF T H E  B O A R D_______c\v.
The following List presents the names of Missionaries now connected 
with the carious Missions, whether in the field or at home, but expecting to 
return.
A M O Y  MISSION.
Rev. J. y. N. Talmage, D. D ...........
Mrs. M. E. Talmage..................
Rev. Daniel Rapalje......•............
Mrs. Alice Rapalje....................
Rev. L. W .  Kip, D. D .................
Mrs. Helen C. K i p ....................
Miss Mary E. Talmage............. .
Miss Catharine M. Talmage... ...........
Rev. Alex. S. V a n  D y c k ...............
Mrs. Alice K. V a n  D y c k ..............
Rev. Philip W .  Pitcher....... .. .........
Mrs. Annie T. Pitcher.................
John A. Otte, M. D ...................
Mrs. Prances C. Otte...................
Rev. John G. F a g g ....................
Mrs. Margaret G. F a g g .................
Miss Nellie Z w e m e r ....................
Miss Elizabeth M. C a ppon..............
. A R C O T  MISSION.
Rev. W m .  W .  Scudder, D . D .............
Mrs. Frances A. Scudder...............
Rev. Jared W .  Scudder, M.D., D . D ..... .
Mrs. Julia C. Scudder..................
Rev. Jacob Chamberlain, M.D., D . D ......
Mrs. Charlotte B. Chamberlain.......... .
Rev. John Scudder, M . D ...............
Mrs. Sophia W .  Scudder................
Miss Julia 0., Scudder..................
Rev. John W .  Conklin.................
Mrs. Elizabeth J. Conklin...............
Rev. Ezekiel C. Scudder, Jr..............
Mrs. Mabel J. Scudder.........  .......
Miss M. K. Scudder....................
Rev. W .  I. Chamberlain ................
Mrs. Mary E. Chamberlain ...............
Rev. Lewis R. Scudder, M . D .............
Mrs. Ethel T. Scudder..................
Mr. H. J. Scudder......................
Miss Ida S. Scudder................. . _ _









































R E P O R T  O N  F O R E I G N  M I S S I O N S .  
N O R T H  J A P A N  M I S S I O N .
Rev. Guido F. Verbeck, D. D . .
Mrs. Maria M. Verbeck......
Rev. James H. Ballagh......
Mrs. Margaret T. Ballagh....
Rev. E. Rothesay Miller.....
Mrs. Mary E. Miller........
Rev. James L. Amerman, D. D  
Mrs. Rebecca E. A m e r m a n . . .
Rev. Eugene S. Booth......
Mrs. Emily S. Booth.......
Prof. Martin N. Wyckoff....
Mrs. An na  C. Wyckoff.... •• •
Miss M. Leila W i n n ........
Rev. Howard Harris......
Mrs. Lizzie B. H a m s .......
Miss Mary E. Brok a w......
Miss Anna DeF. Thompson...






















S O U T H  J A P A N  M I S S I O N .
Rev. Henry Stout....... ....................
Mrs. Elizabeth G. Stout......................
Rev. Albert Oltmans.........................
Mrs. Alice V. Oltmans.......................
Miss Rebecca L. Irvine.......................
Miss Carrie B. Lanterman.....................
Rev. Albertus Pieters........................









BOARD OF FOREIGN MIS3
Members whose Term expires June, 1893.
Rev. A. R. Thompson, D.D., Mr. William L. Brower,
“ Lewis Francis, , “ Henrj' Fitch, Jr.,
“ W m .  R. Duryee, D.D., “ Joseph C. Pool,
“ E. G. Read, « W .  L. M. Phelps.
Members whose Term expires June, 1894.
Rev. A. P. V an  Gieson, D.D., 
“ C. L. Wells, D.D.,
“ M. H. Hutton, D.D.,
“ J. F. Riggs, D.D.,
Mr. D. Jackson Steward, 
Hon. N. F. Graves,
Mr. C. H. Tiebout,
“ John C. Giffing.
Members whose Term expires June, 1895.
Rev. J. H. Whitehead, Rev. J. H. Oerter, D.D.,
“ T. W .  Chambers, D.D., Mr. Jas. A. Williamson,
“ T. S. Brown, “ F. S. Douglas,
“ Peter Stryker, D.D., “ Chas. L. Rickerson,
E X E C U T I V E  C O M M I T T E E .
Rev. A. R. Thompson, D.D., Mr. Jas. A. Williamson,
“ Lewis Francis, “ Chas. L. Rickerson,
“ C. L. Wells, D.D ,  “ F. S. Douglas,
“ M. H. Hutton, D.D., “ Joseph C. Pool,
“ E. G. Read, “ John C. Giffing.
O F F I C E R S  F O R  1892-3.
Rev. T. W .  Chambers, D.D., President.
“ M. H. Hutton, D.D., Vice-President:
“ C. L. Wells, D.D., Recording Secretary.
“ John M. Ferris, D.D., Hon. Secretary.
“ Henry N. Cobb, D.D., Cor. Sec., 25 E. 22d St., N. Y. 
Mr. Peter Donald, Treasurer, 25 East 22d St., N. Y.
M E D I C A L  A D V I S E R S .
Henry R. Baldwin, M. D., N e w  Brunswick.
E. G. Janeway, M. D., N e w  York.
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